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How to Ue Thi Guide

Thi i a guide to trengthen the capacit of grant-maker to upport and
leverage network in ervice of their ocial impact goal. The information in
thi guide i deigned to help guide grantmaking action and offered in the
ervice of deciion-making. It i organized to guide ou through a range of
ke quetion to conider a ou explore how engaging with a network might
pla a role in our work. (To learn aout how it wa produced, ee Aout Thi
Guide.)

WHAT IS THIS GUID?

A tool to help you…
Think through the critical questions of whether and when to use a network to accelerate
impact;
Understand your role in supporting a network and how that may change over time;
Answer the “upstream” questions around a network’s conception, design, utility and resource
requirements;
Learn from real world stories of networks (their funders and leaders) who are using networks
to solve a range of tough problems
This guide is structured around a series of questions that will help you navigate the process of
deciding whether to engage with a network and how to do so. The material is organized in a
sequence starting with the types of problems social impact networks are suited to address, what
networks can help you do, to the very practical roles funders can play in support of networks.
WHAT QUSTIONS WILL THIS GUID ANSWR?

There are many ways to think about networks from a funder’s perspective. This guide addresses
the topic through answering the following questions, which you can find on any page by clicking the
table of contents button in the upper-right-hand corner of the screen:
SECTION 1: What could a network help me achieve?

Why are networks relevant to my work?

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howtousethisguide/
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Why are networks relevant to my work?
Is my challenge a good fit for engaging with a network?
What are the alternatives to a network?
What network design would be the most useful?
What can a network do?
SECTION 2: What could I do for a network?
What type of network funder could I be?
What forms of financial and backbone support do networks need?
What support will I provide?
Am I ready to work with a network—and is my organization ready?
How do I exit a network?
SECTION 3: How do I get started?
How do I gauge the potential for starting or joining a network?
What technology and process tools can support a network?
To review: Am I clear on my intention for getting involved in a network?
WHAT ISN’T THIS GUID?

A how-to guide for network weavers and others who need to run a network
The final word on funding networks for social impact, which remains a young and dynamic
area of practice
HOW TO FIND YOUR WAY AROUND

Each page has a left and right arrow at the top, to move forward or backwards in the order.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howtousethisguide/
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Each page has a left and right arrow at the top, to move forward or backwards in the order.
If you’d like to jump to a particular page, or search by keyword, click the Index icon in the
far upper-right corner.
To print any page, just hit Control-P (or Command-P on a Mac). It will be automatically
formatted for a printed page. If you’d prefer to read all of the material in printed form, or
off-line, click the Download link at the bottom of the page.
Any time you find something that you want to come back to, click the bookmark icon in the
upper-left, which will add that page or section to your Reading List. You can find what
you’ve saved by clicking on the Index icon in the far upper-right corner and clicking Reading
List. From the Reading List you can click back to any page you’ve saved, email yourself a list
of links, or download any page as a PDF.
Whenever you click into a Story Sketch, the titles on the right are the sections that the story
illustrates. Click on them to jump to that content.

If you’d like to read more about a topic click the Sources link at the bottom of each page, and
if you’d like to see all of the sources at once you can find them in the Full Bibliography.
We have seen first-hand the transformative outcomes that can be powered by a funder’s effective
engagement with a social impact network. It is our earnest hope that this guide will help you find
and pursue the opportunities to do that in your grantmaking.
–Anna Muoio and Noah Rimland Flower, Monitor Institute

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howtousethisguide/
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Wh are network relevant to m work?

Network are eing ued toda  change agent acro field and ector to
create larger-cale olution to ocial challenge than can e delivered  a
ingle organization. That cale i accomplihed  connecting independent
actor in wa that are flexile, adaptale, reilient, calale, and
decentralized.

In our interviews, we heard grantmakers name a number of specific ways that networks for social
impact accelerate and amplify the change they seek:
Networks allow a grantmaker to set broader ambitions—and tackle a larger piece of a
problem than could be addressed by supporting individual grantees.
Networks diversify a grantmaker’s risk, spreading bets across the work of many actors rather
than relying on one organization.
Networks spur smart coordination: they allow organizations to team up with others to tackle
an issue of shared concern.
Networks build the resilience of problem solvers in any ecosystem: they help create
meaningful relationships so that when new challenges or opportunities arise, the collective
can respond.
Networks enable innovation, creating a venue where it is possible to bring many new and
different voices to the table.
The word “network” has become a general-purpose term that has seen a huge rise in popularity with
the spread of connective technology. It’s a term at risk of being so overused that we become numb to
what it means. There are many kinds of networks for many kinds of purposes. The networks that are
relevant to grantmaking are social impact networks, comprised of relatively autonomous actors, who
are either pursuing individual goals within a shared system or working in concert to address complex
social problems. These actors can be drawn from the private, public or social sectors to create truly
cross-sector collaboratives. (See the collection of Story Snapshots for examples of what they look like
in practice.)

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whyarenetworksrelevanttomywork/
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A network i a collection of expertie that add up to more than
the um of the part, allowing a tranfer of knowledge and
material that wouldn’t happen otherwie.

GARY TONNISSN, ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

These networks have been called many names over the years. Each term for them describes a
particular approach that is useful in slightly different settings, although they are often applied loosely
in practice. VISA founder Dee Hock famously coined the term chaordic organizations in 2000; Pete
Plastrik, Madeleine Taylor, and John Cleveland recently offered the term generative social-impact

networks; at the global scale, author Don Tapscott calls them global solution networks, while Steve
Waddell writes about them as global action networks. Some terms refer to focused applications of
the network form, such as collective impact and social labs. Other terms describe not the network

itself but the type of leadership required to build networks: Jane Wei-Skillern uses the term network

mindset; Peter Senge and his coauthors describe the skillset of a system leader; and, we at Monitor

Institute have described both the art of creating aligned action and the mentality of working wikily.
>(These are related but separate from forms such as movements, coalitions or associations.)

“If we can deign our grant portfolio to reflect natural living
tem which are all ver divere, ut ver much connected and
therefore reilient, then we’re going to have etter outcome in
the long run.”

SARAH LL, TH 11TH HOUR PROJCT

Social impact networks are highly relevant to the work of grantmakers, who are particularly wellsuited to play key roles in their formation and development. In network parlance, a grantmaker is a
natural ‘network hub,’ forming ties with many people in an issue space as she gathers information,
builds and rebuilds a point of view about how to achieve programmatic goals, and finds the best
grantee partners.
What is new today is the increasing number of social impact networks that operate independently
of grantmakers, developing a powerful enough life of their own that they can become grantees
themselves. When actors find reason to pursue their individual goals within a shared system, or
achieve sufficient alignment that they can work in concert to achieve shared goals, the structure that
enables their collective effort becomes a crucial lever of change. Where grantmakers have

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whyarenetworksrelevanttomywork/
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traditionally supported organizations as the unit of analysis for driving social impact, today there are
increasing opportunities to achieve impact by supporting networks that link organizations or people
together into powerful problem solving collectives.
Our trutee were aing, ‘I know our individual grant make a
difference, ut are we reall making a difference at a communit
level or at a tem level?’

TRACY SAWICKI, TOWR FAMILY FOUNDATION

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whyarenetworksrelevanttomywork/
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I m challenge a good fit for engaging with a
ocial impact network?

Social challenge come in ever hape and ize, and there i never a
traightforward plug-and-pla proce to find the mot promiing path
forward, no matter if ou are uing a network or a different approach. Intead,
ou need to undertand the nature of the prolem efore ou in order to
undertand the et approach to take.

Networks are suited to solving a particular type of problem. There are certain qualities you can look
for to determine whether a network is likely or unlikely to be a good fit. There is an entire body of
knowledge around problem typologies—discussing the range of problems and the different
characteristics that they exhibit. Some people call them Type I, II, III problems. Others refer to
them as technical, complicated, complex and chaotic problems. Some call them “wicked or tame”
problems. This matters because the type of problem you face will help determine the solution
approach you adopt.
Below we’ve outlined characteristics of a challenge where a network could be particularly valuable
and those situations where it may not be as powerful. Review this to gain a better understanding of
the nature of the challenge you’re facing and if a network may be an effective tool. Whatever your
conclusions, hold them lightly, and return to double-check your thinking after you’ve learned more
about the landscape and gauged the potential for starting or joining a network.
A LIKLY FIT

The problem you are trying to solve…
Has no single root cause and is connected to (or a symptom of) other problems
Is emergent and shifting, defying silver-bullet solutions
Could not be solved by any single organization, and lacks a clear or widely-agreed definition
among the actors who could address it
Cuts across the domains in which the actors typically work (e.g., governmental jurisdiction,
issue focus, or industry sector)
And any progress towards a solution will require…
The involvement of many actors, especially if they are from different sectors

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/ismychallengeagoodfitforengagingwithasocialimpactnetwork/
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The involvement of many actors, especially if they are from different sectors
More resources or capacity than any one actor could provide
A portfolio of interventions that work on many levers of change to address deep rooted
causes
Working beyond the scope of any of the relevant actors—such as changing policies,
structures, or other elements of the social system that surrounds them
AN UNLIKLY FIT

The problem you are trying to solve…
Is well understood and involves a relatively simple solution
Exists in an organization or system that is entirely under one leader’s formal authority
And any progress towards a solution will require…
Work that requires little information exchange or coordination among the relevant actors
Hierarchical management and meaningful accountability to ensure that the relevant actors
play their part
Replication of a clearly-defined program or practice
Execution by very few independent actors
The igger and more complex the challenge, the more I think it
need ome ort of a network.

SHLLY LONDON, POSS FAMILY FOUNDATION

I don’t elieve we could have achieved our goal [of producing
rice varietie with value to poor conumer] without creating a
network. No ingle intitution had the capacit to work all the
wa from dicover to application in the field.

GARY TONNISSN, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/ismychallengeagoodfitforengagingwithasocialimpactnetwork/
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What are the alternative to a network?

ngaging with ocial impact network addreed in thi guide can e done in
man ituation in man wa. The have ditinctive trength when ued well.
ut the alo have challenge that are inherent to their form.

In a network it is more challenging to establish decision rights, define membership and create
accountability. It is also more challenging to establish a clear and attractive value exchange among
the people involved and to motivate those people to invest a meaningful amount of time. As a result,
there are also many situations where a network is simply not the right tool.
If you suspect that you might be able to make headway without forming a new network, or
supporting an existing network, consider whether these alternatives might serve your purposes. But
also consider whether it could be worth investing additional effort in understanding the nature of

the issue and the landscape of actors involved–sometimes the opportunity to build a network is
not immediately obvious and requires some initial discovery.

YOUR OPTIONS INCLUD:

Support a ingle individual / organization

SUPPORT A PRSON OR AN XISTING ORGANIZATION

Form a standard grantmaker/grantee relationship in which the grantmaker provides
funding, capacity-building, and/or other forms of direct personal involvement to enable a
single individual or organization to accomplish a particular goal.
CRAT AN INDPNDNT ORGANIZATION

Create a typical free-standing nonprofit, operating foundation, or corporation that has
dedicated leadership and staff. Whether they are associations (as described below) or
deliver a different type of service, sometimes the work that needs to be done requires the
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatarethealternativestoanetwork/
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dedicated resources and executive vision that are the hallmarks of an effective stand-alone
entity.

p

Gather a group

HOLD A SRIS OF MTINGS

Host in-person or virtual gatherings focused on moving through an agenda (rather than
doing collaborative group work).
ORGANIZ A CONFRNC

Provide an event where a group can give and hear presentations, ask questions of speakers,
and form new relationships as they see fit.
HOST ON OR MOR CONVNINGS

Convenings are large-group working sessions, typically composed of up to 80 diverse
stakeholders who represent a range of perspectives on a topic, often from different
organizations. They are designed to draw on all participants to generate insight and action
beyond what any single actor could achieve on his or her own, even when the participants
are not part of a network. For more details, see GATHER: The Art and Science of

Effective Convening, described in this brief video:

p
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatarethealternativestoanetwork/
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Support a different kind of partnerhip

(Many of the principles from this guide apply to this work as well.)
INFORMALLY CONNCT PAIRS OR TRIOS

Quite frequently there are opportunities for learning and collaboration among two or three
organizations that have no need to expand to a larger group. These can happen on their
own, they can be catalyzed by conversation at a convening, or they can form out of an
introduction that you make intentionally. Two ways to encourage and sustain these
collaborations are by offering small grants to start new collaborations or by providing a
prize for collaborations that begin on their own.
SUPPORT AN ASSOCIATION

These groups are organized mainly to foster connections and provide their members with
various services. In associations, members don’t necessarily develop powerful, enduring
relationships and collaborations and the association staff, not the members, do most of the
work.
SUPPORT A COALITION OR ALLIANC

These are campaign-specific temporary alignments of organizations formed to achieve a
specific objective that usually disband as soon as the campaign is completed. While they
are networks in the general sense of the term, their short lifespan means that it is less
necessary to define their function and participants’ roles as clearly as in the social impact
networks discussed here.
SUPPORT A PULIC-PRIVAT PARTNRSHIP

These partnerships are formed between government and private sector organizations to
deliver specific services or benefits. They are often targeted narrowly, such as developing a
particular drug to fight a single disease, and usually don’t engage the full set of
stakeholders that affect the issue, such as the potential drug’s distribution system.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatarethealternativestoanetwork/
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“Collaoration i reall me and difficult. There are reaon
wh it’ difficult for funder to work together and reaon wh it’
difficult for organization to collaorative effectivel. It’ hard,
and it take a lot of peritence and a lot of flexiilit. When ou
get a group of mart people in a room who have a lot of different
idea, ou have to let go and trut that the work will go in the
right direction.”

JNNIFR RMAN, NRGY ACTION NTWORK OF VRMONT

“Ak ourelf: do ou trul elieve in the power of a network? It’
going to take time and reource and lot of frutration. You have
to have reaon to elieve in the value of a network in order to e
willing to go through all of that.”

MICHLL GILLIARD, VNTUR PHILANTHROPY PARTNRS

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatarethealternativestoanetwork/
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What network deign would e the mot
ueful?

If ou think that our prolem i a likel fit for uing a network, ou are now
read to create an initial hpothei aout what the right ize and hape of
network might e. What deign will e mot effective for the prolem ou’re
tring to olve depend on who will e involved, and man other detail. ut
undertanding the range of deign option i a good place to tart.

Our research has found eight particularly common ways that networks can vary to suit
different circumstances. At this early stage of your thinking you may be able to rule out certain
configurations. For example, you might be certain that you are only interested in engaging with a
network that is place-based, or one that has cross-sectoral representation.
You may not know yet whether it will better serve your goals to start a new network, help a
network develop, or transform an existing network. Initial ideas here are helpful for moving your
thinking forward, but you may want to revisit your ideas once you begin thinking in more detail
about what that network could do, how it can evolve over time, what support and leadership it

will need, and whether you and your organization are ready. Hold these ideas lightly: network
design choices are best kept fluid, particularly as you begin reaching out to the field to gauge a

network’s real potential.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatnetworkdesignwouldbethemostuseful/
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The extremes of each of these eight spectra are described in greater detail below:

1. SIZ

HUNDRD OF PARTICIPANTS:

HANDFUL OF PARTICIPANTS:

There are hundred of individual who are

There are a mall numer of people who are

active participant in the network.

active participant in the network.

2. LADRSHIP

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatnetworkdesignwouldbethemostuseful/
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DISTRIUTD LADRSHIP:

TOP-DOWN LADRSHIP:

Man participant, if not all, make their own

Mot or all of the participant’ contriution

independent choice aout what and how

to the network are made in accordance with

to contriute to the network.

the requet of a deciion making od

(executive committee, teering committee,

etc).

3. GOVRNANC

INFORMAL GOVRNANC:

FORMAL GOVRNANC:

There are no explicitl-tated leaderhip

Memerhip and leaderhip are

role within the network, or oundarie

explicitl defined and contained within

around the nature of different participant’

pecific ound, often with multiple tier of

contriution.

memerhip and official leaderhip

poition.

4. PURPOS

SHORT-TRM OUTCOMS:

SYSTMIC CHANG:

The participant’ reaon for connecting i to

The participant’ reaon for connecting i to

accomplih a goal in the near term, after

addre a temic challenge, which

which the participant might continue

tpicall require utained effort over

ut will need to adopt a new purpoe.

ear or decade. ven if the participant

change, the network continue to achieve

the goal.

5. ALIGNMNT

MAXIMAL ALIGNMNT:

MINIMAL ALIGNMNT:

The participant are aiming to accomplih

The participant have man different

ver imilar overarching goal, giving them

overarching goal, giving them onl one or

man good reaon to connect and

a few good reaon to connect and

collaorate.

collaorate.

6. SCTOR

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatnetworkdesignwouldbethemostuseful/
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INTRA-SCTOR:

CROSS-SCTOR:

The participant are highl homogeneou,

The participant are highl heterogeneou,

working in the ame ector, iue area, or

working in a variet of ector, iue area,

indutr, with imilar organizational

or indutrie, with a variet of organizational

tructure.

tructure.

7. ORINTATION

ACTION-ORINTD:

LARNING-ORINTD:

Participant’ motivation for taking part in the

Participant’ motivation for taking part in the

network i primaril to accomplih a goal,

network i primaril to acce information

whether that i their own goal or a collective

that will e ueful in their own independent

goal.

work.

8. GOGRAPHY

PLAC-ASD:

GLOAL:

The participant are located in the ame

The participant are pread around the

metropolitan area (at the extreme of the

gloe (at the extreme of the pectrum) or

pectrum), in the ame tate (halfwa to the

located in the ame countr (halfwa to the

center), or in the ame region (in the center).

center).

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatnetworkdesignwouldbethemostuseful/
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What can a network do?

eond the hape and ize that reult from their general deign, ever
network erve one or more function in helping it participant achieve a
larger goal. Think of a network like a Swi Arm knife that can e
reconfigured to meet the tak at hand. We have found even function that
network can erve, drawing on recent finding and our own reearch.

Few networks serve all functions, but many serve more than one, and the degree of functionality
required typically scales with the complexity of the challenge they are designed to address. Some
networks only need to weave social ties or access new and diverse perspectives; but if you’ve got a
bold goal—like reducing carbon emissions 80% by 2050 across 8 states—you’ll probably need to
build in more advanced functionality over time.
We’ve arranged the seven functions below in order from those that require the least alignment
among the participants to those that require the most. Click on each one to learn more and to see
examples of what that function looks like in practice.
(If you’re interested in other ways of thinking about a network’s functions, we recommend the
frameworks from Global Solution Networks and the book Connecting to Change the World.)

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldanetworkhelpmeachieve/whatcananetworkdo/
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1. Spur individual
action

A network can provide the structure through which a large number of people can engage in an issue
that would be challenging to do in a more formal hierarchy. It is particularly effective when the goal
is to encourage individuals to take action and use whatever resources are at their disposal. This is
especially true when the people in question need only a small amount of structure, encouragement,
and support to get moving in the right direction. It can be powerful and cost-effective when
executed through online coordination tools, which can be augmented with in-person convening.
(This function is closely related to access new and diverse perspectives.) A network that is successful
in this work can be highly effective at sparking individuals’ motivation to change their behavior or
participate in collective action.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/spurindividualaction/
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2. Weave ocial
tie

A network can provide a setting in which participants meet, get acquainted, learn about each other,
and form their own connections. This can be valuable when certain people or organizations are
isolated from one another and simply forming relationships would be a helpful part of the systemic
intervention you want to advance. The potential for a network to serve this function exists when the
group in question would not normally meet but could be convinced to see value in meeting one
another. A network that succeeds in this work can lay the foundation for many kinds of mutual
assistance, enabling it to develop additional functions. One common next step is facilitating

information exchange and peer learning; another is for participants to start other organizations or
networks of their own.

Related terms: This function is can be loosely considered a subset of what is described as a
connectivity network.
“A good network will eget other network. And ou hould not
ee thi a a ad thing.”

KARL ROWN, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/weavesocialties/
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3. Acce new and divere
perpective

A network can create a structure for engaging with a group who can provide a diverse range of ideas,
information, and perspectives. Rather than soliciting this information one-on-one, convenings and
online platforms can be used to provide a format where groups can provide input into a decision or
offer points of view that may add needed dimension to a challenge. Networks deployed to serve this
function alone are typically created on a temporary basis to serve a short-term purpose, but this
function can also be served on an ongoing basis for work that needs to be conducted over the course
of years. Unlike standard polling or focus groups, a network that is successful in this regard can
create meaningful dialogue, where the people providing input can have a real exchange with one
another and with the people making the decision.
“Diverit i reall important in upporting network, epeciall if
ou’re tring to uild power. [In one network,] an important form
of diverit wa geograph. Having group involved that were
tate-focued rought a different perpective to the group’
converation. For example, we’d e talking aout
communication, a national group would a, “let’ a thi,”
and omeone ele would a, “Well, we can’t actuall a that in
Miouri, ut thi i what we a.” That diverit made all of the
converation richer.”

SARAH LL, TH 11TH HOUR PROJCT

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/accessnewanddiverseperspectives/
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3. Acce new and divere
perpective

A network can create a structure for engaging with a group who can provide a diverse range of ideas,
information, and perspectives. Rather than soliciting this information one-on-one, convenings and
online platforms can be used to provide a format where groups can provide input into a decision or
offer points of view that may add needed dimension to a challenge. Networks deployed to serve this
function alone are typically created on a temporary basis to serve a short-term purpose, but this
function can also be served on an ongoing basis for work that needs to be conducted over the course
of years. Unlike standard polling or focus groups, a network that is successful in this regard can
create meaningful dialogue, where the people providing input can have a real exchange with one
another and with the people making the decision.
“Diverit i reall important in upporting network, epeciall if
ou’re tring to uild power. [In one network,] an important form
of diverit wa geograph. Having group involved that were
tate-focued rought a different perpective to the group’
converation. For example, we’d e talking aout
communication, a national group would a, “let’ a thi,”
and omeone ele would a, “Well, we can’t actuall a that in
Miouri, ut thi i what we a.” That diverit made all of the
converation richer.”

SARAH LL, TH 11TH HOUR PROJCT
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4. Facilitate information exchange and peer
learning

A network can create a setting where participants learn from each other, using structured and
unstructured formats to help them identify common areas of practice and share information and
advice about the best ways to achieve a given goal. This can be particularly valuable for a group of
people who are doing similar work in different organizations or sectors, if they are relatively isolated
in their work or are working on a new problem and need a community of peers to learn from. It can
also be useful for combining complementary specialties, such as the people creating technology with
researchers or others who have insight into its potential applications. A network is often successful
in this regard by building on an already-established ability to weave social ties, opening up
opportunities to create shared understanding of an issue or design and prototype new solutions.

Related terms: This function is closely related to what is described as a connectivity network or a
knowledge network.
“ven in ad tem, there are a numer of good people and
organization. ut the often don’t know each other, thu there
are few, if an, no mutual upport tem.

In addition,

there

are few reward, and ometime anction,

for people who are

oth motivated and progreive in their thinking.”

STFAN NACHUK, ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

“Network are oth for haring the poitive experience and for
haring the mitake o that other can avoid repeating them.”

HLNA MONTIRO, WORLDWID INITIATIV FOR GRANTMAKR SUPPORT
(WINGS)
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5. Create hared undertanding in order to
align action

A network can knit together disparate vantage points on a social system, build agreement about how
it operates, and ultimately provide the container for coordinated strategic planning that aligns the
participants’ goals. The early-stage conversations can be challenging, requiring the group to iron out
differences in definitions, ideas, and language. These conversations often yield new insight into the
root causes of a problem, the common beliefs shared by the participants, and the ways that they
could potentially align their work or collaborate on shared efforts. When a network succeeds at
building that agreement and strategic coordination, each participating organization’s activities can
begin to add up to a coherent large-scale effort, while still leaving each organization the freedom to
execute its work independently.

Related terms: This function is closely related to what is described as an alignment network, and is
very similar to the definition of a collective impact network.
“We aw all kind of program expanding their model ecaue
the realized the were jut one piece of the puzzle and the had
to think aout partnerhip in a different wa. Rather than require
ever organization [in our venture philanthrop portfolio] to
figure out which partnerhip the individuall need, we thought
it would e etter to ring a collective together, creating the
environment of trut and providing the pace to figure it out
amongt themelve.”

– SHRUTI SHRA, NW PROFIT, INC.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/createsharedunderstandinginordertoalignaction/
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“A network allow a road range of people and organization to
find a hared framework from which to act. Memer of a
network are unlikel to agree on each and ever philoophical
point, ut the can ue their relationhip and ene of hared
purpoe to coordinate action capale of producing ocial
change.”

– DOUGLAS ASTRLING, AUTHOR

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/createsharedunderstandinginordertoalignaction/
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6. Deign and prototpe new
olution

A network can bring together combinations of talent that are uniquely suited to look for new
solutions (rather than extend existing interventions), sketch designs, create prototypes, and test them
with target audiences. This work builds on strong alignment within a group on its shared goals and
highest-potential avenues for creating impact. It is particularly effective when the participants have
the commitment and the capacity to engage in joint projects, which is often built through first
establishing the functionality of weaving social ties and/or facilitating information exchange and
peer learning. It is also at its most powerful when the members of the group come from sufficiently
different backgrounds or disciplines that they will be able to see possibilities that might not
otherwise emerge. When a network succeeds at bringing together people who have complementary
insights to work on a problem, it can provide the ideal environment for uncovering innovations that
live in the adjacent possible.

Related terms: This function is most closely related to the practice of social labs (described recently
in three different sources). It is also related to what is described as a knowledge network, except that
it can go beyond creating new ideas and to include prototyping & testing.
“Highl ucceful collaorative – the one that generate
nergitic, communitwide impact – do more than align the
activitie of memer. The alo find marter, more
comprehenive wa of addreing the iue that are at the root
of whatever prolem the are working to olve.”

DOUGLAS ASTRLING, PROFSSOR AT TH WAK FORST SCHOOL OF
MDICIN

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/designandprototypenewsolutions/
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7. Launch a erie of joint
initiative

A network can provide the standing infrastructure to make it relatively easy for participants to
develop initiatives that advance mutually-held goals, assemble the staff capacity, and pursue them as
a group. One common form for such initiatives is an advocacy campaign to increase pressure on
governments, corporations, and other institutions to adopt a certain position or policy proposal. But
it can be any joint effort that draws on the capacity, voice, relationships, and other assets resident
within the group. Organizations often join in campaigns and gradually build closer direct
relationships with one another, but launching each campaign still requires starting nearly from
scratch. When a network succeeds at serving this function, it can provide the standing
infrastructure for taking collective action when an opportunity or challenge arises that concerns the
people and organizations involved.
“Our memer treaure the ailit to form group to work on
pecific platform or iue that the are intereted in, whether
thoe group are permanent or temporar.”

– HLNA MONTIRO, WORLDWID INITIATIV FOR GRANTMAKR
SUPPORT (WINGS)

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkfunction/launchaseriesofjointinitiatives/
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What tpe of network funder could I e?

In our reearch and experience we have een three common “tpe” of
network funder. The more traditional tpe i the ehind-the-cene

funder, who engage primaril on a financial level with minimal ackone
upport. The roll-up-the-leeve funder put in coniderale time and
effort ut i not a utantial ource of financing. The third common tpe i
the full-pectrum funder who comine the two, often auming ke role
through inveting oth their own effort and utantial funding.

What these three types reflect is how different funder-network relationships vary across
two particularly critical variables: how much financial support the funder provides, and how much
non-financial backbone support the funder provides. Financial support is typically provided as grants;
backbone support often takes the form of time spent providing expertise and leadership, but can also
include making important introductions and other thoughtful ways of participating through personal
rather than monetary contribution.
How much financial and backbone support you provide will typically change over the lifetime of
your engagement with a network, and as a result, what type of network funder you are will phase in
and out of these three positions from one year to the next.
A helpful way to use these types is to consider them at the outset: ask yourself which type of
relationship you expect to have with a network, and picture how it might unfold over time. Then,
using the following section, explore the specific financial roles you might play by providing
grants and backbone roles you might play by providing your personal involvement.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whattypeofnetworkfundercouldibe/
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ehind-the-Scene Funder

The Behind-the-Scenes Funder provides significant financial support to the network but
is not a substantial participant in its work. This will probably feel the most natural, since it
is the closest to the standard funding-oriented relationship between a grantmaker and a
grantee. It can be the right choice in any situation when you have confidence that the
network is capable of doing its work independently. That might be because there is a
consultant in place who you trust to lead it effectively, the network already has its own
strong leadership, you can’t commit your own time but can commit funding, or because
you believe that the network will be better served by others stepping up to provide
backbone support.

p

Roll-Up-the-Sleeve Funder

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whattypeofnetworkfundercouldibe/
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The Roll-Up-the-Sleeves Funder provides some degree of financial support but provides
most of her support in the same manner as the rest of the members, both by participating
and by finding helpful ways to provide backbone support. This could mean you assume
roles such as helping to attract additional funding, convening the network, making
introductions, engaging public will, helping guide vision and strategy, or managing the
network’s finances. This is often the right choice when you have a great deal of personal
enthusiasm for the work or expertise to offer, but are constrained financially to be a FullSpectrum Funder. Perhaps you don’t yet have a strong case to make for more funding, the
network is already large and well-developed, or other funders are already providing
mainstay financial support.

p

Full-Spectrum Funder

The Full-Spectrum Funder provides a high-capacity support structure and provides
substantial support by playing several of the backbone roles described in the next section.
The most common reason to play this role is when you are starting a new network or you
are leading an existing network through a transformation to take it in a new direction. You
may act as this type of funder because you have the capacity and skills to contribute. Or
you may find yourself stepping up in order to meet needs that would otherwise go unmet.
The Full-Spectrum Funder often plays major roles in both financial and non-financial
support such as in convening, weaving, and guiding the network and typically takes
responsibility for making sure that all necessary activities in the network get done, even if
those activities are led by another network member or a third party. Being a FullSpectrum Funder can be highly effective and deeply satisfying. However, watch out that
you don’t over-direct the network, accidentally creating the belief among other
participants that it is primarily “your” initiative and thereby sapping their desire to
contribute.

p

The role we pla depend on the qualit of leaderhip and how
it’ organized in the pace we move into. I have one initiative
that I onl have to check in on 2-3 time per ear. The keep
tring to pull me into a more trategic partnerhip. ut I trut
them, the’re making progre, and I get informed of the gap
o I can fund them accordingl. It’ reall hand-off.

IVAN THOMPSON, GORDON AND TTY MOOR FOUNDATION

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whattypeofnetworkfundercouldibe/
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HOW DO I ANTICIPAT WHAT TYP OF FUNDR I HAV TH AILITY TO
COM?

You need to reckon with the upper limit of how much you can afford to provide of your funding,
time, relationships, facilities, and other resources, and over what timeframe. We spoke with several
funders where the foundation began funding a network, saw it develop in a very promising direction,
and decided to re-allocate most of its portfolio and human capital to provide the network with the
necessary support. But not every grantmaker has the ability to provide that type of single-minded
commitment. What level of support makes sense for you typically depends on a number of factors:
Your capacity: How much time and creative energy do you have to commit to the network—
now and over the duration of time you expect to be involved?
The relative priority of this grant: How high would this investment rank if you had to forcerank your grants from most to least important?
The strength of the network’s leadership: Does the network already have a well-developed
ability to keep itself moving forward and is it developing in a positive direction? If so, would
the network be better off building its own sense of independence at a healthy distance? If
not, is it likely to continue needing heavy engagement from you or can you picture it
developing stronger leadership in the near future?
Your organization’s readiness to work with networks: Does your organization understand the
value of supporting a network, the mindset required to work with them effectively (as
described in this section), and the need to stay flexible in responding to its needs?
So little i known at the tart [of a network], I think doing a work
plan i a little ackward. I think ou have to get into it and
dicover what the work i efore ou can make a plan.

STFAN NACHUK, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

Our involvement and commitment varie. It depend on how the
network fit into the igger picture of what we’re tring to
accomplih and how mature the network i.

RINDA GANGULY, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whattypeofnetworkfundercouldibe/
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What form of financial and ackone upport
do network need?

Network need not onl variou form of financial upport from a funder (via
grant) ut alo the ackone upport that come from contriuting time,
effort, expertie, connection, phical pace, and other non-monetar
reource. Which form of upport a network need depend primaril on it

tage of development. ven an approximate anticipation of what a network
will need can make it far le intimidating to engage.

The easiest way to anticipate what support a network will need is to use the wheel diagram below
to estimate its developmental stage. With that stage in mind, you can consider which of the common
supporting roles might be necessary for a given network. Thinking in terms of these stages can also
be helpful in providing the network with strategic guidance: it can help you stay focused on what
your network needs now while keeping an eye toward what might be coming next.
(These six developmental stages were developed by Monitor Institute out of its work with the
Network of Network Funders, a two-year community of practice that hosted some of the first
dialogue among grantmakers about the most effective ways to engage with networks.)
Below, we describe 11 different forms of financial support, corresponding to many common grants
given to networks, and 15 forms of non-financial backbone support that a network might need. Even
if the network is still just a concept in your mind, ask yourself which you expect will be important for
the network to form, and think ahead to the later developmental stages to anticipate what it might
need in order to progress.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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Dicover

Tranform
Know

e

Knit

Grow

Organize

DVLOPMNT STAG: DISCOVR

A network has to start somewhere. The work in the Discover phase is about identifying a group of
actors (usually a small group at this point) who share the sense that existing solutions aren’t
sufficient, uncovering the web of relationships between them and sharpening this emerging group’s
understanding of the problem. People working in the same space can often have wildly divergent
views of the issue. Understanding how to bound or reframe the challenge, how it has developed over
time, what solutions have been tried and by whom is the understanding gained in this phase.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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Dicover

Tranform
Know

e

Knit

Grow

Organize

DVLOPMNT STAG: KNOW

The Know phase is marked by a deeper understanding of the issue and essential stakeholders needed
at the table. The group starts to see itself as a group (ideally) and begins to build a shared narrative
to bind them to a larger story of change they want to see in the world. The group identifies levers to
create both direct and systemic impact which allows participants to mobilize around these levers and
see how their actions can align and coordinate. An initial model of the value exchange for collective
work starts to surface.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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Dicover

Tranform
Know

e

Knit

Grow

Organize

DVLOPMNT STAG: KNIT

Where the Discover and Know phase are about sensing and understanding, the Knit phase is about
moving into action. Plans crystallize around what to focus on, who will do what and where and how
to stay coordinated around a shared strategy while allowing individual agendas to flourish that
increase the network’s overall impact. Key in this phase is that participants find the intersection
where the goals of their individual organizations align with the collective intent. At this point
networks start to knit action together and pilot activities. Identifying and nurturing emergent
network stewards and leaders is critical here, and throughout all the stages.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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Dicover

Tranform
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DVLOPMNT STAG: ORGANIZ

The Organize phase is about, well, getting organized: putting in place the plans and frameworks that
will enable the group to coordinate their efforts and adapt as needed. Individual and collective roles
and responsibilities are identified. Strategic agendas are fine-tuned. Plans for implementation are
created. Protocols and systems for ongoing information sharing and dialogue are explored. Flexible
and transparent network governance issues are developed—with the basic tenet for a network being
less is more and not defaulting to organization think when putting structures in place.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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DVLOPMNT STAG: GROW

Growing the network is about bringing on new members, if needed, as well as growing deeper trust
and connectivity with existing participants. The work becomes more distributed throughout the
network. And the strategy evolves as the group learns from efforts and activities it has launched.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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DVLOPMNT STAG: TRANSFORM

At a certain point, a network may have run its course, achieved its goal or sees a need to evolve in
different ways. In the Transform the network’s core value exchange and definition of the issue can
be re-examined. Continually scanning for opportunities to connect to complimentary efforts and
networks to grow the movement is key here.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/whatformsoffinancialandbackbonesupportdonetworksneed/
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Funding reearch to undertand the iue and
potential for collective action

In order to know what piece of an issue should be worked on, and by whom, it’s important to
understand the issue itself and the actors working on the issue. Two approaches are common:
Deep research into an umbrella issue of shared concern to all of the potential participants
(such as regional energy usage or youth services in a metro area), identifying pieces of the
problem that have high potential for making progress, or
Looking for common ground at the intersection of a variety of issues of concern to the
potential participants—an approach that can be helpful when there is desire to work together
but the participants are heavily siloed and the right umbrella issue is not immediately clear.
Either way, the goal of this work is to show the stakeholders and relationships involved, name and
compare different perspectives on the problem, and find the critical leverage points creating change.
This can take the form of a formal mapping exercise such as social network analysis, an emergent
learning map, or systems mapping, or be done through more informal conversation and analysis.
Costs can come in the form of time (typically consultant fees), tools (e.g., systems mapping or
visualization software), and materials (e.g., books, reports, data sets).
“At the ame time that we were coming up with thi domain
trateg, we aid to ourelve, let’ go explore it. We had a ‘low
hunch’ that there wa omething to thi comination of thing
that would get u to a prett ig idea.”

SHRUTI SHRA, NW PROFIT

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingresearchtounderstandtheissueandpotentialforcollectiveaction/
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Funding memer
participation

The early enthusiasm for creating a network often overlooks the harsh reality that everyone involved
already has a full-time job. Participation can only be sustained if it is integrated into each person’s
responsibilities and if they have the financial support necessary to compensate for their time and
travel expenses.
That financial support is one of the most commonplace needs for a network, and is
correspondingly one of the most common ways for a funder to engage. The most visible costs
frequently center on supporting attendance at convenings: travel to and from and hotels. The
invisible costs are that of the participants’ time, which is often volunteered at the start but becomes
difficult to sustain without at least partial compensation, especially for cash- or capacity-strapped
organizations. It’s important to be aware that the participants may not want to acknowledge their
need for financial help, even if it is a real concern that is sapping their ability to participate.
Providing that support is not only a practical benefit, but also demonstrates how much you value
their participation. Just be careful if you need to make choices about who to support and who not to,
since the lack of support can be just as powerful a message in the opposite direction.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingmemberparticipation/
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Funding facilitation and technical
conulting

Facilitation plays a critical role for networks at every stage of their development, and as a result,
consultant fees to hire facilitators are a common component of a network’s cost. Consultants
frequently play the role of convening designer, process facilitator, logistical coordinator, and the
network coordinator. A consultant in this role is ideally chosen at the start and remains with the

group. But consultants can also be brought in to provide technical depth that supports a network’s
specific activities. That can include topical research, training, strategy development, measurement
design and data collection, political advocacy, communications, leadership development / coaching,
and other specialized projects. Towards the end of a funding cycle, it can include fundraising
strategy. A funder is not only well-positioned to pay for consultants but also to help a network
decide when a backbone role must be played by a consultant rather than a participant.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingfacilitationandtechnicalconsulting/
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Funding convening and relationhip
uilding

Gathering the group in person is critical to both forming and sustaining a network, and the financial
support for those gatherings can be provided together or separate from non-financial support. Not
only are ideas are shared and developed through convenings; but it’s also how trust and relationships
are formed. Convening costs can include facilities (room rental and associated fees), food, speaker
fees, meeting materials (e.g., printing, flip charts, and markers), and can include travel and lodging.
And don’t forget to budget for fun—that’s where the real relationships are born. For more details on
the purposes that convenings can serve, see GATHER: The Art & Science of Effective Convening.
“There’ got to e ome kind of honet roker who a, for the
next period of time, I’m going to hold thi dicuion together.
We’re going to tr and link all thee different takeholder, and
we’re going to continue aking who’ in’t at thi tale that
hould e?”

JFF WALKR, TH GNROSITY NTWORK
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Funding taff (full or part
time)

While allocating funds to support staff can happen in a network’s early stages, there may not be
enough work to justify a full-time position until the common ground is clear and there is a
substantial amount of work underway. These staff members typically support networks by playing
some combination of the non-financial roles listed here, the most common being the network

coordinator and weaving the network.

Many of a network’s roles can and should be performed by the participants, but dedicated support
is frequently critical to enable a network to progress when its participants’ “day jobs” don’t allow
them to commit a great deal of time. The choice to hire a staff person can happen at once, develop
organically out of what begins as a consulting relationship, or as support for a participant’s time who
is playing a strong leadership role. Either way, having staff can greatly accelerate a network’s
progress, by bringing considerable focus and attention to moving forward its shared goals.
“Hiring and deploing killed network officer ma e one of the
mot valuale thing a foundation can do to cultivate collective
impact.”

DOUG ASTRLING, WRITING IN UILDING CAPACITY FOR COLLCTIV

IMPACT

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingstafffullorparttime/
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Funding leaderhip
development

Funding can be used to provide training and development opportunities for network leadership (i.e.,
anyone playing a backbone support role) by covering the costs of coaching fees, training facilitators
and/or materials, and/or leadership conferences. This can be provided together or separate from the
non-financial role of directly coaching the network leadership yourself. Leadership development
could be focused on a specific role or on adaptive leadership and the network mindset more
generally, and it can be delivered to individuals or teams. Many of the process tools for working with
a network can be used both for accomplishing a goal and for helping teams develop the most
effective mindset.
“Funder can help network get the training the need for critical
role, including executive director, data analt, and
continuou improvement facilitator.”

JFF DMONDSON, WRITING IN TH ROL OF INVSTORS: LSSONS LARND
ON CRITICAL ROOTS THAT DRIV QUALITY COLLCTIV IMPACT
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Funding meaurement and
learning

Choosing to fund a network’s measurement and learning most often means supporting additional
capacity. Technical expertise is needed for helping the group choose appropriate metrics, the
capacity to collect that information, and the skill to facilitate learning-focused dialogue within the
group. This funding need can expand significantly if the network adopts more involved metrics that
require collecting substantial data from the participants.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingmeasurementandlearning/
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Funding
technolog

In their earliest stages, networks often need only the most basic off-the-shelf technology tools for
coordinating, sharing information, and communicating. Many such tools are either free or very
inexpensive to use at the scale of a group numbering in the tens. (See this section for a list of
common tools.) But technology can become a significant cost if and when a network needs to build
its own website, create a custom information-sharing platform, or run a shared measurement system.
Funding can be useful for purchasing software licenses, contracting to build or customize
technology, or training in how to use it.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingtechnology/
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Funding
communication

External communications can become more important later in a network’s life, if its work includes
building public will and galvanizing broader support. Communications costs can come in the form
of staff or communications consultants who develop and manage the network’s branding and
messaging, and content distribution (whether print or virtual). Funding for technology can be

important to pair with this support if this communication work will require the network to create or
redesign its website.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/fundingcommunications/
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Funding innovative or priorit
project

When the participants get to the point of undertaking joint projects, it can be helpful to have
funding readily available to support their work. Having even partial funding available encourages the
participants to take collaboration seriously and makes it possible for the participants to commit
much greater time and effort to the work. Funding can be for innovative efforts or for supporting
any high priority projects the network thinks will advance their agenda. It can be provided
individually by one or more funders or pooled by multiple funders into a new fund. And whatever
form it is provided in, the choice of how to spend it can be kept in the hands of the funder(s), turned
over to a committee of the participants, or turned over to a committee of both funders and other
participants. (In many cases this includes the network coordinator and/or the steering committee.)
However it is structured, the funding should be set up to provide a strong incentive for the network’s
participants to jump into collaborative work with two feet.
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Funding general
operation

Building a network is an inherently emergent and exploratory process. Targeted funding on a
project-by-project basis is often the most practical in a network’s early days, before there’s a specific
place to put its funding. At that point, funding often goes to the participants directly. But once a
network takes clearer form, its participants are laying plans for how to work together, and a home
has been established for the network’s funds, the door is open for providing grants that are
unrestricted and even long term. Unrestricted dollars allow networks to experiment, adapt to
changing circumstances, and explore new opportunities—and can provide far greater assurance and
stability. Committing to long-term funding can also convey a strong vote of confidence in the
network’s long-term prospects to other funders and participants.
Not ready to commit for the long haul quite yet? That doesn’t mean you can’t get there over time.
It’s common for funders to start by making single-year grants and graduate to successively longerterm commitments if and when it becomes clear that there will continue to be a compelling need for
the network to continue.
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Catalzing the
network

To come into being, every network first needs someone to focus attention on an issue and bring
people together to explore it. This person gingerly brokers relationships, uses convening power to
bring people to the table before it’s clear where the effort will go, and guides the group through
exploration of the issue and the potential to tackle it collectively—or finds someone who can.
To play or not to play: Funders often have the influence, knowledge, and connections necessary to
focus attention on an issue and bring potential allies together. And it doesn’t hurt that funders can
also bring financial resources to bear in this early stage. But this role can be played by someone else,
whether or not they are a grantee. One common reason not to play this role is if there are politics
within the community in question that make it important for the conversation to be started by
someone other than you (or your institution). If that is the case, consider “leading from behind” by
lending your support to that person or organization that you would like to see at the helm.
“The mot powerful role for funder to pla in addreing
adaptive prolem i to focu attention on the iue and help to
create a proce that moilize the organization involved to find
a olution themelve.”

JOHN KANIA, WRITING IN COLLCTIV IMPACT

“When ou work for a major funder like Gate, impl eing
there ha pchological effect on people.”

DAV FRRARO, TH ILL & MLINDA GATS FOUNDATION
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Attracting
funding

Funding is important even in the early days of network formation. Participants frequently support
fundraising by using any relationships they have with grantmakers and helping with grant

applications.

To play or not to play: Funders can play a powerful role in attracting additional funding to a
network, since putting money into a network signals their support to the broader funding
community. Especially in the early, exploratory stages of a network when there are funding needs
but there is not yet a track record, the clout of a funder who is willing to be an advocate can be a
powerful source of legitimacy. (This is quite similar to the process of recruiting co-funders at the
very start.) And in later stages, a funder who has been supporting the network for some time is in a
very good position to convince other funders that the network’s work has a bright future.
“How ignificant wa it to have mone at the tale? It wa huge.
arl on, the real value added wa that funder were coming to
the tale too.”

KAT GORDON QUOTD IN TRANSFORMR: HOW TO UILD A NTWORK TO

CHANG A SYSTM

“While we could onl provide modet funding to the Joint
Learning Network directl, we were alo ale to pla the crucial
role of leveraging other funder.”

CAROLYN ANCROFT, FORMRLY AT TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION
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Convening the
network

Convenings require funding, of course, but they also require other forms of time investments:
designing how the group will use the time together, facilitating discussion and activity, supporting
logistics, and synthesizing the convening outputs and next steps. These roles can all be played by a
single person, though they are often spread across a small team. Details of what it takes to carry out
that work can be found in GATHER: The Art and Science of Effective Convening.
To play or not to play: Given their influence, funders can be particularly good at bringing people
together, simply by extending the invitation or attaching their name to the event. Funders can also
make great convening designers if they are skilled facilitators and are already familiar with the group
and the content. The key variable is time: if you are able to spend a significant amount of your own
bandwidth on a particularly critical convening, you may want to do it yourself, but be wary of giving
the work short shrift if you can’t give it the attention it demands. If you can’t spend the time, this is
a role that can easily be played by another participant, a consultant, or a grantee.
“When our [network’] work wa jut getting tarted, it wa all
aout relationhip uilding. It wa all aout uilding trut –
which meant getting to know each other etter, and on a
peronal level. efore [the ocial entrepreneur] entered the
room the were een a competitor, particularl when it came
to raiing mone.”

LANOR RUTLAND, VNTUR PHILANTHROPY PARTNRS
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Guiding viion and
trateg

From forming the collective value proposition (the value members get from working with a network
that they wouldn’t get alone), to establishing the vision for change, to developing the strategy to get
there, networks need a person or a team who can support and shepherd the high-level thinking that
defines what the group is out to do and how they plan to do it. This often includes the network
weaver and the convening facilitator, and may be aided by consultants. The thinking needs to begin
with a process to define common ground that holds the group together, work that often begins in
the Knit stage of development, which may take some time if the group begins with very different
ideas. As the common ground comes into focus, making it clear what the group sees as its collective
mission, this person or team can then step into defining the strategy in more detail.
To play or not to play: Because of their unique perch, funders tend to be able to take more of a
field-level view than most organizations, which can be of great value in developing strategy at the
cross-organizational scale of a network. But a little bit of funder input goes a long way: There is
often deference to a funder’s views and yet it is critical that the network members achieve real
alignment with one another. As a funder, you can be most helpful by contributing more information
than opinion, something that becomes natural as you learn to adopt a network mindset.
“Funder need to allow network themelve to et the agenda
and trateg for their collective work, not impoe their own goal
on the proce.”

DOUG ASTRLING, WRITING IN GTTING TO COLLCTIV IMPACT

“Funder, whether the initiate the collaorative approach
themelve or fund exiting network, can challenge Collective
Impact network to think igger than the had originall
anticipated.”

CATHY MANN, WRITING IN TH ROL OF PHILANTHROPY IN COLLCTIV
IMPACT
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Weaving the
network

The “network weaver” is a kind of matchmaker, working to increase the number and strength of
relationships between participants in the network by helping people find connection and common
ground with one another, gradually building up trust and an overall sense of community. This role
often also includes bringing new participants into the network when the opportunity arises and
making sure all the right voices are at the table.
To play or not to play: Given their breadth and depth of relationships, funders can be particularly
well-suited to the network weaver role. In many ways, this is a natural extension of the role that
many program officers already play, acting as a neutral intermediary to connect individuals and
organizations across the fields they work in. The important balance to strike is between seeing the
potential for participation while not forcing it, since the request of a funder carries enough weight
that it can keep someone at the table for far longer than they see the value in participating.
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Serving a the network
coordinator

This is the person who “holds the whole,” acting as the hub that participants reach out to ask
questions, share concerns, and report progress. He or she has a finger on the pulse of all of the
network’s activities, and is typically at least involved in strategic discussions, if not an active
contributor.
To play or not to play: Whether it makes sense for a funder to play this role is highly dependent
on the network’s stage of development. In the early stages (Discover, Know, and Knit), this role will
typically overlap with that of weaving the network, since it will be focused primarily on building
members’ relationships with one another and building their comfort with the collective approach. In
those stages, this is likely a role that a funder is well-positioned to play. In later stages (Organize,
Grow, and Transform), this role will likely require a greater focus on managing and monitoring the
network’s various projects in order to ensure that different groups are learning from one another and
working in concert. At that point, it demands significant time investment, and depending on the
amount of collective activity the network is undertaking, this may even become a full- or part-time
staff position.
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Promoting meaurement and
learning

A network needs a person who can promote the culture and practices that make it possible to track
progress: sharing real-time lessons, offering feedback, setting milestones, and working against a
timeline to achieve them. This expertise is particularly valuable in a network since measurement
looks different in a network setting than in an organization. In the early stages of a network’s
development, measurement is typically limited to tracking process outcomes; harder metrics may be
appropriate if the network moves into the later stages, typically Organize or Grow. (See this section
for more detail on what tools are available.) Playing this role well includes encouraging network
members to share failures as much as best practices and reinforcing the sense that the network
provides a safe space for that level of openness.
To play or not to play: Unless funders are deeply embedded in the network’s work, practitioners will
have a better perspective on what kinds of outcomes are both meaningful and feasible for them to
collect. And, a funder’s opinion about what to measure will often carry undue weight. However, a
funder is well positioned to show general support for the value of measurement and learning, such as
by encouraging participants to openly share their reflections and lessons learned with one another.
“Invetor can provide the ocial cover necear for
practitioner to focu on continuou improvement. Thi mean
the can encourage, enale, and even reward partner for
modeling a willingne to hare what i working, what i not
working and, mot importantl, what real-time knowledge
otained along the wa i eing applied to improve work on the
ground.”

TH ROL OF INVSTORS
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Managing collaorative
project

As the network evolves, participants may decide to take on collaborative projects together, often
forming ongoing working groups to pursue different facets of the problem in parallel. Each project
team and working group will need someone to provide project management. The degree of
coordination that the project manager plays can vary widely from detailed work planning and task
management to loose coordination, depending on the task at hand.
To play or not to play: Funders don’t typically have a strong reason to play this role, particularly
since it can involve a high degree of hands-on, time-intensive coordination. But since working
groups are often formed around topic areas, a funder might find that his or her topical expertise puts
them in a good position to lead a given group.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/networkrole/supportingalignedactivitiesprojects/
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ngaging in
advocac

Policy advocacy is a common focus of networks, particularly those created to pursue a series of shortterm initiatives. This work usually begins with coordinating messaging across participants, so that
their independent efforts all support the same outcomes. When there’s strong enough alignment—or
if there is a particularly opportune political situation—a network can advocate with one voice. Any
participant can contribute to this process by helping develop or promote the shared messaging.
To play or not to play: A funder is often well-positioned to do all of the above. In many cases a
funder has significant depth on the policy issues in question and can provide helpful information,
perspective, and guidance on the policy landscape. In many cases, the funder’s role tends to be more
financial than non-financial, taking the form of funding communications consultants, policy
consultants, or network participants who are experienced at advocacy. (Note that this work must be
done within the legal guidelines that bound lobbying by private foundations, which are summarized
by Council on Foundations and Independent Sector.)
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Managing external
communication

If there is capacity within the network to do its communications work internally, it can save money
that would otherwise go to consultants. This can be the perfect contribution for a participant whose
organization has communications as its core competency, as is the case with many advocacy
nonprofits.
To play or not to play: Funders sometimes lend their communications capacity to a network, which
can be a very helpful way of supplementing funding with in-kind support. But it is rare that a funder
would take on the work of a network’s communications directly.
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ngaging the roader communit and
uilding pulic will

At some point in the network’s life, after the participants have a clear sense of their common
ground, it will become important to start spreading that story in order to build awareness and garner
support more broadly. Participants can support these efforts with a range of activities, from
conducting targeted conversations with key stakeholders to helping organize and publicize major
events. The amount of support needed to engage the external community is likely to start small and
grow over time as the network becomes more focused and organized.
Note: This work is often closely tied to communications and can also be related to political
advocacy.
To play or not to play: In order to effectively galvanize support, this role should be led by someone
with broad-reaching influence and/or relationships to key stakeholders. Funders are sometimes but
not always in that position. If they are, it is often helpful for them to use their social capital to help.
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Managing the network’
finance

If and when a network grows to the scale that it forms a central management team and has a budget
independent of its participants, an important role is to create and monitor that budget. This person’s
role is to make sure that the network:
Has enough funding to cover its costs, and can project its needs in enough time to raise
funds.
Is spending its money on the things it agreed to and on the timelines it agreed to,
particularly in the case of restricted funding.
To play or not to play: Most important here is that the network feels that it has the independence to
flex and adapt over time, which may not be the case if you place yourself in control of every spending
decision. Still, if it happens that you are currently playing many of the other non-financial roles
(such as catalyzing, convening, weaving the network, and serving as the central point of contact),
you may end up playing this role by default, simply because you are the person with the most
involvement and insight into the network’s activities.
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Governing the
network

As it becomes more organized and execution-oriented, a network may need some degree of formal
governance to make important choices. This often takes the form of a small body of key network
stakeholders, such as a steering committee or board of directors. A little governance goes a long way,
particularly in the early stages. While it is common for some participants to push for formal
decision-making structures early, it is counterproductive to put them in place before the group has
established its common ground and shared activities. And once formal structure is adopted, it is
crucial to the network’s health that the people playing this role are willing to use their decision rights
in service of the group and reflecting its input rather than only being guided by their own point of
view.
To play or not to play: Serving on a steering committee or board tends to be a good way for funders
to engage in a network while giving it enough distance to build its independence. A common pattern
is for network funders to play a major role in engineering the network in its early stages and then
step back into a less active role (such as a steering committee position) once the network is into the
Organize or Grow stages of development.
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Coaching network
leaderhip

Coaching is not always necessary, but it can be critical at certain moments for helping a network’s
leaders learn to navigate difficult choices or learn to adopt the most productive mindset. Coaching
can take the shape of formal training or informal advice. It can be focused on supporting an
individual or in building the skill of groups to work together with a network mindset.
To play or not to play: Funders can make good network coaches based on their experience coaching
grantees, and this becomes especially true if they have prior experience with networks. Like all
relations between funders and networks, this is another area in which you need to be aware of the
power dynamics at play and take care that your coaching is supportive rather than directive.
Coaching can also be provided through a consultant.
“ver organization [we invet in] i expanding up and down and
idewa. There’ no wa thi i utainale; everone i
tepping on each other’ toe. Wh? ecaue partnerhip are
o darn hard.”

SHRUTI SHRA, NW PROFIT INC.
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Participating in the
network

This is the foundational “role” in a network: showing up. At all stages, networks need participants
who believe in the power of aligned action and are committed to the identity and purpose that the
group shares. Participation begins with understanding the common ground, building relationships
with other network members, attending and engaging in relevant network gatherings, and providing
some input to the network’s ideas and activities.
To play or not to play: The default answer for a funder should be “yes,” given that you most likely
bring a high level of relevant knowledge, skill, and influence to the table. In the early stages of a
network, it is often unavoidable for a funder to participate.
“With mot grant, the Foundation provide funding, ut i not
involved with making deciion that hape the the da to da
planning and implementation. With the Reimagine
Learning network we are much more involved, and hopefull
we’re looked at not jut a a funder, ut a thought partner with
idea and experience that that add value a well.”

TRACY SAWICKI, TOWR FAMILY FOUNDATION
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What form of upport will I provide?

How much upport and leaderhip a network will need i almot never crtal
clear at the outet. Few network funder we poke with had a tructured
approach to anticipating the financial and non-financial reource the
expected to commit to a network. The tpical approach wa impl to ecure
what funding could e found, provide a much non-financial help a the
network appeared to need at a given time, and continue to repond to the
network’ need a the aroe. ut even if ou cannot make precie long-term
plan, what ou can do i anticipate the role ou expect the network will
need ou to pla and what level of upport ou can afford to offer.

This table summarizes the same set of financial and backbone support roles shown on the previous

page, with each dot showing when that role is typically important through the six stages of network
development. Once you have had the chance to review the roles that you think might be important
in the network you have in mind, it can be a useful exercise to work through the two right-hand
columns and ask yourself:
Will I play this role?
Will others play this role?
To download or print out a high-resolution version of the table, click on the image.
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SOUND LIK TOO MUCH TO TAK ON?

If it’s not feasible for you to spend the time or money you think a network would require, there are
always alternative options. But in most cases, some creative re-evaluation of your assumptions can
help you find a set of roles to play that matches what you can provide. Could some of the roles you
picture yourself playing be played by participants in the network, or by other funders who you could
recruit? If you don’t see other possibilities there, try going back to first principles: look for different
ways that the network could be designed, and consider whether there are different things that it

could do.
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Am I read to work with a network – and i m
organization read?

One ource of a network’ power come from participant relating a peer,
not from a certain poition in an organizational hierarch. Thi mean that
when a funder engage with a network, he too hould do o a a peer. The
four principle elow are good guardrail for keeping our relationhip with a
network health and productive.

Even if you follow all of the “rules” for network engagement, some elements might not feel natural
at first. It is important to understand your own comfort level with adopting a network mindset—and
particularly your organization’s willingness to support you in it.
“Imagine giving omeone a manual on how to hit a aeall.
Shoulder quare, feet in thi poition, ee up. You can know
ever rule, and there will till e ome people who can hit a
fatall the firt time and ome people who can’t.”

STFAN NACHUK, FORMRLY OF TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

PRINCIPL 1: Focu on the common ground

Your organization and any particular program you serve has its own specific goals, and engaging
with a network doesn’t mean you have to stop looking at the world through that lens. But what it
does require is finding exactly where your goals for addressing the larger problem intersect with
those of the other participants, and focusing on the work that will advance that intersection. It helps
to think of the work you do with the network as being bounded to whatever common ground it is
that you share with the group. This helps to guard against seeing more value in a certain direction
when it serves your organization’s broader goals but not those of the network.
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“verod ha to get reall good at undertanding the don’t
have all the anwer. It need to e, ‘Here’ the prolem, here’
what we ring to it, and where we add the mot value. Here i
where there are gap that other can fill etter than we can.”

JAN WI-SKILLRN, CNTR FOR NONPROFIT AND PULIC LADRSHIP,
HAAS SCHOOL OF USINSS, UNIVRSITY OF CALIFORNIA RKLY

“It i challenging and even unnatural for organization with
ditinct miion to come together and develop a hared
agenda, epeciall one that involve tem change.”

GTTING TO COLLCTIV IMPACT

PRINCIPL 2: uild a communit firt

Networks are essentially new communities that come together for a particular purpose, sometimes
only for a short time. Building community lays the groundwork for doing work together, but
it cannot be hurried. This is a tension that often tests a funder’s patience when an answer is in view
but the group has yet to cohere. Networks are built out of a web of strong relationships among
people who come to trust each other as individuals and gain confidence in the group. The analytical
effort of seeking the right answer—researching solutions, canvassing the landscape of actors,
forecasting trends—makes it easy to forget the importance of carefully building that trust and
confidence. That work is done through forging one-on-one relationships, brokering introductions,
and investing time and effort into thoughtful group process that draws on the participants’ strengths
and contributes to the sense of a meaningful community.
“The energ of a network come from prolem-olving and
learning together. The people involved are o much more
empowered when ou do that and are ale to leverage thoe
activitie to create a hared undertanding of the core dnamic
at pla.”

JFF MOHR, TH OMIDYAR GROUP
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“To create real network, ou have to elieve that the center of
an operation doe not have a monopol on truth. You need to
trut the people, trut the proce.”

JAN WI-SKILLRN, WRITING IN TH NTWORKD NONPROFIT

PRINCIPL 3: xpect to experiment

Every network is a startup, and as any aspiring entrepreneur will tell you, a startup has to be
comfortable with taking risks and in seeing failure as an important part of the path to finding what
works. The substantial difference is that where a startup iterates on the design of a product or
service that meets the needs of a certain set of consumers, networks iterate on the common ground
for working together that meets the needs of a certain set of participants and beneficiaries. But the
mindset is the same: like a startup, a network is a temporary container for experimenting your way
towards an answer, where the participants are betting their time and resources in hopes of achieving
together what they would not be able to do on their own.
“I would ugget [to a oard] that the uual tructure of
grantmaking actuall contriute to an unproductive ue of
reource. I would argue that if we reall want to make change,
then what we need to do i create a container where people can
e tranparent, talk thing through, collaorate, and coure
correct.”

JNNI CURTIS, GARFILD FOUNDATION

PRINCIPL 4: Contriute to a collaorative pirit and mitigate
power dnamic

Networks are sustained by a spirit of giving and collaboration among participants as they coalesce
around shared goals. This is easier said than done when everyone involved arrives with a different set
of organizational priorities, amount and type of resources to provide, time to commit, and ideas
about what progress would look like. Navigating these differences is critical to maintaining the
“potlatch” attitude that fuels further participation. As a participant, you can help to set the tone by
the way you interact. Look for ways to be giving with your time and resources, to the extent that you
can: find opportunities to co-create together, avoid competition for influence, ask for input from all
participants, invest your time, and avoid asking for visible credit.
As a funder, it is particularly important to sustain this spirit by acknowledging and actively
mitigating power dynamics between yourself and other participants. This is crucial, because there is
inherent tension between the peer-to-peer nature of relationships in a network and the reality that a
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/whatcouldidoforanetwork/amireadytoworkwithanetworkandismyorganizationready/
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network’s ability to do its work can rise or fall on the funder’s good will. If not addressed, the default
attitude is often that “he who pays the piper calls the tune.” Yet overcoming that tension is not as
difficult as it might sound. The very attempt to create an egalitarian environment inside a network
already diminishes the view of a funder as having a privileged position, and there are a number of
behaviors that can further avoid creating counter-productive interactions within the group:
Be fully transparent and encourage others to do the same – about your immediate and
underlying reasons for participating, your perspectives on the issue, the role you intend to
play, and what resources you might be able to contribute.
If you have funding relationships with any of the participants, maintain a clear distinction
between network funding and funding for other purposes, so that their participation in the
network is entirely on the basis of sharing common ground with the collective work.
Prioritize equity in every aspect of the conversation by not favoring certain participants,
allowing anyone to dominate, or setting up participants to compete against each other.
In group dialogue and in exercising leadership, follow StriveTogether’s rule of thumb: “Be at
the table, but sit at the back.” Your goal should be to cultivate the network’s ability to lead
itself. It’s important for the group to know what you think, but a little bit of a funder’s
perspective goes a long ways.
“Funder… mut e full engaged takeholder a co-learner in
how to addre the complex challenge o the can adjut their
funding tream appropriatel.”

STV WADDLL, WRITING IN STAT OF TH FILD

“Giving mone [to a network] will not work if ou eek direct
credit. I think of thi a ‘lirar philanthrop': the peron that
need hi name on the lirar he funded i not well-uited for a
network approach to change.”

KIMRLY DASHR TRIPP, STRATGY FOR SCAL
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How do I exit a network?

Whether it’ ecaue of an internal change, the network’ evolution, or impl
the funding timeline, it i common for funder to reach a point when the
need to exit a network. Some eaoned network funder elieve it’
important to have an exit trateg in mind from the eginning of engaging
with a network, on the ai that it help focu the network’ effort and
provide ample warning for the funder’ eventual departure. ut man we
poke with argued that planning that far ahead wa neither necear nor
productive, ecaue network are capale of uch dramatic tranformation.

Our research and experience indicates that just as in every other way that you engage with a network,
openness and honesty are an asset in planning your exit. If you are up-front and continually
communicate about what financial and backbone support you have at your disposal, what hard limits
you face, and what factors will shape your choice of how long to stay, the participants will have all
the information they need to plan.
We have also seen that exiting a network need not be a sudden event, and often is not. While
financial support can often only be provided for a defined period of time, grantmakers are often able
to continue providing a measure of backbone support. Grantmakers can continue drawing on the
relationships they’ve built, their knowledge of the surrounding context, and the perspective they’ve
developed about the network’s future direction, and are able to use those assets to advise the network
with a relatively lightweight investment of their time.
IN FAVOR OF DTRMINING YOUR XIT STRATGY UPFRONT

“A perennial quetion of all the work that we do i how to get
out. The prolem i, mae it’ jut omething aout human
nature: it’ hard to think aout how ou’re going to get out a
ou’re getting in.”

CHARLANN URK, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION
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“The fact that we will never e a permanent funder in a place ha
alwa een a ueful tool to help u focu and help our partner
focu and think eond reliance on one funder. Having thi exit
deadline ha helped u and the network figure out how to e
more efficient efore we leave.”

MAGHAN CALCARI CAMPLL, GORDON AND TTY MOOR
FOUNDATION

IN FAVOR OF DTRMINING YOUR XIT STRATGY AS YOU GO ALONG

“You have to have flexiilit aout the ack end, without loing
ight of timeline and goal, and e willing to conider rethinking
them aed on the particular network ou create.”

DAV FRRRO, TH ILL AND MLINDA GATS FOUNDATION

“We will have to ee what come from thee next couple of ear
[of thi San Joaquin Valle leaderhip network]. We’re open to
what we might learn and open to continuing to upport the
network a it evolve.”

AMY DOMINGUZ-ARMS, TH JAMS IRVIN FOUNDATION
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How do I gauge the potential for tarting or
joining a network?

Whether ou’re thinking of tarting a new network or upporting one that
exit, ou’ll need to gauge how much potential there i for it to ucceed.
Some funder et the ar high, upporting network onl if the are alread
trong enough to develop without a funder’ help. Other are more willing to
invet in providing the incuation necear to catalze latent potential.
Wherever ou chooe to et our ar, here are four tep for evaluating how
much potential exit for a new network to tart or an exiting one to grow.

Step 1: Scan our landcape

Find as much existing activity as possible that you could build on or tie together. Learn as much as
you can about the current state of play: what long-term aspirations are held by whom, what work is
underway, who holds different kinds of expertise, what planning is already in place, what planning
should be in place, and identify any collaborations that are already in motion. Think laterally: take a
broad view, look across sectors to account for the many different people and organizations that
might be working on the topic but be off of your usual radar. Look deep, reaching beyond the “usual
suspects” who are the best-credentialed or the best-known, in search of the people who have the
deepest expertise or are doing the most substantive work. A good network of trusted advisors can be
great asset in doing this work.
Step 2: Look for people who are itching for change

Look for people who have a reason to care about the type of change you have in mind. Find those
who genuinely share your same level of commitment. If you’re evaluating a network that already
exists, probe to see whether the people involved have the same intentions and commitment as you
do. If you’re lucky, you’ll even find a group that’s already started working together and just needs a
boost to enable continued collaboration. Look for those who may the same passion but aren’t yet
connected with each other. Some of the most powerful networks have been created out of situations
where the actors were quite far from collaborating with each other at the start, but were brought
together in a way that uncovered the adjacent possible.
Step 3: Outline a mutuall attractive value propoition

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/howdoigaugethepotentialforstartingorjoininganetwork/
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No matter what the benefit of working together, every person at the table has to have a reason to be
there that advances their personal or organizational priorities. What’s more, they need to see that
they’ll get at least as much as they have to give. Even if they find the prospect of working together
extremely appealing, that won’t be enough if they don’t have a strong reason to keep the project high
on their priority list. Find out how to look at this collaborative effort through the eyes of each
participant, and look for ways that the value exchange can be a net positive for each one.
The reearcher [involved in producing new rice varietie] reall
did get excited aout the idea that their dicover might e
taken  the Foundation’ network and wind up enefiting
million of poor people in developing countrie. There wa a real
ene of wanting to contriute, ecaue it wa a goal that
everod felt good aout.

GARY TONNISSN, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

A foundation’ perch and the wide len it can appl to an iue
can provide inight, ut it’ important to rememer that man
of it nonprofit partner and grantee are rightl focued on their
narrow miion and don’t have the time or capacit to take a
tep ack to examine trategie or data eond their current
cope.

JNNIFR PRIRA, WRITING IN COLLAORATION AND FOUNDATION
LADRSHIP

Step 4: Scout for potential co-funder

Look hard for fellow funders who share your outlook and level of motivation to address the issue at
hand. Co-funding might sound counter-intuitive; it is not standard practice in grantmaking. Also,
you may encounter the commonplace bias to start something new rather than support an existing or
shared effort.
TH MRITS OF CO-FUNDING

Greater resources (financial and otherwise) for kickstarting the work

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/howdoigaugethepotentialforstartingorjoininganetwork/
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Greater resources (financial and otherwise) for kickstarting the work
Greater stability in the case of changing priorities at your institution
Greater insight & creativity to shape the network and help it find its footing
Brands the effort as a collaboration, making it more attractive for other funders to join in the
future
TH MRITS OF SOLO FUNDING

Greater autonomy in shaping the network to fit your vision
Stronger tie between your funding and any success that the network achieves
If you do find potential co-funders, be sure to look beneath the surface at what could bring them to
the table and put effort into negotiating the terms of their engagement. It can help to bring them in
early, so that the idea isn’t viewed as something you own. Power dynamics can come into play, since
comparatively larger funders may see less incentive to work as part of a group, or may want their
influence to reflect their funding clout. Find out their vision for the initiative, how this work would
fit into their broader strategy, and how they imagine measuring success. This will give you the
information you need to acknowledge and accommodate their varying needs from the start. Most
importantly, look for signs that not only the individual but also their organization are ready for the

different demands of network funding.

The downide [of funding a network alone] i not onl financial,
ut that ou have nood ele peaking truth to ou. Foundation
people don’t get a lot of critical feedack from outider, ut
other donor can hold foundation accountale, to ome extent.

STFAN NACHUK, TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION
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What tool can help me upport and lead a
network?

A ou get tarted, it ma e helpful to know what tool are availale to
upport network uilding. Rememer: it in’t the tool that matter o much a
the craftman, o don’t expect an of thee tool to take the place of human
knowledge and relationhip. ut tool can help uild knowledge and
relationhip  making it eaier for participant to undertand the prolem
the’re tackling or to collaorate acro long ditance. Conider whether or
not our network ha a need for an of the following tool (and if that require
ringing in outide upport / facilitation).

Technolog Tool

Exploring what technology might be useful in working with a network can open what feels like a
Pandora’s box. So many tools now exist for communication, collaboration, coordination, and content
management that the choices can be overwhelming. At the time of this guide’s release, the most up
to date list for social-sector collaboration is Harnessing Collaborative Technologies, published in
fall of 2013 by Monitor Institute and the Foundation Center. It offers an interactive tool and an

accompanying report for identifying the right technology to use for the collaborative work you want
to accomplish. The tool and report were written for funders looking to collaborate with other
funders, but it is equally relevant to the collaboration that happens in social impact networks.But
before you familiarize yourself with the range of tools, ground yourself in the needs you’re trying to
serve and the specific comfort levels and preferences that the participants have with regard to
different technologies.
Bearing that in mind, the following sections of Harnessing Collaborative Technologies are
particularly relevant to social impact networks:

Collaboration diagnostics
These tools help partners assess the health of their current collaboratives.

Communications and Meetings
These tools cover the gamut of online communication technologies—chat, conference calls,
video calls, webinars, virtual meeting spaces, and blogs.
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/whattoolscanhelpmesupportandleadanetwork/
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Comprehensive Collaboration Workspaces
These tools combine many basic tools (file sharing, calendar sharing, member profiles,
communications, wikis, etc.) into more multifaceted, all-in-one solutions.

Content Management Systems
These tools help web developers to build feature-rich websites that enable user editing.

Data Gathering
These tools make it easy to collect data, solicit feedback, or ask a question to a large group of
people.

Data Organizing
These tools allow people to curate and share with others their reading lists, bookmarked
webpages, mind maps, and other schemes for organizing information.

File Sharing and Collaborative Writing
These tools make it easy for many people to share and edit documents.

Innovation Management
These tools support group brainstorming and innovation.

Joint Decision Making
These tools allow many people to easily weigh in on group decisions.

Project Management
These tools help manage collaborative projects and keep group members informed about
roles, responsibilities, and timelines.

Scheduling and Calendar Sharing
These tools make it easier to schedule meetings with many participants and to keep groups
informed about events of shared interest.

Social Networking and Online Community
These tools connect people to others with whom they have something in common.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/whattoolscanhelpmesupportandleadanetwork/
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Good deign egin with the uer… You can’t lead with tool.
Tool are jut a mean for olving a prolem, o ou have to ack
into them  tarting with people and their real need.

CYNTHIA GISON, WRITING IN FUNDR COLLAORATIVS: WHY AND HOW

FUNDRS WORK TOGTHR

Proce Tool

Whether it’s to get to know one another, the problem, or the possible solutions, there are an
incredibly wide range of exercises and methods available to help a network do the work it needs to
do as a group. They range from brief, small-scale ways to engage with the group in a meeting to
much more intensive, broader-reaching processes that can take a lot of time and deep engagement.
(If you’re interested in learning more, see the list of sources at the bottom of the page for additional
reading on the range of group process tools available.) Choosing the right tool for the right moment,
and leading the group through the experience, is central to the roles of weaving the network and
convening the network. That is an art beyond the scope of this material, but we can get you started
with just a few common exercises that we have seen to be particularly useful.

Convening

In-person convenings are a powerful tool for strengthening a network and accomplishing
work together. They can be used by whomever is playing the role of convening the

network at any stage in a network’s life to help participants form connections, generate

alignment, and/or push forward on the production of joint efforts. For more details on the
practice of designing convenings, see the guidebook GATHER: The Art and Science of

Effective Convening.

p

Social Network Anali (SNA)

This is the process of capturing and charting the relationships between people or
organizations within a network. It is typically used in networks when it is important to
form new relationships between certain people or groups, and to track progress against
those goals over time. A survey is sent out to the participants in the network to gather data
on the relationships they share with one another, and the relationships they would like to
have, and SNA tools are used to graph that information. (This is particularly useful in
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/whattoolscanhelpmesupportandleadanetwork/
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networks that serve the function of weaving social ties and/or facilitating information

exchange and peer learning.) Two tools that are very well adapted to this type of SNA
are Kumu and NodeXL. For a basic introduction to using SNA in a network, see this

overview.

p

Stakeholder Mapping

This refers to method of cataloguing the people involved in your challenge, categorizing
them according to their ability to influence the social system that surrounds that challenge,
and determining how to engage with them. Because it is context-specific, this is often
done informally, such as by simply plotting stakeholders against dimensions that matter to
your network. (For example, you might plot stakeholders on a matrix according to
strength of interest and ability to influence your goal.) This work can be particularly
helpful in informing questions of who should be involved and who the network should
seek to influence, which tend to arise in networks that serve the function of coordinating

goals and strategies and/or pursuing a series of short-term joint initiatives.

p

Stem Mapping

Also known as systems diagramming, system mapping has many uses but is particularly
useful in a network setting to represent a set of beliefs about what causes what to create a
social challenge. Its visualization methods can be used to chart someone’s answers to a
question like, “what is it exactly that causes infant mortality?” This can be very useful in
networks that serve the functions of facilitating information exchange and peer

learning, creating shared understanding of an issue, and/or coordinating goals and
strategies. System maps can represent different points of view about the causes and

consequences of a problem, making it clear where a group agrees and where it does not.
And, once a group finds agreement, it can crystallize that set of ideas in a way that anchors
future conversation and makes it easier to communicate them to new participants. Most
importantly, it can make it possible to survey the causes and consequences of a problem all
in one place, enabling the group to see new possibilities for influencing a complex
challenge. This video offers a basic introduction, as does this series of posts.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/whattoolscanhelpmesupportandleadanetwork/
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Learning Journe

These are custom-designed field trips that educate a group of people about something
relevant to their decision-making process. These tend to be particularly valuable in
situations where taking the group to see a place and meet people will help them
understand something through in-person experience that would be hard to understand in
the abstract, something that is often helpful for networks that aim to facilitate

information exchange and peer learning.

p

Action Reearch

Action research is the term for working with a group to look for ways to improve how they
do their work. It typically involves developing questions, observing work processes in
action, reflecting on what was seen, and searching for improvements to implement. This is
particularly helpful in networks that serve the function of facilitating information

exchange and peer learning, since those networks are often focused on sharing and
improving best practices, and it can provide input into the work of designing and

prototyping new solutions.

p

Scenario Planning

Scenarios are stories about how driving forces in the environment surrounding an actor or
a group of actors can shape the future of their operating environment. It can be a powerful
exercise for questioning deeply-ingrained assumptions about what the future will hold, as
well as for imagining how it can be shaped in a particular direction. Scenarios can help
network participants see their surrounding context in a new light, which is particularly
helpful for networks aiming to create shared understanding of an issue or coordinate

goals and strategies. For detailed guidance on the use of scenarios for social change, see

Monitor Institute’s What If? The Art of Scenario Thinking for Nonprofits and Adam
Kahane’s Transformative Scenario Planning.

p

valuation Tool
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Evaluating networks is different from evaluating organizations, in that it can rarely involve
measurement of more than process outcomes, particularly for networks that have not developed
beyond the Knit stage. Even if a network develops an organization-like degree of formal structure,

top-down leadership, and clear strategic planning, it is often impossible to draw clear distinctions
between the beneficiary outcomes that can fairly be attributed to the network itself as opposed to its
participants. Even more importantly, process outcomes can be quite effective at celebrating
participants’ contribution, helping to build their motivation, whereas the level of effort required to
quantify beneficiary outcomes can easily go beyond what participants are willing to contribute. If you
are playing the backbone role of supporting measurement and learning, the there are two types of
tools that you can use:
You can measure the network’s connectivity, in terms of the relationships among its
participants and any formal structure it has adopted. (Social network analysis is a common
tool here, described above.)

You can measure the network’s network health, in terms of its access to resources, its
infrastructure, and its value proposition to participants. (This scorecard provides one
example of the specific questions to ask.)
For more details on how to go about evaluating a network, two useful resources are The State of

Network Evaluation – A Guide (2014) and Network Evaluation: Cultivating Healthy
Networks for Social Change (2011).

Traditional outcome meaure of ucce, etalihed in
advance of action, mut e uordinated [in a network etting]
to much more flexile aement trategie. Thi in turn
emphaize the need for multiple trategie, and the importance
of active learning procee to upport the change.

STV WADDLL, WRITING IN TH STAT OF TH FILD

peciall in the firt few ear, it i critical to et meaure of
ucce that motivate the ehavior that trengthen trut and
encourage generou exchange and collaoration, including
expectation for timing of meaurale outcome.

TH TNR, WRITING IN FUNDRS’ ROL IN CATALYZING COLLAORATION IN
NTWORKS (OR UNDRMINING IT)
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Checklit: Am I clear on m intention for
getting involved in a network?

There i no imple algorithm for deciding if engaging with a ocial impact
network i the right move for ou to make. Rather, there are a et of aic
quetion to help ou in that deciion making proce.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT A NTWORK CAN HLP YOU ACHIV?

1. Can ou tell if the challenge ou’re tring to olve i a good
fit for uing a network?

The problem you are trying to solve…
Has no single root cause and is connected to (or a symptom of) other problems
Is emergent and shifting, defying silver-bullet solutions
Could not be solved by any single organization, and lacks a clear or widely-agreed definition
among the actors who could address it
Cuts across the domains in which the actors typically work (e.g., governmental jurisdiction,
issue focus, or industry sector)
And any progress towards a solution will require…
The involvement of many actors, especially if they are from different sectors
More resources or capacity than any one actor could provide
A portfolio of interventions that work on many levers of change to address deep rooted
causes
Working beyond the scope of any of the relevant actors—such as changing policies,
structures, or other elements of the social system that surrounds them

Review the section >>

2. Can ou picture what network deign would e mot ueful?

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/checklistamiclearonmyintentionforgettinginvolvedinanetwork/
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Review the section >>

3. Do ou have a clear undertanding of what a network could
help ou accomplih–and have ou identified the pecific
function that ou need thi network to perform?

Do you need a network to…
Spur individual action
Weave social ties
Access new and diverse perspectives
Facilitate information exchange and peer learning
Create shared understanding in order to align action
Design and prototype new solutions
Launch a series of joint initiatives

Review the section >>

DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR A NTWORK?

4. Can ou tell what general “tpe” of funding relationhip ou
ee ourelf having with thi network?

Are you the…
Personally-Engaged Funder
Roll-Up-the-Sleeves Funder
Full-Spectrum Funder

Review the section >>

5. Do ou know the network’ current tage of development?
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Review the section >>

6. Do ou know what form of upport ou will provide?

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/checklistamiclearonmyintentionforgettinginvolvedinanetwork/
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Review the section >>

7. Are ou and our organization oth read to adopt the
mindet ou need to do thi work?

Can you…

Find the common ground where your goals and the network’s goals intersect

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/howdoigetstarted/checklistamiclearonmyintentionforgettinginvolvedinanetwork/
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Find the common ground where your goals and the network’s goals intersect
Be patient with the process and time required to support a community that can then work
together to create impact
Experiment and take risks with new ideas that spring from the collective
Contribute as a collaborator and mitigate power dynamics

Review the section >>

8. Have ou conidered alternative form of organizing to e
ure that a network i the right approach?

Instead of a network, could you…
Support a single individual / organization
Create a new organization
Gather a group
Support a different kind of partnership

Review the section >>

AR YOU RADY TO GT STARTD?

9. Do ou know how to gauge the potential for tarting or
joining a network?

Review the section >>

10. Do ou know what tool ou can ue to upport and lead a
network?

Review the section >>
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Stor Sketche

There are man example toda of funder who are killfull engaging with
network to produce ocial impact at a cale far eond what can e
accomplihed  a ingle organization. Thee “tor ketche” highlight a few
of the right pot in the field, focuing on the detail of how each network’
funder made the choice to engage and what role the’ve decided to pla.
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The Rockefeller Foundation: Smoothing the
path to univeral health coverage

TH JOINT LARNING NTWORK FOR UNIVRSAL HALTH COVRAG

Man nation now hare the goal of providing univeral health coverage
(UHC), ut a the aing goe, the devil i in the detail. ach tem for
providing UHC i a cutom-fit creation of law, regulation, market
mechanim, and government overight at multiple level. In 2009 a group of
gloal health funder held a meeting in Geneva with healthcare tem
leader from four low and middle income countrie, academic, and technical
expert to dicu wa to advance toward univeral health coverage, and
what emerged wa the potential for a network a the olution.

Thi tor ketch explore how The Rockefeller Foundation engaged with the
group to form a network focued on two goal: finding new wa to identif
common technical prolem in the move toward UHC, and creating
commonl-applicale olution that could e cutomized in each memer
countr.

SING THAT TH TIM WAS RIGHT

At the 2009 meeting, presenters from Ghana, India, Thailand, and Vietnam shared a set of
implementation challenges which were quite similar. When asked if they had ever worked together,
they said no, not beyond ad-hoc interaction at existing international gatherings. Stefan Nachuk,
formerly an Associate Director at Rockefeller Foundation, was at the meeting and spoke with the
participants afterwards about their plans. He learned that there were no resources in place to connect
these system-builders with either advice from their peers or technical assistance from experts, and
recognized that the timing for a new network was just right. “While there were other networks
addressing UHC, the kind of work this group had in mind was a completely blank space,” he
reflected. “When you find a problem and a group of people who want to work together, independent
of your own organization, that is a special opportunity.”
Carolyn Bancroft, another former Rockefeller program officer who worked with Nachuk, noted how
helpful it was to see health system leaders from different countries with common concerns even at
this early stage: “They had shared objectives around certain key technical areas. We saw the
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/therockefellerfoundationtradingtipsonrollingoutuniversalhealthcoverage/
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possibility for contributing in a way that could not only give direct benefit to these countries but also
help many other low or middle income countries with the same questions.”
LAUNCHING A NTWORK

To address this need, in 2010 The Rockefeller Foundation launched the Joint Learning Network

for Universal Health Coverage, incorporating health system leaders from seven countries: Ghana,
India, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Malaysia.

The network was launched with the engagement of Nachuk, Bancroft, and other colleagues from the
Foundation, as well as their technical partners Research for Development, PATH, ACCESS
Health, and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement. With that backbone support, what started as
casual conversation quickly blossomed into a vibrant community of practice that facilitates

information exchange and peer learning through webinars, email dialogue, and multi-day in-

person workshops to do intensive work and build personal . As the participants spent more time
together, comparing notes on the options available for accelerating progress towards universal health
coverage, what quickly became clear was that the greatest common ground existed between the
senior leaders of health systems. It was these people who worked directly with technical issues which
are often significant stumbling blocks to rolling out a new UHC system like information technology,
quality, expanding coverage, improving primary care, and provider payment reform. The design and
implementation challenges in these areas were similar across many countries, making it a productive
dialogue among the participants to air questions and ask for help. At the network’s first meeting in
2011, topics cropped up quickly for discussion, two tracks formed immediately around expanding
coverage and provider payment, and in 2012 a third track formed on the topic of quality.
CRAFTING A LIGHTWIGHT ROL

Nachuk and his two colleagues at The Rockefeller Foundation were excited to see the new network
take form, and they created a relatively light-touch role for themselves as the funder and strategic
design partner. Not only were they constrained in the amount of time they could dedicate to the
work, they also saw how crucial it was to channel the participants’ creativity and let them design an
experience that directly served their needs. This was especially important because of how rare it is for
international communities of practice to be led by the participants rather than the donors. Nachuk
wanted to help foster learning within the group using the principles of knowledge co-production,
and decided to do that in two ways. First, he provided ample funding for coordination, stepping out
of the role of and asking the technical partners to facilitate the group’s convenings. And, he set aside
money to support any additional forms of small-group among the participants beyond the network’s
full-group convenings.
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This approach reflected Nachuk’s view that working in networks is inherently fluid. “So little is
known at the start [of a network] that doing a work plan is a little backwards,” he said. “You have to
get into it and discover what the work is before you can make a plan.” The flexible funding for
collaboration has been useful on multiple occasions, such as one instance when administrators from
Ghana and Kenya were both working on the issue of electronic claims and wanted to spend inperson time comparing notes in order to inform their respective work on building a nationwide
claims-processing system.
SHIFTING FROM PR LARNING TO COLLAORATION

Now, participants are exploring more hands-on forms of collaboration that go beyond peer learning.
The network has now launched a five-country collaborative that is developing ways to monitor and
assess the impacts of provider payment reforms. In 2014, participants co-authored a manual for
undertaking facility costing studies in low- and middle-income settings, where data availability is
usually far from perfect.
The network is now expanding and gaining recognition. In early 2015, 13 new countries joined as
members, bringing the total to 22. Also in 2015, the World Bank’s Global Health Practice
leadership identified the JLN as its core platform for cross-learning, identifying country demands,
and disseminating analytical products, and has taken a stronger role in helping coordinate the
network and raise additional funds to manage it.
Most importantly, the participants have found being a part of this network directly beneficial to
their work. When Rockefeller asked an independent evaluator to survey the network’s 230
participants, the result was that fully 93% reported that their knowledge and skills have improved as
a result of the network, and 80% had already put that knowledge to use, particularly in their own
strategic planning and in convincing others within their countries to pursue specific reforms.
Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for

comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of the design of the Joint Learning Network (in teal) versus that of the other
networks we profile (in white):
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Sources: Monitor Institute interviews with Stefan Nachuk and Carolyn Bancroft while they were on
staff at The Rockefeller Foundation (fall 2014), Evolution of the Joint Learning Network (June 30th
2013), Joint Learning Update (June 2013), How to Better Share Knowledge Between Countries

Moving Toward UHC (May 5th 2014), and the Joint Learning Network website.
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The Rockefeller Foundation: uilding a
ackone to accelerate impact inveting

TH GLOAL IMPACT INVSTING NTWORK

Impact inveting i now a growing indutr, ut in 2007 it wa a collection of
diparate financial innovation that went  man different name and had no
comprehenive upportive infratructure. Thi tor ketch decrie how The
Rockefeller Foundation organized the world’ firt network of impact invetor
and then launched the Gloal Impact Inveting Network a a lating
ackone to grow the movement.

SING TH POTNTIAL FOR AN INDUSTRY

A network can be a powerful way to give a new idea traction as it moves to gain widespread support.
That was exactly the situation with the concept of impact investing. By 2007, a variety of financial
innovators had developed approaches to socially-conscious investment and were paving the way for
new avenues to direct capital for social good. For instance, Jacqueline Novogratz started the
nonprofit Acumen Fund to invest in social enterprises in East Africa and South Asia. Muhammad
Yunus had established the Grameen Bank to lend to lower-income women in Bangladesh. Willy
Foote founded the nonprofit Root Capital to lend to farmer cooperatives throughout Latin America
and Africa. These and many other organizations offered a wide range of avenues for satisfying the
growing demand for investment that sought some combination of financial and social outcomes.
And as is typical for a field in its formative stage, there was a range of terms to describe this activity,
each with its own meaning and nuance: socially responsible investing, blended value, mission-driven
investing, and so on. And while there was a great deal of effort to develop various niche models,
there was no infrastructure that would enable the market to grow as a whole.
This fragmentation struck Antony Bugg-Levine when he joined The Rockefeller Foundation in
2007 and was asked by the Foundation’s President, Judith Rodin, to evaluate its impact investing
portfolio. In the book Impact Investing, he and his co-author Jed Emerson describe what they saw
at the time: the need to set the rules and create a worldwide playing field, which would necessitate
transformation across capital markets, performance measurement, and public policy. It was clear that
no individual, however charismatic, would be able to create these transformations alone. As they
wrote, “It will be an especially tricky transition since it requires a focus on the “we” of sustained
social change, not just the “me” of social entrepreneurship… A single-minded focus on individuals
obscures the crucial role collaboration and coordination need to play in impact investing’s next

phase. Impact investing will take off when its pioneers and newcomers collaborate effectively,
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building the infrastructure that will enable the next wave of talent and capital to join the field… In
[this] emerging phase, the impact investing industry suffers from fragmentation with an increasingly
crowded field of subscale players unable to rise above the noise.”

ASSMLING A NTWORK

What Bugg-Levine saw in this situation were many of the elements that make it a natural choice to
build a network. Investment had tremendous potential to provide capital for social problem-solving,
but that potential wouldn’t be realized unless the many disconnected innovators began to act like
they were building the same field. Bugg-Levine made the case that The Rockefeller Foundation
should launch an initiative with the goal of accelerating this change in behavior, and the Board of
Directors agreed. “We believed that people needed to interact in unusual constellations,” he
reflected in a recent interview. “Institutional investors needed to be in closer contact with
philanthropists, and that philanthropists needed to be in closer contact with entrepreneurs, and we
believed that cross-fertilization would create action. We wanted people to come together who
hadn’t seen themselves as part of the same movement. The goal was to create a ‘rhetorical umbrella’
under which many people could huddle.”

The first step of this new initiative was to test the attractiveness of this idea with a sampling of the
various actors working in the market, which Bugg-Levine did by holding a convening in the summer
of 2007 at the Foundation’s retreat center in Bellagio. “We asked, do you think there would be
utility in your silos working together?” he recalls. By posing that question, he focused the group’s
attention on what lies at the core of a network’s viability: whether there is common ground for the
network to work together. At this early stage, it was important for the funder to be able to judge
when to ask that question, and how best to show a group the potential for collective work. BuggLevine used this convening to ask the question, and fortunately the answer was yes. The participants
were able to identify initial categories of work that they wanted to pursue together, created informal
working groups, settled on a name (the Rockefeller Impact Investing Collaborative) that was the
first use of “impact investing” to describe the market, and agreed to continue their work at another
convening in nine months’ time. With that first fuzzy definition of the common ground in place, the
work of the network began. Working with Monitor Institute, Bugg-Levine followed through with a
second convening in 2008 that gathered an expanded group of 40 participants, representing a wider
swath of the marketplace.
It was at this second convening that both The Rockefeller Foundation and the participants were
able to see a clear path forward for this nascent industry to solve social and environmental challenges
with greater efficiency. The group aligned around the overarching goal of moving beyond
uncoordinated innovation to a focus on market-building and expressed considerable enthusiasm for
advancing its work through four formal working groups, each of which took on a separate topic:
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/therockefellerfoundationweavingtiesandbuildingabackbonetoaccelerateimpactinvesting/
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creating of a global network of leading impact investors, developing a standardized framework for
assessing social and environmental impact, starting an impact investing bank, and developing a
working group of investors focused on sustainable agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa.

SCALING UP AND CRATING A ACKON

Part of the art of engaging with a network is in spotting when it is at an inflection point, and
judging the best next step from the perspective of the group rather than your own goals. As BuggLevine reflected, “When a foundation calls you to a meeting, you’ll show up whether you think it is a
good investment of your time or not. As a program officer, it’s very easy to convince yourself that
you’ve identified a network with a lot of interest. You have to ask, how do I know if this network is
necessary?” Yet he felt confident at this point that the network was ready for growth. One strong
indicator for him was the energy of the 2008 convening, and another was the constant demand for
him and his small team to play the role of network weaver, making introductions and spreading
information, which had grown into an intensive task.
The first step that The Rockefeller Foundation took in scaling the network was to develop a clear

vision for the field that reflected the views of the network’s current participants. This was

important in order to accomplish several goals: anchoring the dialogue in the existing history and
research, capturing the insights of the 2008 convening, reflecting back the conversation to help
cement the understanding and motivation of the 40 people involved. He was able to do that by
providing lead funding for Monitor Institute to create Investing for Social and Environmental

Impact: A Design for Catalyzing an Emerging Industry. That research began in 2008, informed the
dialogue and framed key questions at the 2008 convening, used the convening’s conversations to
refine the thinking, and was released in January 2009. This enabled the Foundation and the report’s
other funders—the Annie E. Casey Foundation, W.K. Kellogg Foundation and JPMorgan Chase
Foundation—to spread the word about the importance of building a market in the words of the
market’s own leaders.

One of the frameworks that emerged in that report was a succinct description of the developmental
path that is typical for any new market as it becomes established. Markets typically undergo a period
of uncoordinated innovation before they enter a phase of marketplace building, which in turn sets the
stage for achieving the initial vision—capturing the value of the marketplace and finally maturity.
Understanding that process was a helpful realization for both the funders and the network’s
participants, and it can be equally helpful for the actors involved in other early-stage markets where
networks are forming. That process is described in more detail in this visual:
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The second step that The Rockefeller Foundation took to scale up the network was to establish a
new nonprofit that could house the network’s backbone functions. It simply wasn’t sustainable for
Bugg-Levine and his team to continue weaving the network and playing a variety of other backbone
roles themselves, particularly as the report attracted attention to the network’s vision. In his words,
“The longer we held on to [the network], the more likely we were to stunt its growth.” Starting a
stand-alone organization wasn’t seen as the ideal solution, but none of the participants were wellpositioned to play backbone roles themselves, since there were meaningful financial outcomes at
stake and each would have their own conflicts of interest.
In taking both of these steps, The Rockefeller Foundation faced important choices about the use
of its brand. Scaling up meant that this initiative had to transition from an effort led by the
Foundation to an effort led and owned by its participants, and supported by a larger group of
funders. That logic justified the Foundation playing a behind-the-scenes role, making its
involvement as invisible as possible and elevating the role of the network’s participants. But there
was also a powerful attraction to the prospect of using the Foundation’s name as a way to attract
attention to the effort and lend it credibility. In the case of the report, the Foundation opted to be
the lead funder, recruit several other foundations as fellow supporters, and have the document
branded by Monitor Institute. In the case of the nonprofit, the Foundation also chose not to use the
Rockefeller name, branding it the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN). The GIIN launched
in 2009, nearly a year after the 2008 convening, with the goal of advancing the same
four workstreams that the convening participants agreed to pursue.

SHIFTING INTO A NW ST OF ROLS
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The heart of a funder’s decision to engage with a network is the choice of what backbone roles to

play, and with the founding of the GIIN, the Rockefeller Foundation both launched the network

into a new phase and began playing a different set of roles. Since the GIIN had its own leadership
and staff, Bugg-Levine and his team could step out of their position as the principal networkweavers, with Bugg-Levine becoming a member of the new organization’s Board of Directors. The
Foundation’s principal investment in the network became not its staff time but its grant dollars,
which at first were provided on one-year cycles while the organization established itself.
Over time, the Foundation has also found other ways to build its relationship with the young entity.
Program officers have contracted with GIIN staff to make use of their topical expertise, the
Foundation has begun requiring the investees of its Program Related Investments program to file
reports using metrics that comply with the GIIN’s IRIS standard, and the Foundation has made
use of the GIIN’s Investor’s Council to build relationships with like-minded investors.

The past four years have seen yet another shift in the Foundation’s role, as it has wound down its

involvement but continued to use its resources and brand to support the network. The impact

investing initiative was originally scheduled to end in 2011, but when Bugg-Levine left the
Foundation that year to lead the Nonprofit Finance Fund, the Foundation chose to extend the
initiative and its core-support grant funding for the GIIN by another two years. At the same time,
the Foundation’s President Judith Rodin joined Bugg-Levine on the GIIN’s Board. These moves
provided material support, personal engagement, and also reinforced the GIIN’s public credibility.
As of 2013, the Foundation formally closed its impact investing initiative, but Rodin continued
serving on the Board, and the Foundation allowed the GIIN to use its existing core support funding
over a longer period of time.
Looking back, Bugg-Levine believes that timing and persistence were key to the Foundation’s
successful cultivation of the network. “We hit a nerve at the right point, and were tireless in
pursuing it,” he said. “It has been incredibly rewarding to promote this idea. I remember how excited
we were when an obscure blogger first used the term “impact investing,” and now look how far we’ve
come, with President Obama and the Pope having discussed it in the same week.”

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for
comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of the design of the Global Impact Investing Network (in teal) versus that of the
other networks we profile (in white):
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Sources: The Global Impact Investing Network website, a Monitor Institute interview with Antony
Bugg-Levine (former Managing Director at The Rockefeller Foundation) in November 2014, a Monitor
Institute interview with Brinda Ganguly (Associate Director of Impact Investing at The Rockefeller
Foundation) in October 2014, the 2011 book Impact Investing: Transforming How We Make Money
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While Making a Difference by Antony Bugg-Levine and Jed Emerson (Kindle locations 2703-2743), and
the 2009 Monitor Institute report Investing for Social and Environmental Impact: A Design for

Catalyzing an Emerging Industry.
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The Rockefeller Foundation: ridging
dicipline to launch a new field in iolog

TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION’S MOLCULAR IOLOGY
INITIATIV

Funder have een engaging with network long efore toda’ connective
technologie made it eaier to maintain relationhip at a ditance. In the
1930, a program officer at The Rockefeller Foundation named Warren
Weaver led an initiative to appl the tool of phic and chemitr to the
man unanwered quetion of iolog. Thi tor ketch decrie how
Weaver’ intenive relationhip-uilding among reearcher and targeted ue
of funding wa ucceful in launching the new field of molecular iolog.

SING TH POTNTIAL FOR CROSS-POLLINATION

The potential for starting a new network often comes from seeing opportunities in the adjacent
possible—combining insights from different areas of exploration and fields. The Rockefeller
Foundation was able to tap into the adjacent fields of physics and chemistry to support the evolution
of the new field of molecular biology. By the early 1930s, the Foundation had spent over a decade
building infrastructure in both physics and chemistry, through grants to universities and research
institutes and by supporting fellowship programs. In 1932, shortly after establishing a new Division
of Natural Sciences, the Foundation brought in a mathematician named Warren Weaver as a
program officer. Weaver was keenly aware of the Foundation’s earlier work in the physical sciences,
and the significant technological advances that had propelled progress in that arena. He believed the
Foundation could promote similar advances in biology. He advocated to begin an initiative on the
topic, which he first called vital essences and then experimental biology, asking: “Why do we seem to
know so much more about atoms than we do about men?” He believed that a new hybrid science
that took advantage of the latest tools could challenge what was then a widespread belief: that the
mechanisms of life were simply beyond the scope of scientific analysis.

‘WAVING’ A NW NTWORK FROM SCRATCH

Weaver’s proposal to begin this initiative was accepted in 1933, and from the beginning he
approached the work as an exercise in intensive relationship-building and information-sharing, work
that today is termed network weaving. (His name and the term are a happy coincidence.)
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Working with a team of three full-time program officers, Weaver set about the task of identifying
researchers in physics and chemistry whose work had the potential for advancing biology and
persuading them that it was in biology that they could break the most new ground. In this way, he
focused on understanding the key players throughout the landscape of disparate fields and brought
them to the proverbial “table” in order to see possibilities in shared action. The nature of the
problem he was trying to solve was that the three fields were pursued in almost entirely separate

academic silos, so while there were some researchers in physics and chemistry who were doing

interdisciplinary work in biology, there were very few and they were not connected through any
existing groups. He had to convince potential candidates, person by person, that there was incredible
potential for applying the technologies developed for working at microscopic scale in physics and
chemistry to unlock the mysteries of how biological systems work. Beyond the strength of his
convictions, the only resources that he and his team could draw on was the institutional credibility
that the Foundation had built through its support of physics and chemistry, and the relationships
with the American and European scientific communities that it had gained through that work.
Weaver knew he had to build momentum from the bottom up among the scientists who were in

a position to do this work. Working with only telephones and telegraphs, before the advent of
airplanes and high-speed rail, he and his team spent its first three years building personal
relationships with scientists across America and 17 European countries. This was a significant
undertaking of bridging divides and sparking coordination. His team made a total of 531 in-

person visits in that time to see scientists at 312 laboratories and give targeted grants to

support specific projects. Those visits not only built ties with the scientists but also gave him and

his team the opportunity to fill notebook after notebook with ideas and observations, drawing
connections across disparate research to track progress at the level of the field. This combination of
granular knowledge and a field-level view gave Weaver the ability to accelerate each scientist’s work
both by providing new insights and by providing funding where it was needed most.

STPPING ACK WHN TH NW FILD HAD MRGD

The benefit of having a clear goal at the start of building a network—in this case, establishing a new
scientific field that could become self-sustaining—is that it enables clear decision-making about

when your engagement can end. Although the details of how he went about his network-weaving
remain buried in his many papers that now reside at the Rockefeller Archive Center, what we do
know is that By the 1950s, the rapid pace of progress had attracted significant funding from both
government and industry, at which point Weaver himself advocated for the Foundation to wind
down its support. The initiative finally closed after 18 years in 1951.
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Weaver’s deep involvement in forming this community of researchers set the stage for molecular
biology to become a central focus of the scientific establishment in the late twentieth century, paving
the way for further foundational breakthroughs including the structure of DNA, genetic
engineering, and the mapping of the human genome.

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for

comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of the design of the molecular biology initiative’s network (in teal) versus that of
the other networks we profile (in white):
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Sources: This is an adaptation of the history of Molecular Biology as described on the Rockefeller

centennial site. Additional details are drawn from the biography of Warren Weaver on the Rockefeller
centennial site, an unpublished internal presentation on The Rockefeller Foundation’s history of
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involvement in networks from September 2014, and an interview in October 2014 with Jack Meyers, Pat
Rosenfield, and Barbara Shubinsky from the Rockefeller Archive Center.
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StriveTogether: Taking a place-aed network
to national cale

STRIVTOGTHR AND TH CRADL TO CARR NTWORK

Sometime one ucceful network can act a the pringoard for another.
StrivePartnerhip in Cincinnati firt gained national recognition for uilding a
“collective impact” network that knit together a ingle cradle-to-career
pipeline out of the man ervice provider who work with tudent to improve
their achievement. When the ucce of StrivePartnerhip parked interet
from other citie in taking a imilar approach, Living Citie upported pilot to
tet what it would look like to replicate the model. The ucce of thoe pilot
led KnowledgeWork, one of StrivePartnerhip’ founding upporter, to
create the Cradle to Career Network and form a new uidiar organization,
StriveTogether, a it national hu. Thi tor ketch examine how Living
Citie and KnowledgeWork came to ee the importance of helping
StrivePartnerhip take thi next tep and what role StriveTogether could pla
in upporting and expanding the new network.

SING TH ND FOR A NXT STP

Just like an organization’s opportunities for impact often broaden once it exits its startup phase,
networks often unlock new ways to achieve systemic impact once they hit their stride. The key is for
supporters of the effort to see the early indicators of that opening—and find meaningful ways to
engage in catalyzing them to the next stage. StrivePartnership was originally founded in 2006 by
community leaders in Cincinnati and northern Kentucky to bring together the many piecemeal
approaches to increasing student achievement. This approach addressed the ongoing challenge of a
service landscape that was “program rich and system poor.” Within five years, 40 of the 53
educational outcomes tracked by the network had shown improvement. For example, kindergarten
readiness increased 9%, high school graduation rose 11%, and college enrollment increased 10%.
These gains were achieved through a cross-sectoral network of partners that addressed turf issues
among the community’s educational service providers and encouraged funders to support strategies
with the strongest track record. StrivePartnership’s success, and the network structure that made it
possible, gained wide awareness in 2011 when it was used as the central case study of the article
Collective Impact.
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Many education-focused funders and nonprofits around the country had been tracking
StrivePartnership’s efforts for years, considering whether a similar approach might be viable in their
own communities. Substantial interest in StrivePartnership’s model began in its third year; when the
outcome indicators began to move, so increased the number of inquiries about how the
StrivePartnership approach could be adopted elsewhere. Seeing this as an opportunity, Living

Cities provided StrivePartnership with funding to pilot a replication of its model in a few
communities where there were enthusiastic champions.

LAUNCHING A NTWORK OF NTWORKS

Even though StrivePartnership itself was a well-established network, the nature of the next phase of
its development was far from clear. Judy Peppler helped to start one of the early-stage pilots in
Portland, Oregon. Now the President and CEO of KnowledgeWorks, she recalls the intensive

effort that it took to launch these efforts on the part of Jeff Edmondson, then the Managing
Director of StrivePartnership. “Jeff was running all over the country, consulting with these
communities and simultaneously building out the toolkit for them to apply. His initial toolkit
branched out into tools for communities that were first exploring the StrivePartnership model, those
networks that were emerging, and those that were sustaining the effort. As more communities were
actually making it work, he and his team continued to evolve the approach.”
The pilots’ launch showed Edmondson that it was possible to replicate the StrivePartnership model,
and there was strong potential for spreading it to many more communities, but that each of those
communities was going to need meaningful support in order to be successful. This caught the

attention of the leadership of KnowledgeWorks, where Edmondson had been a program officer and
one of the founding supporters of StrivePartnership before he took the helm as its Managing
Director. KnowledgeWorks had previously functioned as a grantmaking foundation, but its trustees
were looking for ways that it could evolve into a revenue-generating social enterprise. In 2011,
Edmondson started a new subsidiary of KnowledgeWorks, called StriveTogether, where he began
building a codified toolkit to use in helping expand the nascent network of networks that were
adopting the StrivePartnership model.

STALISHING A ROL AS TH HU

Over the past four years, StriveTogether has carved out a role for itself as the hub at the center of
the group of StrivePartnership-based networks, now called the Cradle to Career Network. Unlike
many funders, StriveTogether is not a participant in the network itself, but serves as the network’s
governing body and in-house consultancy. Earning roughly $5 million in revenues in 2014, 30%
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from fees and 70% from grants, it has a staff of 25 whose time is principally spent on facilitating
knowledge-sharing in three ways: convening the member networks for peer learning, improving the
StriveTogether toolkit, and using that toolkit in assisting member networks directly.
As a result of this focused effort on generalizing the StrivePartnership model and using its
observations to develop a clear replication framework, StriveTogether can now offer clear guidance
for communities to use in adapting its model to the context-specific aspects of their environment. It
has a standard Theory of Action describing what it takes for a StriveTogether partnership to be

successful, gateways for a community to clear as it moves from Exploring to Emerging and finally to
Sustaining, a suite of resources for communities at each level, and peer learning opportunities for
those communities to help each other on their journey. Peppler sees structure and attention to detail
at the heart of its value: “We’re trying build collective impact networks in a disciplined, rigorous,
high-quality way that is bigger than just agreeing that ‘we’ll work on this together.’”

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for
comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of StriveTogether’s design (in teal) versus that of the other networks we profile
(in white):
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Sources: Monitor Institute interview with KnowledgeWorks CEO Judy Peppler in fall 2014, The

StriveTogether Story, and Collective Impact (Stanford Social Innovation Review, winter 2011).
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The Rockefeller Foundation: A long-term et
on cientific reakthrough

TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION’S INTRNATIONAL NTWORK FOR
RIC IOTCHNOLOGY

Like mot organization, cientific reearch team are effective at puruing
their independent goal, ut truggle to collaorate acro dicipline, and
are often diconnected from the on-the-ground challenge that their work
could help to addre. In the late 1970, program officer at The Rockefeller
Foundation (the “Foundation”) aw oth of thee arrier tanding in the wa
of progre toward what the elieved wa a tremendou opportunit: uing
the new technologie of genomic and genetic engineering to help the
world’ lowet-income conumer  creating a variet of rice that wa
dramaticall more reilient and nutritiou.

The Foundation had over thirt ear of experience in agricultural cience,
having upported traditional cro-reeding reearch to produce improved
taple crop ince the 1940, working in partnerhip with Ford Foundation
and other to pur the “Green Revolution.” The Foundation’ program officer
aw the potential for iotechnolog to make even greater tride, ut the
alo aw that the work had to happen acro a diparate collection of reearch
team that were cattered acro man different countrie, intitution, and
cientific field. Thi tor ketch explore how the Foundation choe to make
an audaciou long-term et in the earl 1980, committing to pend 15 ear
providing thoe team with the connectivit the needed to give the Gloal
South a etter kind of rice.

SING TH ND FOR A NTWORK

The need for a network of some form became clear to The Rockefeller Foundation’s program
officers when they investigated what it would take to create new forms of rice. Initially, they saw
reason for great optimism when the new genetic engineering technique of recombinant DNA
emerged in the late 1970s. They could picture an ongoing chain from discovery to application, such
that when a potentially-valuable way of changing the genome of a microbe was discovered at
Stanford or Harvard, that researcher would share the knowledge and the DNA material with a plant
researcher at UC Davis, Cornell, or Michigan State. That researcher would spend several years
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/ricebiotechnologyresearchnetwork/
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figuring out how to make a similar change to a rice plant, then share that knowledge and the new
rice plants with an international rice research institute to use in a breeding program. Finally, just as
in the Green Revolution, the most successful variant from the breeding program would be passed on
to organizations that worked directly with farmers, putting the improved seeds into production.
But by the early 1980s, this vision began to falter, because research into the genetic engineering of
tropical crops was still not occurring. Investigating why, the program officers saw that while each of

the institutions involved were well-resourced and high-functioning at their respective tasks, a
host of barriers remained. These teams had no direct incentive to work on this particular project,

since both researchers and universities were primarily rewarded for publishing and patenting new
genetic breakthroughs and selling those patents to agribusiness. They lacked any easy means of
exchanging the crucial biological material, which required careful handling and the navigation of a
thicket of international regulations that had sprung up around the international transport of
genetically modified organisms. Most importantly, they lacked any way to maintain focus on the
years-long process of translating basic science into viable new rice varietals and carrying feedback up
the chain when potentially-promising avenues turned out to be dead ends.
Gary Toenniessen, one of the Foundation’s grantmakers, recalled seeing that there was no way to
solve these problems without getting directly involved: “There was no single institution you could
give a grant to and say, please create new biotechnology and use it to produce rice varieties. That was
simply not the job they were hired to do.”
No single grantee could do the job, but Toenniessen and his fellow program officers believed that

the Foundation was uniquely well-positioned to provide the necessary connective tissue itself.

They could help knit together these institutions through funding to support collaboration. They also
could play a central role without needing credit where there was, in his words, “only so much credit
to go around.” The Foundation had built up both external networks and internal expertise in the
area of agricultural research, and as the program officers tapped those networks, they were able to
assemble a strong set of advisors, recruiting scientists who were leading researchers and also had a
field-level view informed by work in administrative positions.
What particularly inspired Toenniessen and his colleagues was to hear from scientists that they
found the goal itself inspiring. He knew the Foundation wasn’t in a position to demand anything of
these institutions, but what it could do was pave the path for scientists to shape their work in a way
that would benefit millions of low-income people rather than boosting the profits of global
agribusiness. He knew the desire to contribute to that vision was widespread—it was up to the
Foundation to create the right structure for tapping it.

MAKING TH CAS FOR A LONG-TRM COMMITMNT

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/ricebiotechnologyresearchnetwork/
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Toenniessen and his fellow program officers sat down to map out what a network would need to

look like to achieve the goals they had laid out. They quickly realized three things: it would need

some funding and considerable staff time to keep people connected; it would need a pool of
dedicated grant funding available to support related research work; and it couldn’t be done in any
less than 15 years. They knew 15 years was a big ask to put in front of the trustees, but there was no
shorter period that would do the job. There were three major stages, each of which would take five
years:
1. Creating rice biotechnology. The first five years would involve identifying grantees and
supporting them to do basic research into the genomics and genetic engineering of rice.
2. Building research capacity. The second five years would involve building the capacity among
scientists, primarily in Asia, to apply the new discoveries to breeding new rice varieties.
3. Producing rice varieties. The final five years would tap the newly-built capacity to accomplish
the production of the newly-engineered rice varieties.
The program officers shared this plan with the trustees in late 1984 and won their approval to run
the program for ten to 15 years. Looking back, Toenniessen is very glad that the Foundation was
able to take such a long view: “Many donors look for short-term payoffs, where you can invest in

something that’s at a tipping point and be in and out in five years with just as much impact as if you
invested for the longer term. But I believe foundations can often be more effective working over the
long term, particularly if capacity building is required.”

THR DIFFRNT STAGS, THR DIFFRNT FUNDR ROLS

It’s common for a funder’s engagement with a network to evolve over time, but typically that
evolution is difficult to anticipate. But in this case, Toenniessen and his fellow program officers were
able to anticipate at least the outlines of two distinct roles that they would need to play as they
transitioned through the stages.

Stage 1: Recruiting basic researchers and assessing their progress. To kick off the network,

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/ricebiotechnologyresearchnetwork/
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Stage 1: Recruiting basic researchers and assessing their progress. To kick off the network,
Toenniessen and his team began by courting the leading laboratories doing work on plant
molecular biology to work on rice itself and a collection of related traits, encouraging them
with both research funding and the vision of contributing to a larger goal. As that work got
underway, he turned to monitoring the progress of that research, which he did with the help
of an advisory committee of those researchers’ peers.
Stages 2 & 3: Placing rice-focused plant researchers at basic research labs. In the ten years
that followed, the network moved into its second and third phases of work, and Toenniessen
and his team shifted their role to transferring this new knowledge to institutions in countries
that were heavy consumers and producers of rice. A central component of this work was
simply moving the right staff between the right institutions. The Foundation provided
fellowships to researchers from Asian countries including India, China, Thailand, Indonesia,
and the Philippines. Some were for advanced degrees but the most effective fellowships
enabled young scientists already trained in biotechnology to spend three months a year at one
of the research institutions in the United States, Europe, Japan, or Australia that was funded
to work on rice. Each fellowship was spent with the goal of learning about the latest
discoveries, practicing at the most advanced facilities, and developing new ideas through
interaction with the community of researchers. Even though the basic research institutions
wouldn’t typically have accepted these scientists if they had applied independently, the
institutions saw the value of contributing to the larger goal, and continued accepting some of
these fellowships for as long as twelve years.
Toenniessen and his team mediated each of these placements, working with national research
institutions in Asian nations to interview candidates for the fellowship and match them up with the
appropriate research institutions. He and his team also built relationships within the network by
running a newsletter, holding global convenings, and encouraging institutions in the network that
wanted to collaborate to apply for funding. Sometimes they would even go further, spotting
potential collaborations and playing matchmaker by asking if working together might be
worthwhile.

This ambitious program ran for a total of 17 years, two years longer than planned, channeling a
total of $105 million by The Rockefeller Foundation. Nearly all of that funding was used to support
research, with $4.6 million used for the network’s meetings, administration, and other backbone
functions, an average of $270,000 a year.
The research it supported in its first stage laid the scientific basis for “rice biotechnology” as we
know it today: it created the first DNA molecular marker map of rice, unraveled age-old riddles of
host-plant resistance, and made discoveries that revealed rice’s pivotal position in the evolution of
cereal grains, giving it its place as the model cereal species in genomic research that it holds today.
Perhaps the best-known outcome of the network was the creation of “golden rice” in 2000, a variety
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/ricebiotechnologyresearchnetwork/
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that is fortified with a precursor to vitamin A, addressing a dietary deficiency that is estimated to kill
hundreds of thousands of children under the age of five each year. The Foundation concluded its

support for the network that year, having trained over 400 scientists and built many long-term

collaborative relationships, ties that continued in the following years and have likely contributed to
advances we continue to see today in creating crops for the developing world.

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for
comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of the rice biotechnology network’s design (in teal) versus that of the other
networks we profile (in white):
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Sources: The Rockefeller Foundation’s International Program on Rice Biotechnology (2001) and a
Monitor Institute interview with Gary Toenniessen (fall 2014).
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Reimagine Learning: ridging ilo and
creating a new viion for learning

TH RIMAGIN LARNING NTWORK

On the path to ocial change there often come a point when thoe in the
trenche of a particular iue–whether funder or practitioner—ak a different
kind of quetion aout cale. It’ a hift awa from “How can I cale thi
organization or program?” to a more challenging quetion: “How can I cale
impact?” Aking thi quetion allow the aperture to roaden, raiing the
poiilit of working through collaorative network to drive roader impact
than i poile working alone.

That i jut the kind of quetion a group of funder tarted to ak everal ear
ago that led to the eventual formation of Reimagine Learning, now a network
of over 100 ocial entrepreneur, funder, polic maker, reearcher, and
academic to create learning environment that unleah the talent and
creativit of all tudent. Thi tor ketch focue on how that group of
funder realized the opportunit for Reimagine Learning and arrived at the
point where the were read to engage: how the reframed the prolem, laid
the groundwork for a co-creative partnerhip, and dedicated the capacit
necear to making the collective work a ucce.

TH POWR OF A COLLCTIV RFRAM

Like most efforts, Reimagine Learning started with a conversation. In 2012, Vanessa Kirsch, head of
New Profit, a Boston-based venture philanthropy fund, and some of the trustees of the Peter and
Elizabeth C. Tower Foundation, discussed their views on how students with learning and attention
issues remain at the margins of the mainstream education reform movement, even as schools make
big improvements in other ways. They were talking about students with dyslexia, ADHD,
dyscalculia and other brain-based difficulties that make learning challenging and that can also lead
to social and emotional challenges—students who are very unlikely to get the support they need in
an “average” classroom environment.
Meanwhile, another reality perplexing New Profit was their observation that many social
entrepreneurs in the field of learning differences and in the field of social and emotional learning
had been ambitiously broadening the scope of their program models, working up and down the value
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/reimaginelearning/
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chain to take on more of their chosen issue. They were doing good work individually, but many of
these social change leaders were looking for ways to broaden their impact even further through
partnership. There was a growing hunch that helping bridge these fields, both with important
innovations and perspectives on how kids learn, would be critical.
Supporting partnerships between like-minded organizations is one thing. Building bridges
between separate fields is another. And to support this effort through a funder collaborative,
requiring another level of collaboration, posed yet another set of challenges. As Shruti Sehra, partner
at New Profit and lead of the Reimagine Learning network, put it: “We saw all kinds of programs
expanding their models because they realized they were just one piece of the puzzle. And leaders
would wonder, ‘How much do we keep expanding?’ But yet, when we would get them in the same
room together, inevitably they would talk about how they could do more together than they could on
their own. So we started to ask ourselves, ‘What would it look like if we approached social change
from a network perspective?’ What would it take for social entrepreneurs? What would it take for
funders?”
The importance of this intuition in bridging siloed fields was shared by other funders who were
starting to engage with New Profit around this idea. Stacy Parker-Fisher, Director of the Learning
Differences Program at Oak Foundation, recalled: “We wanted to reframe the problem, to change
the conversation from one about special education and learning disabilities to a conversation about
how many kids are not being successful in school simply because of how they learn. If we had only
focused on kids with learning disabilities, we would have been missing so many students.” Tracy
Sawicki, executive director of the Tower Foundation, remembers thinking along similar lines.
“There weren’t a lot of people working together in these two fields. There was a spirit among the
funders that we might be able to figure this out on a larger scale if we came together.”

TH HARD WORK OF AGRING TO WORK TOGTHR

As the idea of a new network took form, the four co-funders worked to find productive ways of

working together themselves. While funders at Oak, Poses and Tower had already been working

together to arrive at a shared vision around the biggest needs and opportunities in the field, as
Parker-Fisher from Oak Foundation remembers: “It took quite a while for the funders to realize that
we didn’t all need to do everything the same. After all, we represent different families. Then we
started thinking of it as a Venn diagram, and looked for that space of crossover where we can
support the field by leveraging what’s unique to each funder’s capabilities or vision.”
The group agreed that establishing a collaboration built on co-creation was the goal. They also
realized that this would be quite different from typical co-funding relationships. Shelly London,
President of the Poses Family Foundation, was one of several voices who pushed for a set of formal
agreements that would spell out exactly what co-creation would require, ensuring that the group was
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/reimaginelearning/
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strategically aligned on how they were going to drive impact. “It was vital for us to have the difficult
conversations up front. You have to talk about what it means to co-create, how you’re going to work
together, and how you’re going to achieve the best results. Investing this time early on made things
go more smoothly when the real work began.”
Forging those agreements was difficult. The collaborative work hadn’t yet begun; while each
participant believed they understood how they could contribute to the collective effort, they hadn’t
yet articulated their views in detail, so it wasn’t yet possible to know precisely where their visions
differed. While it took substantial conversation, the agreements came out as London had hoped,
giving the funders clear voting rights and laying out the principles that would guide their co-creative
work. With the agreements signed, the funders collectively agreed to spend $30 million together
over the coming five years in support of the network, including funds to support the social
entrepreneurs, network facilitation and policy experts.
Not all networks involve such a detailed up-front negotiation, but this would represent a very
significant investment for some of the funders involved. One particularly striking example: The
Tower Foundation switched from giving many smaller grants, in the range of $125,000 each, to
making a single multi-year investment of $10 million to help launch the Reimagine Learning
network.

SING TH ROI ON TIM INVSTD

As is often the case with the founding participants of a network, the funders found this collaborative
effort somewhat more time-consuming than they had expected, but also saw it to have
undeniable power. Ashley Sandvi, Vice President of Strategy and Operations at The Poses Family
Foundation, was one participant who found the time commitment to be even higher than she’d
expected. “What might not be self-evident to many funders is how much time it really takes to
incubate complex collaborations. Quite frankly, I knew it was going to be a big key for organizations
to work together, but I didn’t know it would take all of the partners rolling up their sleeves at every
step of the way,” she shares.
Oak Foundation also had to adjust its expectations. Oak initially saw the network as a well-staffed
group that it could trust to re-invest its funds in a way that would move the field forward while
allowing its staff to turn its attention to other initiatives, but the actual time investment required
turned out to be an average of one full day a week of Parker-Fisher’s time. She recalls having to
assess the value of this investment with her team: “When we moved into this collaborative role, I
didn’t expect it to be a significant part of my work. As it emerged to become a significant time
commitment, we did a step-back to ask what part of this work was critical. But participation has
been a huge accelerant for our ability to form important connections and make good grants.”
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/reimaginelearning/
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This investment of time also allowed the group to address its disagreements primarily through
consensus-building rather than the formal voting process. Sehra, whose time investment has been
close to three-quarters of her own time with the support of a partner, a half-time manager and a
full-time analyst, concurs that the output was greatly improved as a result. “There’s no question that
it is incredibly time-consuming to have co-creators at the table, not to mention co-voters. But when
we engage them, we engage them authentically. And I know the content we’ve landed on is far, far
better than if we had done this alone.”

WHAT TH COLLAORATIV WORK HAS ACHIVD

With the ground rules in place, the funders were ready to engage and the new network’s
collaborative work could begin. To help facilitate the process and craft the network’s strategy,
Monitor Institute joined to help the participants understand where they agreed and where they did
not, allowing New Profit to step into more of a participant role. Through meetings, research,
interviews, and a lot of deep listening to one another, the group gained a broader sense of the
context in which the network operated and the future the network could collectively influence. This
dialogue built mutual understanding of what the participants believed, whom they served, what
problem they solved, and how they had made a difference, all of which enabled them to draft a
shared vision for how to change the education system in ways that would produce far stronger results
than continuing to work alone.
Fast-forward to today, and those who participate in Reimagine Learning are now united by three
core beliefs:
There is no such thing as an average learner. Sharing the same classroom does not mean
sharing the same mind.
The best learning environments equally value and cultivate cognitive, social, and emotional
skills and understand that together they drive academic performance, well-being, and life
success.
It is critical that students have a say in their own learning journey: what they learn, how and
where they learn it.
The network’s participants include innovative entrepreneurial organizations like ANet, Eye to Eye,
New Classrooms Innovation Partners, New Teacher Center, Peace First, and Turnaround for
Children, and they are now starting to collaborate on projects that put their ideas into action:

New Teacher Center and the University of Kansas Center for Research on Learning are
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New Teacher Center and the University of Kansas Center for Research on Learning are
distilling research findings to equip teachers with instructional resources.
Together, 15 non-profit organizations that care deeply about helping kids with learning and
attention issues (many of which are members of Reimagine Learning) came together to
launch Understood.org, a free and comprehensive resource for parents.
City Year will open a new school, Compass Academy, which will build on its insights from
working with at-risk students for over two decades.
MIT Media Lab will expand its work to create technologies that support students who learn
in different ways and help them take charge of their own education.
With New Profit’s policy arm, America Forward, the network is also focused on pushing for
policy changes to remove barriers and create incentives that support new types of teaching
and learning environments.
The network is now in a strong position to continue building its influence over the coming three
years. The funders’ co-creative partnership has stayed resilient to date, and when the five-year mark
arrives in 2017 they will formally re-evaluate their roles.

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for
comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of Reimagine Learning’s design (in teal) versus that of the other networks we
profile (in white):
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Sources: Monitor Institute interviews in fall 2014 with Shruti Sehra at New Profit, Tracy Sawicki at
the Tower Family Foundation, Shelly London and Ashley Sandvi at the Poses Family Foundation, and
Stacy Parker-Fisher at the Oak Foundation; personal knowledge of Monitor Institute network facilitators
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Anna Muoio and Dana O’Donovan; and, 3 Steps to Collaboration That Tackle Society’s Toughest

Challenges (March 11th 2013).
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R-AMP: Networking climate advocate acro
eight tate to cut caron emiion

TH R-AMP NTWORK

A ignificant challenge that a network can take on i hifting a fragmented
group of organization into a more coordinated effort that ecome greater
than the um of it part. For over a decade, that ha een the goal of the RAMP network’ effort to coordinate the organization fighting to cut caron
emiion acro the Midwet. Since it founding in 2004, it ha expanded to
link the effort of over 165 nonprofit and funder working acro eight tate,
and can oat oth ignificant polic win and a trong infratructure for
driving the work forward.

Not onl doe R-AMP have an impreive track record, ut there i much to
learn from how it evolved, from one modetl endowed foundation gathering
a founding group of twelve nonprofit and even funder into a powerful
network for ocial impact. Thi tor ketch explore how the utained effort
of one funder uccefull coordinated intent and aligned action acro a
divere group of actor throughout an ecotem, eeding a network that
grew acro a region.

SING COUNTRPRODUCTIV DIVISIONS

The work that led to RE-AMP began when the Garfield Foundation staff began working with their
trustees to re-evaluate their grantmaking around environmental sustainability. They were troubled to
see two kinds of fragmentation that appeared counterproductive for the field. First, a host of
nonprofits working toward the same overall goal but with solutions that didn’t complement each
other. And second, a host of funders working on the same issue but who supported very different
approaches.
They realized that one way to address this fragmentation was to engage leaders in direct and
thoughtful dialogue focused on both the nature of the problems they were each trying to address and
to align perspectives on what solutions might be effective. The reason for this tactic was to help
leaders see the bigger picture they operated in and how the actions of each contributed (or inhibited)
a more informed collective goal. “We initially started with, how can we get our grantees to have
deeper conversations? And work together in a way that is informed by systems thinking?” said Jennie
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/reamp/
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Curtis, Executive Director of the Garfield Foundation. The foundation decided to re-organize their
grantmaking to test two big ideas: (a) that large-scale, highly complex problems are best approached
through systems thinking and (b) that alignment between and among nonprofits and foundations is
necessary for significant change to take place. With its ability to invest around $1 million in such an
effort in addition to grant dollars, supporting a better dialogue looked like a more promising way

to contribute than funding programs alone.

LOOKING FOR OPPORTUNITY

The Garfield Foundation’s grantmakers took a deliberate, and decidedly unique, approach to finding
the right opportunity to deploy the kind of systems-thinking dialogue they had in mind. They were
intent on finding both a region and a sustainability-related issue where current efforts were coming
up short and there was hunger for new solutions.

Reforming electricity generation in the Midwest surfaced as the ideal opportunity because they
realized that while there was some collaboration among the relevant actors, their efforts lacked a
robust common agenda. Furthermore, other key components were in place: a committed regional
funder cohort and the appetite for having a systems-thinking dialogue that would engage both the
funders and advocates. As one member of the founding group recalls: “We were sick of losing on
this issue. We thought that if we had a better game plan, then we might win more.” The
opportunity was also particularly attractive to Garfield since seven other funders had agreed to
participate. Curtis recalls putting careful thought into the invitation: “We didn’t ask them to come
to the table committing money. We said: please share your wisdom, be open to the possibility that
you might learn something that will inform your grant making, and if that’s the case, be willing to
allocate or align dollars. We weren’t asking for much more than their time and their experience.”

FINDING LVRAG IN TH SYSTM

Having gathered seven funders and twelve nonprofits from six states as participants, the Garfield
Foundation kicked off the dialogue in 2003, committing $2.5 million over the following five years.
The first year consisted of several in-person, consultant-facilitated dialogues that helped the group

take a step back and crystallize exactly what opportunities existed to construct a clean energy
economy in the Midwest. By bringing together insight into the causes and effects at play

throughout the relevant systems from a diverse set of participants, those conversations were able to
produce a detailed map showing how to approach a single audacious question: How could you secure
an 80% drop in greenhouse gas emissions from the electric sector by 2030 across these six
Midwestern states?
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/reamp/
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While the time invested to generate this shared understanding might have been hard for some to
understand initially, by the end of the first year the group had agreed on a set of four interventions
that needed to happen in parallel to drive systemic impact: prevent the building of new coal-fired
power plants, shut down existing plants, make renewable power a viable alternative and increase
energy efficiency.

Careful to maintain its role as the supporter of the process rather than the driver of the

outcome, Garfield asked the group what they wanted to do next. The scope of the work required

was daunting, but for those twenty participants, the path forward was promising, and every one of
them agreed that business as usual was not an option. As the discussion progressed, it became clear
that simply working independently wouldn’t be enough to make progress, particularly given the
interdependent nature of the four interventions. The participants formed working groups around
each of these four “leverage points,” the funders committed an additional $2 million to kickstart the
work to retire coal plants, and with that the RE-AMP network emerged.

DFINING TH FUNDRS’ ROL AND LVL OF NGAGMNT

With the emergence of the network, the Garfield Foundation saw the opportunity to create a
structure that would model a shift from the typical relationships between funders and grantees.

Garfield asked the participants: how could strategy for the network incorporate insights from both
advocates and funders, rather than the funders alone? Having funders engage as equal partners,
Garfield believed, was far more likely to produce the systemic impact that both the funders and the
advocates were aiming for. What the group arrived at was a system where foundations could join the
Funder Working Group, run for four dedicated foundation elected seats on the thirteen-person
steering committee, and also had the option to join one or more of the four working groups focused
on the systemic leverage points.
With many ways to contribute, Garfield and the rest of the funders each had to decide how much

engagement they could provide. Garfield allocated roughly a quarter of Curtis’ time to the work,

augmenting her involvement with the full-time efforts of a consultant, Rick Reed, who acted as a
coordinator and network weaver, as well as additional short-term consultants to provide technical
and process assistance. Curtis candidly acknowledges that it was difficult to anticipate what level of
effort would be required, but now feels that this arrangement served the network well. Other funders
made their own choices; four joined the steering committee, all joined the Funder Working Group,
and some joined one or more of the four leverage-point working groups as well.

UILDING TH COLLAORATIV
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RE-AMP’s initial structure of coordinated working groups has proven resilient over the eleven years
of work that followed. Early on, it established an online “commons” to aid information-sharing, a
network-wide coordinated messaging strategy and media outreach center, a steering committee to
guide vision and strategy, and it helped members strategically align efforts to successfully defeat the
construction of many new coal plants. (For more details on how the network was built, see the
Monitor Institute case study from 2010, and Madeleine Taylor’s recent description of RE-AMP’s
financial growth.)
Today the network is now comprised of over 165 participating organizations. Funders continue
to hold a minority of seats on the steering committee, each participates in the Funder Working
Group, and some contribute to a pooled fund (allocated by the members of the steering committee
and contributing funders) that reached $2.5 million in 2014. While each working group is still led
by a RE-AMP member who has been elected by peers, those leaders now have part-time support
based in their organizations. Backbone support is also provided by four full-time staff who are
housed together in a newly centralized office (a CEO, network coordinator, community manager,
knowledge manager, and administrative assistant) as well as two Organizing Hub co-directors at
member organizations and a half-time youth caucus coordinator. With this structure, RE-AMP has
developed a hybrid decentralized and centralized staffing which has successfully spread philanthropic
dollars across the region.
The network’s participants can point to a wide range of recent accomplishments: their work has
contributed to the closing of many more highly-polluting coal plants, passing new mandates for
energy disclosure in the metro areas of Chicago and Minneapolis, and contributing regional data on
carbon pollution reduction potential to the Environmental Protection Agency as it developed its
ambitious new greenhouse gas regulations.
It is now clear that the funders’ engagement as equals with other participants has been a crucial
enabler of the network’s ability to strategically align action against these goals. “RE-AMP is
breaking down the stereotypical division of grantees asking for money and funders deciding what
makes sense,” said Keith Reopelle, senior policy director at Clean Wisconsin. “That makes it easier
for foundations because they have more information, and it has made it easier for the environmental
community to know what is going to be funded.” When it comes to fighting climate change in the
Midwest, the network provides funders and nonprofits alike with clear options for both contributing
to the work and leading it.

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN
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In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for
comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of RE-AMP’s design (in teal) versus that of the other networks we profile (in
white):
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Sources: Transformer: How to Build a Network to Change a System (2010), Monitor Institute

interview with Jennie Curtis (2014), the RE-AMP website (2014), and Investing in Networks Grows

Impact (2015).
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Pioneer in Jutice: naling ocial jutice
leader to tranform their organization

TH LVI STRAUSS FOUNDATION’S PIONRS IN JUSTIC NTWORK

ngaging with a network i an entrepreneurial project, and the formation of
the Pioneer in Jutice network how how. Levi Strau Foundation et it
ight on “moving the dial” through a more temic approach to it ocial
jutice grantmaking. With thi apiration in mind, it encountered a nacent
peer-learning network of ocial jutice leader who needed jut the kind of
upport that the foundation wa poitioned to provide. Thi tor ketch
recount how the foundation wa ale to make good on that comination of
intention and timing, finding a role to pla in providing oth financial and
ackone upport that enaled thee leader to guide their organization in
powerful new direction.

SPOTTING A DSIR FOR CONNCTION

A key skill in engaging with networks is the practice of tracking shifts in your field and the ability to
spot the early signals of an opportunity for forming new connections. The seeds of the Pioneers in
Justice (PIJ) were sown by one funder who was alert in exactly that way and recognized an important
shift in the landscape of social justice work in the San Francisco Bay Area.
The Bay Area is home to many leading social justice nonprofits that have been around for
decades, and in the late 2000s five of these legacy organizations were undergoing a significant
transition. While their traditional ways of operating were still effective, the digital age had ushered
in new tools and approaches that many had not yet fully embraced—and weren’t sure how to
embrace. Recognizing that they needed to update their methods, the boards of these nonprofits had
hired new executive directors—all of them “Generation Xers”—whom they hoped could lead their
organizations into the twenty-first century.
These five leaders came from a range of personal and professional backgrounds, with different
ethnicities and leadership styles. But they also had a lot in common: all of them wanted to help their
nonprofits adapt to a rapidly changing world; they were devoted to making a difference; and they all
had a similar mandate. They were charged with evaluating the state of their field, formulating a
vision for their organization’s future, and then executing on it—in short, helping to transform the
nonprofits they had inherited.
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/pioneersinjustice/
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Tim Silard, president of the San Francisco-based Rosenberg Foundation and a prominent figure
in Bay Area social justice, had noticed the wave of new hiring and quickly recognized it as a critical
inflection point for local advocacy groups—a “changing of the guard.” So he invited these five new
leaders to lunch to get to know them better.
“The idea was not to have any formal agenda, but to create a sounding board, a place where they
could kick ideas around with their peers,” Silard says. At that first lunch, the group talked about
relationship building and staff and board issues. At the end, Silard asked if they wanted to continue
meeting: he offered to be present, or just foot the bill for lunch. Either way, he sensed that it was
important for these young leaders facing daunting challenges to have the time and space to talk
together and learn from one another.

ROADNING TH LNS TO AIM FOR SYSTMIC IMPACT

Many skilled program officers have developed Silard’s matchmaker instincts, but often their
foundation’s structure and goals aren’t oriented towards supporting the next steps required to take a
nascent network forward. But in this case, at the same time Silard was organizing the lunches, a shift
in thinking was underway at the Levi Strauss Foundation (LSF). For decades, the foundation had
operated like many traditional grantmakers, with most of its impact coming from grants given to
nonprofits. But many of the foundation’s leaders were looking at the nature of today’s social
challenges and wanted to test new approaches that might amplify LSF’s impact and reach. “We
didn’t want to just give money,” says Bob Haas, president of LSF since 1990 and the great-greatgrandnephew of Levi Strauss. “We wanted to do something that would move the dial.”
The foundation decided to search for new ways to drive systemic change, starting with the
grantmaking in its own hometown. The goal it set was to find a way to use all the tools at its
disposal to help local social justice organizations advance and accelerate their work. It described its

new approach in a whitepaper in the following terms: “Social justice philanthropy encourages a

foundation to use all the leadership tools at its disposal—that is, acting as convener, organizer,
relationship broker, constituency builder, listener, policy promoter, and knowledge disseminator. It
creates a platform for a more honest exchange between foundations and practitioners and aligns with
what many consider ‘high-touch’ and ‘strategic’ grantmaking.”
LSF saw this definition of ‘social justice philanthropy’ as being at the vanguard of philanthropy: a
greater focus on root causes, systems-level change, community empowerment, boundary crossing,
and the use of multiple tools and tactics. The foundation’s leaders hoped that this concept would not
only guide their own success but also mark a path for other grantmakers. “Our founder was a
pioneer, and we like to think of ourselves as pioneers at the foundation,” says Bob Haas. “We’re
willing to step out and take risks on behalf of what we believe is the right thing to do.”
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/pioneersinjustice/
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DISCOVRING TH ND FOR A NTWORK

It can be quite challenging for a foundation to find an intervention that lives up to such ambitious
aspirations, since the opportunities to achieve systems-level change aren’t always available (or at least
visible) when program officers go out on the hunt. But LSF lucked into a perfect opportunity with
the group that Silard had begun to foster. It was in the fall of 2009 that Merle Lawrence, senior
manager at LSF, and CJ Callen, a consultant to LSF, were busy interviewing “key informants” in the
social justice sector, gathering information about how the foundation might retool its strategy to
effect greater change in the field. Among the leaders they interviewed were former LSF grantee
Lateefah Simon and the new executive director of the ACLU of Northern California, Abdi Soltani,
who told them of the lunches that Silard had recently started.
Lawrence and Callen interviewed the pair in September, floating the nascent idea of an LSFfunded program that would convene a network of young social justice leaders and help build their
capabilities to use social media and collaborative action to advance their missions and movements.
Soltani’s reaction? “I already have a network, a ‘crew’ of people under 40: Lateefah, Titi, Vin,
Arcelia, and me,” he told them. Astutely, Lawrence sensed an opportunity and asked what this
cohort needed to amplify its work. Over the course of that initial conversation, the main themes of a
new program emerged—one that would both match the needs of these new executive directors and
engage LSF in cutting-edge work.
The young leaders’ wish list resembled that of many legacy nonprofits across the country. They
requested “time and space” to figure out how they wanted to lead and how they might collaborate
with one another. They also wanted to find ways to empower their constituents to speak for
themselves while broadening and diversifying their aging membership base. Lastly, these leaders
wanted to address what Simon called the “crisis of translating social justice work” into social media
in order to influence public perception.
In November 2009, after several interim committee meetings and lots of iteration on the idea,
Lawrence and LSF executive director Daniel Lee presented their initial vision to the full LSF

board. They recommended that the foundation support a group of young leaders looking to shape
the next wave of social justice work for bedrock civil rights organizations. “We wanted to help equip
them and their organizations with the technical skills to use social media to full effect,” says Jennifer
Haas, LSF trustee. “We also wanted to help them harness the power of collaboration and their
people-to-people networks as a way to maximize their impact.”
While no one was clear yet exactly what the program would look like, which specific individuals
should be in it, or how it might evolve as the leaders and LSF learned along the way, the LSF board
recognized the plan as a significant opportunity for the foundation to shift into deeper grantee
engagement. And funding a broad platform that focused on leadership development and
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/pioneersinjustice/
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coalition building was just the sort of high-risk, high-reward strategy that the LSF board had in

mind. (Crucially, the LSF board wasn’t concerned about building on work that Silard had started.
The board members could see that there was still ample opportunity for them to take it further.)
Between the spring and fall of 2010, LSF refined its definition of who should be in the program,
deciding to focus exclusively on San Francisco-based organizations and ultimately on the leaders
who were already part of the nascent cohort that Tim Silard had convened. LSF senior manager
Merle Lawrence, who retired in 2013, attended one of Silard’s lunches and laid out the program to
four of the five young executive directors to gauge their reaction and gather their input. The
program aimed to spark change on several different levels, by strengthening their leadership, helping
their organizations transform, and giving them the time and space—and the funding—to
experiment with new ways of spreading their reach and building social movements.
Recognizing that this kind of change would take time and commitment, the board initially
approved the initiative to run for three years and agreed that the LSF staff should be highly involved
and hands-on. In fact, LSF explicitly did not want to run the program like a traditional grantmaker.
Instead, it wanted the relationship between itself and the program’s grantees to be a partnership.
LSF would not dictate the terms and conditions, but rather commit to working with the cohort to
structure the emergent initiative as it evolved.
In November 2010, the LSF board met the five Pioneers in Justice for the first time, learning
more about their backgrounds, their stories, and their passion for driving change in their
organizations and in the world. Based on what they heard, the board unanimously approved to
extend the initiative to five years in order to give the cohort more time to bring about the kinds of
transformation they wanted.

PROVIDING A CONTAINR AND PLAYING TH “RIGHT” FUNDR ROL

What allowed LSF to take full advantage of this opportunity was the way it chose to engage, carving
out a very different role for itself with the Pioneers than it typically played with grantees. It was clear
to LSF from the beginning that this was not the kind of grantmaking that would have a tangible list
of deliverables with fixed timelines. Nor would PIJ easily lend itself to traditional impact assessment.
Rather, it would be emergent and filled with experimentation.
From the start, LSF envisioned the program as one that would be co-created with the Pioneers,
starting from a place of empathy and inquiry. “This work is animated by really basic questions: What
do you all need? What would you like to try?” explains Linda Wood, senior director at the Evelyn &
Walter Haas, Jr. Fund and an advisor to the LSF staff as they developed the PIJ network. She also
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notes how distinct this approach is for most funders: “It takes a really humble funder to help leaders
and their organizations learn what they need to learn through experiments and through one
another.”
Whenever the Pioneers and LSF describe the unpredictable journey of this work, they regularly
use the words “messy” and “risky.” In August 2010, when PIJ officially kicked off, each of the five
organizations and leaders were at different points in their journey toward social justice 2.0. They
knew that some would get further than others, faster, and failures could and would occur. But
throughout the process, the Pioneers have been honest about their challenges and frustrations and
embraced their setbacks, allowing all of them to learn valuable lessons as a result.
Despite the innovative and experimental nature of PIJ as a startup network, LSF knew it had to
create some sort of handrails or “container” for the work to happen. They deliberately designed the
program around several building blocks, without overly prescribing how each one would evolve:
Bimonthly, half-day forums dedicated to peer-to-peer learning, case studies, and training.
These were opportunities for the Pioneers to share their experiences, learn together, and
support one another. LSF was both the organizer and a participant in these sessions, often
bringing in leading experts on networks, social media, and more to help the Pioneers move
from theory to action.
Capacity building grants to help the Pioneers create the requisite technology infrastructure,
strategies, and communications skills needed to integrate social media more deeply into their
organizations. LSF’s technical partner, ZeroDivide, provided social media training for both
the Pioneers and their staff, helping them build a sustainable, integrated social media
practice within their organizations.
Collaboration grants to support project-based work and “experimental” collaborations that
reached across sector, field, issue, and constituency, using networks of both trusted and
“unlikely” allies to drive change.
In the first two and a half years of the five-year program, LSF invested close to $2.9 million in 44
grants, including $1.72 million for capacity building and $580,000 for supporting three collaborative
projects. LSF is a modestly resourced foundation, with an annual budget ranging from $7 million to
$8 million; support for PIJ represented 18 percent of its giving and 80 percent of Lawrence’s time, in
addition to the contributions of two other staffers.
The program was a significant investment for the foundation, but its staff and leadership
understood what was required to match the complexity and ambitions of the program. As Lee
reflects, “The investment we’ve made in this program has been substantial—both in terms of
financial support and the leveraging of our other resources, such as space, staff time, and
partnerships. But our learning has been equally significant. We have learned a tremendous amount
about how to invest in and support leadership networks as a tool for transformative social change.
This kind of work is messy. It involves embracing both complexity and emergence, and it doesn’t
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/pioneersinjustice/
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lend itself to linear logic models, anticipated outcomes, or overly narrow metrics. But when it works
—as we believe this program is beginning to demonstrate—it holds enormous potential for
increasing our social impact on multiple levels of the larger systems we seek to transform.”

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for

comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of the Pioneers in Justice network’s design (in teal) versus that of the other
networks we profile (in white):
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This story sketch is constructed from excerpts of Pioneers in Justice: Building Networks and

Movements for Social Change by Heather McLeod Grant, the comprehensive case study published by Levi
Strauss Foundation in 2014.
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In the fall of 2011, the State of Vermont’ Comprehenive nerg Plan featured
a old new goal: moving the tate to 90% reliance on renewale energ 
2050. To man American canning the headline that announcement ma
have ounded like a logical extenion of the tate’ reputation for progreive
politic; ut the advocate involved in ecuring the victor knew that it wa
not onl hard-won, ut reflected a radical tranformation of the dialogue on
energ polic at the tate level. Thi tor ketch detail how that
tranformation wa enaled a new ocial impact network, the nerg Action
Network of Vermont, catalzed and developed through three ear of handon engagement  a mall local famil foundation.

SING FRAGMNTATION

The work began in 2009 when the issue of fragmentation had become deeply frustrating to Jennifer
Berman and her trustees. Berman was Executive Director of the Maverick Lloyd Foundation, a
family foundation in Vermont that gave just under $300,000 in grants each year across a variety of
program areas that included energy and the environment. She and her trustees had been noticing a
consistent trend in the grant applications they received from nonprofits working on climate and
energy issues: in spite of significant overlap in their missions, there was virtually no coordination.
“We were frustrated by the range of groups who were proposing similar kinds of work without a lot
of collaboration,” Berman said in an interview with Monitor Institute. “We wanted to figure how to
have a greater impact, even without having a lot of money, so we started looking for ways to support
more collaboration and alignment within the field. We were keenly aware of the many previous
processes around climate and energy that had happened in Vermont, but we also saw that they had
all been oriented towards putting out a report. Nothing had brought together a strategically-chosen
group of folks to think about where the state needed to go, mapped out how to get there, and
created the capacity for that group to do work over time.”
Berman and her trustees went hunting for models of collaboration that could find consensus

amidst such diverse opinions, and discovered RE-AMP, a network of over 160 organizations

across nine Midwestern states that was also working on state-level policy reform to fight climate
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change. RE-AMP had formed out of a very intentional use of systems thinking to build shared
understanding within a fractious group and find the most effective paths forward, and then had
created a highly decentralized structure for coordinating collaboration against those goals. The more
that Berman and her trustees learned about the RE-AMP approach, the more convinced they were
that it might work in Vermont.

UNDRSTANDING TH SYSTM

Berman and her trustees initially centered on an ambitious goal: switching the state of Vermont to
100% reliance on renewable energy by 2030. She had developed a firm conviction that starting with
systems thinking was the right way to cut in on a problem of this scale, not only to find the best
solutions but also to create more productive relationships among the many actors involved.
“Systems are made up of people who have beliefs about what is possible and until we change those
beliefs, we can’t change systems,” she reflected. “We needed a process that would help people
understand why people with different perspectives were making the choices they were.”
Working with a team from Growing Edge Partners and Ecosynomics author Jim Ritchie-Dunham,

her team began an extensive set of interviews with 40 of the key actors involved in the production,
distribution, and regulation of energy in Vermont. Each conversation began with a simple but
powerful question: What stood in the way of the state achieving 100% reliance on renewables? The
interviews surfaced each person’s detailed perspective on the complex web of causes and effects that
defined the state’s energy system. Out of each interview, they created a map of the system as that
person saw it.

These interviews showed that the issue of fragmentation extended far beyond the nonprofits who
were applying to the Maverick Lloyd Foundation: every single person had a different interpretation
of the nature of the problem and what a solution could look like. But there was also reason for hope:
many of the interviewees said they would be excited to find a way to collaborate. Combined
with an extensive review of previous energy studies, these interviews also enabled Berman and her
team to piece together the first-ever map of the state’s energy system that integrated perspectives
from all of its key actors.

UILDING ALIGNMNT

Berman’s next task was to see whether there was potential for this fractious group to work together.
She invited all of the interviewees to a convening where they were asked to share their stories,
compare their views to that of the integrated map, and look for ways that the system could be shifted
to achieve such an ambitious goal.
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/energyactionnetworkofvermont/
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It took several days of discussion, but in spite of including representatives from manufacturers,

utilities, fuel oil dealers, government agencies, environmental and energy advocates, and large
corporations, the group was able to find clear consensus on two points. First, full reliance on

renewables was too ambitious but 80% by 2030 was both achievable and agreeable for everyone
involved. Second, the way to get there was to put simultaneous pressure on four “leverage points”
that represented the greatest opportunities for change: public engagement, regulatory reform,
technological innovation, and capital mobilization.
Building that common understanding was helped a great deal by establishing an atmosphere of trust
and respect. The quality of the integrated map also helped. As one participant said, “I’ve been doing
this work for twenty years, and I’ve never been able to articulate what I do and care about in such a
succinct and articulate way.” In that environment, the diversity in the room became an asset. Berman
recalled one discussion of whether it was possible to reach the goal: “The woman who ran the
electric utility said, ‘Well yes, it’s totally possible in electricity. And here’s how.’ She proceeded to
run through the scenario, and then said, ‘But I really can’t understand how we could get there in the
heating sector.’ And the heating person said, ‘Well it’s more difficult but here’s the how we could do
it, some of the tradeoffs and some other things we have to think about. But I can’t see how we can
do it in the transportation sector.’ And it went on like that around the table. It was an incredible
moment.”
Arriving at this point of realization kicked the group into gear: working groups formed around
each of the leverage points, other experts were recruited to join the effort, and in 2010 the Energy
Action Network of Vermont launched with over 70 leaders involved.

CONTINUING TH MOMNTUM

Berman knew from the stories she had heard about RE-AMP and other networks that the greatest
challenge lay not in sparking the energy for collaboration but in sustaining it. She and her team
made an intentional choice about their role: as they had done in the opening convening, they would

focus their energy on maintaining a productive dialogue and allow the group to govern itself as
much as possible.

Looking back, Jim Ritchie-Dunham felt that this played a valuable role in sustaining the group’s
momentum through the issues that later emerged around exercising control, giving credit, and
measuring impact. “Many of the participants in the stakeholder group told us that it was the
sincerity of the invitation that had brought them to the process, and the quality of leadership
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throughout a series of gatherings that kept them engaged and committed,” he wrote in Ecosynomics.
“It was significant that the leadership team was open to redefinition of the goal. That established the
principle of honoring all perspectives and set the stage for the emergence of strong alignment.”
The result of this careful use of influence was a continued growth of new relationships across what
had previously been battle lines. Berman recalls one moment between a private sector leader and an
environmental advocate. “These two traditionally had been at odds at the state house. They didn’t
agree on anything,” she said. “But in one of our meetings, [the private sector leader] stood up and
directly quoted the advocate. You could see a different kind of conversation happening: people could
disagree yet still see how much they could agree on.”

It still took some convincing to attract other funders. Prior to the network launch, many were

unsure why yet another group process was going to succeed where earlier efforts had failed. “It was
hard to explain to people why they should invest in what was perceived as ‘yet another process’ when
we couldn’t tell them for certain what the outcome was going to be,” Berman reflected. “Some of the
funders were skeptical. They didn’t know if this was going to be different than any of the other prior
efforts and weren’t sure it was worth the risk of advocating to their boards or EDs to get involved.”
But as the network took form and began to show results, a number of other foundations became
interested. Today it boasts the support of not only Maverick Lloyd Foundation but also Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters, Canaday Family Charitable Trust, John Merck Fund, Sustainable
Futures Fund, and High Meadows Fund.
Out of all this careful, sustained engagement came the major policy win in 2011. When the State of
Vermont revised its energy plan for the first time in over a decade, the plan centered on a slightly
revised version of EAN’s goal (90% by 2050), and the network’s four “leverage points” were
described as key areas of focus. EAN has now aligned its goal with the state’s goal and to get there,
the network continues its work through a backbone structure that provides coordination, funding
support, meeting facilitation, and shared metrics.
Berman looks at the network’s work with pride. “For me, this is the best of philanthropy,” she
said. “It’s not about power, it’s not about individual ego, it’s not about proving that one particular
theory of change is the right one. It’s about bringing people together to imagine what’s possible,
change hearts and minds, and transform systems, so that we can create a different future. The fact
that we were able to do that in Vermont is very gratifying.”

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN

In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for

comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of Energy Action Network’s design (in teal) versus that of the other networks we
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profile (in white):
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Sources: A Monitor Institute interview with Jennifer Berman (fall 2014), an unpublished draft case
study of the Energy Action Network of Vermont provided by Jennifer Berman (fall 2014), Case Study of

the Energy Action Network of Vermont by Beth Tener (January 2014), the website and 2012 annual
report for the Energy Action Network of Vermont, and the book Ecosynomics by Jim Ritchie-Dunham
(April 2014).
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world.

HARING CONCRNS AND STARTING A DIALOGU

The first step in finding opportunities to engage with a network is to track and understand the
challenges in the system you are hoping to improve. Grantmakers at The Rockefeller Foundation
recognized a potential to act when health officials in a number of Southeast Asian nations separately
shared their deep concern about the risk of a pandemic emerging in a neighboring country that
wouldn’t be visible until it had already spread across the border. Early detection is crucial to meeting
the threat of a new disease while it remains in an area that is small enough that it can still be
contained. Representatives from the health ministries from these nations saw the need to build not
only national capacity for disease detection, but also a means for lateral information-sharing across
countries, yet there was little support in place for either one.
This idea took form in February of 1999 when the Foundation invited representatives from the
ministries of health of the six Mekong Basin countries to a consultative meeting with the World
Health Organization: Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, and the southern province of
China. The topic: what mechanisms could strengthen disease surveillance across the sub-region?
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/storysketch/containingpandemics/
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The group decided to take action in three areas: improving disease outbreak investigation and

response, developing human capacity in field epidemiology, and establishing the Mekong Basin

Disease Surveillance Network.

UILDING TRUST AND SPARKING COLLAORATION

The key question for the grantmakers at this early stage of the network was what type of

relationships and activities within the group would best accomplish its goal. They realized that the
most important missing piece was trust, and that while trust can’t be created, it can be given a
chance to grow. Charlanne Burke, now a Senior Program Associate at The Rockefeller Foundation,
was part of the team involved in the formation of the network and remembers how important it was
that this trust was formed through personal ties at the staff level rather than by working through
formal Ministerial channels. “They certainly weren’t working in secret, but it was not a formal
government network,” she recalls. “That gave them the latitude to work in the cracks and share
information without going through formal protocols. The result was to add a new flexibility and
informality into the system.”
Between helping build each nation’s disease surveillance capacity and fostering the formation of the
new network, the Foundation’s program officers played a fairly hands-on role in the beginning.
“There was a lot of one-on-one with the principle investigators, lots of advising, and lots of
troubleshooting,” Burke reflects.
A principal goal of this hands-on approach was to make use of the non-governmental nature of the
network to forge enough personal trust among the participants that they felt comfortable sharing
important information. That trust was forged through face-to-face activities, such as tabletop
simulation exercises and joint investigations undertaken together by network members. This
combination of network-weaving and capacity-building produced a collaboration strong enough that
the six countries were able to agree on common reporting standards and integrate the disease-related
work of many of their local, regional, and national health officials. This smarter coordination and
deeper connection enabled joint investigation and response to a dengue fever outbreak between Laos
and Thailand in 2005, a typhoid and malaria outbreak between Laos and Vietnam in 2006, and an
avian flu outbreak between Laos and Thailand in 2007.

SPRADING TH MODL AND STPPING ACK
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When a network is successful, it can inspire other groups to want to collaborate in similar ways,
giving grantmakers an opportunity to support the replication of an emerging new model. As the
Mekong Basin network began to show promise, it spurred both The Rockefeller Foundation and
others to build similarly-structured networks in other regions that had a high risk of producing new
pandemics. In the early 2000s the Foundation’s grantmakers began collaborating with the World
Health Organization and East African health officials to support the creation of the East African

Integrated Disease Surveillance Network. In 2008, the UK government, the Wellcome Trust, and
African human and animal health experts established a similar model in southern Africa which
became the Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance. Similar networks
emerged in Southeastern Europe and the Middle East.

When many networks emerge around the same issue, a funder’s field-level view can be useful in
exploring whether a network of networks would be valuable. As officers at the Nuclear Threat
Initiative saw the spread of these regional networks, they began to wonder if a network of networks
could allow even greater information exchange and peer learning between regions. The Foundation
organized a convening at its Bellagio center to pose the question of whether that level of

connectivity would be valuable. As a result of that dialogue four funders came together – The

Peter G. Peterson Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, The Skoll Global Threats Fund and
the Nuclear Threat Initiative – to form a new peer learning network in 2009. That network,
Connecting Organizations for Regional Disease Surveillance (CORDS), now uses just two

permanent staff and three consultants to facilitate communication and information exchange among
six regional networks.

Exiting network funding is rarely easy, but after making over $20 million of philanthropic

investments in disease surveillance over 14 years, the Foundation concluded its Disease Surveillance
Networks initiative in 2012. To ease the transition, its grantmakers gave the Mekong Basin Disease
Surveillance Network guidance on fundraising and a final grant to re-form the informal network
into a formal entity that could seek its own funding, the MBDS Foundation. But its ties to the work
are far from cut. Grantmakers, including Burke and her colleagues in Bangkok and Nairobi,
continue to serve on regional networks’ boards and provide advice. And as of the time of this
writing, the Foundation continues to support CORDS, such as through its recent funding to
support CORDS members in sharing expertise with their West African counterparts in responding
to the recent devastation caused by Ebola and developing a West African Disease Surveillance
Network. In this way, the Foundation is continuing to build connectivity within the new
infrastructure of regional disease surveillance that it seeded over the past two decades.

Y COMPARISON: TH NTWORK’S DSIGN
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In the section What network design would be most useful? we introduce a simple framework for

comparing the ‘design’ of a network — eight basic variables that define its shape and size. See below
for our estimation of the Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance Network’s design (in teal) versus that
of the other networks we profile (in white):
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Sources: The Rockefeller Foundation Initiative: Disease Surveillance Networks (2013); an

interview with Charlanne Burke, Senior Program Associate at The Rockefeller Foundation (fall 2014);
and, the websites of the MBDS Foundation, CORDS, and the Nuclear Threat Initiative.
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Aout Thi Guide

NGAG: How Funder Can Support and Leverage Network for
Social Impact wa developed  The Rockefeller Foundation and Monitor
Intitute to accelerate the pread of ocial impact network. It exit to guide
an foundation grantmaker who i conidering whether to engage with a
network and what that engagement might involve. (See thi page for more on
how to ue thi guide and what it contain.)

HOW THIS GUID WAS CRATD

This guide was written by Anna Muoio, Noah Rimland Flower and Kaitlin Terry at Monitor

Institute, a part of Deloitte Consulting LLC, with input from Faizal Karmali and his colleagues at
The Rockefeller Foundation. Please feel free to reach out to us with any questions.
We created this guide by speaking with 44 leaders and practitioners in the field (listed below) who
are using networks to create change; digging into the deep pool of writing on the topic; and mining
the significant experience in working with networks that is resident in both Monitor Institute and

The Rockefeller Foundation. The result is an aggregation and synthesis of some of the leading
thinking in both the theory and practice of engaging with networks as a grantmaker.

We offer our heartfelt thanks to the interviewees and contributors who volunteered their time and
thoughtful reflection to enrich these ideas and provide living examples of the practices we describe.
Our appreciation also goes to our colleagues Dana O’Donovan, Tony Siesfeld, Brian Hathaway,
Megan Schumann, and the many others at Deloitte whose efforts helped usher this material from
concept through to fruition.
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For more than 100 years, The Rockefeller Foundation’s mission has been to promote the wellbeing of humanity throughout the world. Today, The Rockefeller Foundation pursues this mission
through dual goals: advancing inclusive economies that expand opportunities for more broadly
shared prosperity, and building resilience by helping people, communities and institutions prepare
for, withstand, and emerge stronger from acute shocks and chronic stresses. To achieve these goals,
The Rockefeller Foundation works at the intersection of four focus areas – advance health, revalue
ecosystems, secure livelihoods, and transform cities – to address the root causes of emerging
challenges and create systemic change. Together with partners and grantees, The Rockefeller
Foundation strives to catalyze and scale transformative innovations, create unlikely partnerships that
span sectors, and take risks others cannot – or will not.

Monitor Institute is a social change consultancy that works with innovative leaders to surface and
spread best practices in public problem solving and to pioneer next practices — breakthrough
approaches for addressing social and environmental challenges. Monitor Institute marries a deep
grounding in strategy, networks, social innovation, and human systems with the fundamentals of
professional advisory services — effective project management, skilled facilitation and well-timed
intervention. As a for-profit/for-benefit hybrid, Monitor Institute pursues social impact while
operating as a fully-integrated part of the Social Impact practice of Deloitte Consulting LLP, a
subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. The Social Impact practice helps clients in the public, private, and
social sectors become a catalytic force to meet our greatest societal challenges.

INTRVIWS AND CONTRIUTORS

Patti Anklam, Net Work
Amy Rodriguez Arms, The James C. Irvine Foundation
Carolyn Bancroft, The Rockefeller Foundation
Lori Bartczak, Grantmakers for Effective Organizations
Sarah Bell, The 11th Hour Project
Jennifer Berman, formerly at Energy Action Network of Vermont
Karl Brown, The Rockefeller Foundation
Antony Bugg-Levine, Nonprofit Finance Fund
Charlanne Burke, The Rockefeller Foundation
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Meaghan Calcari Campbell, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
Carol Thompson Cole, Venture Philanthropy Partners
Jennie Curtis, Garfield Foundation
Dave Ferrero, The Paul G. Allen Family Foundation
Rachel Flynn, Omidyar Network
Brinda Ganguly, The Rockefeller Foundation
Michelle Gilliard, Venture Philanthropy Partners
John Kaye, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
Eugene Kim, FasterThan20
Shelly London, Poses Family Foundation
Robert Marten, The Rockefeller Foundation
Heather McLeod Grant, McLeod-Grant Advisors
Jack Meyers, The Rockefeller Archive Center
Jeff Mohr, Omidyar family office
Helena Monteiro, Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support
Stefan Nachuk, formerly at The Rockefeller Foundation
Stacy Parker-Fisher, Oak Foundation
Judy Peppler, KnowledgeWorks
Pete Plastrik, NetworkAction
Jim Ritchie-Dunham, Vibrancy
Pat Rosenfield, The Rockefeller Archive Center
Eleanor Rutland, Venture Philanthropy Partners
Ashley Sandvi, Poses Family Foundation
Tracy Sawicki, Tower Family Foundation
Diana Scearce, The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Shruti Sehra, New Profit Inc.
Barb Shubinsky, The Rockefeller Archive Center
Beth Tener, New Directions Collaborative
Ivan Thompson, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
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Gary Toenniessen, The Rockefeller Foundation
Kimberly Dasher Tripp, Strategy for Scale
Steve Waddell, NetworkingAction
Jeff Walker, The Generosity Network
Jane Wei-Skillern, Center for Nonprofit and Public Leadership, Haas School of Business,
University of California Berkeley
Odin Zackman, Dig In

VISUAL DSIGN CRDITS

Our thanks to Briteweb for the website design, and to TruScribe for creating the whiteboardanimation video.

IMAGRY CRDITS

Each image used in this site is either licensed for commercial use under Creative Commons or
purchased from Stocksy.com.

COPYRIGHT TRMS

Please refer to the terms of use for The Rockefeller Foundation website.
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Man of the inight in thi guide are drawn from the current literature on the
ue of network for ocial impact. ach of the ource lited elow i cited in
at leat one place in the guide. To ee the ource that are pecific to a page,
croll down to the footer of that page and click “Source.” Thi lit include
onl written ource; for a lit of the interviewee and other direct
contriutor, ee Aout Thi Guide.

ALLN T. AL.

k

Achieving Collective Impact for Opportunit Youth. Article  Lili Allen, Monique
Mile, and Adria Steinerg in Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page

20-22.

ACHIVING COLLCTIV IMPACT FOR OPPORTUNITY YOUTH

This article provides strategies for using network approaches to improve

outcomes for low-income young people. Examples include using data, braided
funding, and private investment.
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k

Developing Large Stem Change Leaderhip. Weinar with Klau Althoff,
Senior Programme Manager at Deutche Geellchaft für Internationale

Zuammenareit. Delivered Ma 28

th

2014.

DVLOPING LARG SYSTMS CHANG LADRSHIP

This webinar identified four “critical competency domains” leaders need to solve
complex problems on a global scale, explains the skills in detail, and outlines a
five-step “leadership journey” to develop the skills.

AUSPOS

k

Complexit and Communit Change: Managing Adaptivel to Improve
ffectivene. Report  Patricia Aupo and Mark Caaj at The Apen Intitute,
Septemer 2014. Page 6-83.

COMPLXITY AND COMMUNITY CHANG

This report provides a deep history of academic thinking on complexity, along
with implications and strategies for managers in complex environments.
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A ‘Gloal Parliament of Maor’ Governance Network. Report  enjamin
arer, Richard Florida, and Don Tapcott. Pulihed  Gloal Solution

Network, Augut 5th 2014. Page 6-22.

A ‘GLOAL PARLIAMNT OF MAYORS’ GOVRNANC NTWORK

This report argues that the world’s great social challenges have outgrown the

structures designed to tackle them, and proposes a global network of mayors to

take coordinated actions against the challenges that cities are uniquely positioned
to address.

ARTCZAK

k

The Role of Grantmaker in Collective Impact. Article  Lori artczak in Stanford
Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page 8-10.

TH ROL OF GRANTMAKRS IN COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article provides strategies for potential funders of collective impact efforts,

which may require a different approach than traditional investments. The author
argues that funders should fund the “costs of collaboration,” enabling the critical
relationship-building that give social impact networks their power.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

How Social Innovation La Contriute to Tranformative Change. Pot  Amira
li on The Rockefeller Foundation log, Octoer 1

t

2014.

HOW SOCIAL INNOVATION LAS CONTRIUT TO
TRANSFORMATIV CHANG

Building on How Social Innovation Labs Design and Scale Impact, this post shares
what The Rockefeller Foundation has learned about the value and uses of social
innovation labs in its investigation into this new form of social impact network.

UNKR AND ALAN

k

The Handook of Large Group Method: Creating Stemic Change in

Organization and Communitie. ook  arara unker and enedict Alan,

June 16

th

2006.

TH HANDOOK OF LARG GROUP MTHODS

This book offers a comprehensive guide to the many methods for facilitating

interactive conversation in groups of hundreds or thousands, illustrated with indepth case studies.
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k

valuating Collective Impact: Five Simple Rule. Article  Mark Caaj in The
Philanthropit, Summer 2014. Page 112-119.

VALUATING COLLCTIV IMPACT: FIV SIMPL RULS

This article contrasts traditional evaluation with the needs of collective impact,
arguing that the process can be adapted to facilitate learning and capture

unintended consequences. It also contains a brief case study with practical
examples of how to adapt an evaluation approach for collective impact.

COLLCTIV IMPACT FORUM

k

Advice for Collective Impact Funder. Video  Collective Impact Forum, 2014.

ADVIC FOR COLLCTIV IMPACT FUNDRS (VIDOS)

These brief videos contain advice from funders and grantees of organizations
engaging in collective impact.
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k

Roundtale on Communit ngagement and Collective Impact. Article 
Collective Impact Forum in Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page

12-14.

ROUNDTAL ON COMMUNITY NGAGMNT AND COLLCTIV
IMPACT

The Collective Impact Forum convened leaders across the spectrum of collective

impact stakeholders for a roundtable discussion. This wide-ranging conversation
includes discussion around the importance and challenge of robust community
engagement.

ASTRLING

k

Achieving Snerg With Collaorative Prolem Solving: The Value of Stem
Anali. Article  Dougla aterling, lizaeth Mafield Arnold, and Jeica
Jone in The Foundation Review, Ma 1

t

2013. Page 2-13.

ACHIVING SYNRGY WITH COLLAORATIV PROLM SOLVING

This article argues that to produce systems change outcomes, “collaboratives”

must develop a high-leverage strategy, which requires a broad understanding of

the system surrounding a problem, rather than a narrow or specific focus on one
aspect of the problem. It also provides a case study of the Reclaiming Futures

model in juvenile justice, which provides a schematic for building a network and
achieving collective action to improve the juvenile justice system in a given
community.
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uilding the Capacit of Network to Achieve Stem Change. Article 
Dougla aterling in The Foundation Review, Augut 3

rd

2012. Page 2-12.

UILDING TH CAPACITY OF NTWORKS TO ACHIV SYSTMS
CHANG

This article describes how the staff of the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation
work with networks. Rather than convening a new network around the

foundation’s interests, or funding an existing network as it might a typical

grantee, this foundation’s officers take a capacity-building approach and spend

considerable time and effort becoming personally involved in networks to make
them more effective.

ASTRLING

k

Getting to Collective Impact: How Funder Can Contriute Over the Life Coure
of the Work. Article  Dougla aterling in The Foundation Review, Januar 1

t

2013. Page 2-16.

GTTING TO COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article casts a critical eye on the practices of funders who support “collective
impact” networks, raising the concern that funders too often exert a degree of
control that steers the network in a direction that primarily serves their own

interests, compromising the other participants’ motivation to contribute and the
networks’ ability to deliver more than a collection of individual grants.
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ackone Organization or ackone Function? log pot  Jeff dmondon on
StriveTogether.org, Decemer 3

rd

, 2013.

ACKON ORGANIZATION OR ACKON FUNCTION?

This post by the founder of StrivePartnership and StriveTogether reframes the

“backbone organization” commonly created in collective impact networks as the
“backbone function,” arguing that the human resources required to run a

network need not sit in an independent organization if those resources can be
found within the network’s participants.

DMONDSON

k

The Role of Invetor: Leon Learned on Critical Root that Drive Qualit
Collective Impact. log pot  Jeff dmondon on StriveTogether.org, Augut
6

th

2014.

TH ROL OF INVSTORS

This post in the Collective Impact Forum argues that funders must embrace a
different mindset when funding network solutions, and provides strategies to
make the most of investments in collective impact.
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Defining Qualit Collective Impact. Article  Jeff dmondon and en Hecht in
Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page 6-7.

DFINING QUALITY COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article provides four principles to help collective impact participants bring

rigor to their efforts through continuous improvement. It also details a theory of
action used to guide education-focused collective impact efforts at

StriveTogether, from starting new partnerships to robust “proof points.”

NRIGHT T. AL.

k

Inveting in Change: Funding Collective Impact ffort. Weinar with Kathleen
nright, Fa Hanlerown, mil Tow Jackon, and Ken Thompon, Septemer

25

th

2012. Hoted  FSG.

INVSTING IN CHANG: FUNDING COLLCTIV IMPACT FFORTS

This set of slides from a panel discussion provides a broad overview of funder

roles in collective impact: reasons and ways to engage, strategies for success, and
case studies based on participants’ work. It argues that funders must embrace a
new, “adaptive” mindset across the organization to be successful.
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Moment of Impact: How to Deign Strategic Converation that Accelerate

Change. ook  Chri rtel and Lia Ka Solomon, Feruar 2014.

MOMNTS OF IMPACT

This book describes how to craft “strategic conversations”: group dialogue that is
designed to combine the best ideas of people with different backgrounds and

perspectives. Done right, a strategic conversation lifts participants above the fray
of daily concerns and narrow self-interest, reconnecting them to their greater,
collective purpose. Carefully-crafted strategic conversation is critical in

forming and developing networks, starting from the very earliest stages.

FRR AND WHIT

k

Making Pulic Polic Collective Impact Friendl. Article  Thaddeu Ferer and
rin White in Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page 22-23.

MAKING PULIC POLICY COLLCTIV IMPACT FRINDLY

This article addresses the challenges that network solutions can present to
governmental organizations whose policies and grants often reflect more

traditional approaches. It provides steps that government leaders can take to

adopt a network mindset, along with early examples of social impact networks
that are producing strong results through collaboration with the government.
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Strengthening Collaoration to uild Social Movement: Ten Leon from the
Communitie for Pulic ducation Reform Fund (CPR). Report  Melinda Fine
and Lauren Jaco on theneodifference.org, Fall 2014.

STRNGTHNING COLLAORATION TO UILD SOCIAL MOVMNTS

This report focuses on the financial and physical logistics of supporting a

network. The authors present lessons for grantmakers with a particular emphasis
on creating alliances with powerful stakeholders, even those whose interests are
not directly tied to organizations’ strategic goals.
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GATHR: The Art & Science of ffective Convening. Guideook  Noah
Rimland Flower and Anna Muoio, co-pulihed  Monitor Intitute and The

Rockefeller Foundation, June 2014. Page 8-60.

GATHR: TH ART & SCINC OF FFCTIV CONVNING

This guidebook can help any convening designer or social change leader create
convenings that tap into a group’s collective intelligence and make substantial
progress on a shared challenge.

It provides simple frameworks for the questions that are often ignored: whether
convening is the right tool to use to advance a strategic agenda, and how a
convening can be used to achieve a specific purpose. It then helps readers

understand how to customize the design to fit that purpose, laying out a clear

series of steps for what is a naturally chaotic workflow. It then offers principles to
use for each of the many tactical choices involved.
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Champion for Change: Leading a ackone Organization for Collective Impact.
Material from a workhop produced  FSG, March 6-8, 2013.

CHAMPIONS FOR CHANG

This collection of workshop materials addresses a range of topics around how to
lead a backbone organization on the “collective impact” model, where it is a
freestanding organization that is separate from those of the network’s

participants. It addresses the roles of the backbone organization, how to lead
amidst complexity, developing shared measures, community engagement,
collaborative governance, and mobilizing resources.

FSG

k

Collective Impact Readine Aement Tool. Created  FSG.

COLLCTIV IMPACT RADINSS TOOL

This survey helps groups of organizations assess whether collective impact fits

with their goals, whether useful pre-conditions exist, and what components of
a collective-impact network are already present.
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Funder Collaorative: How and Wh Funder Work Together. Report 
Cnthia Gion and Anne MacKinnon for GrantCraft.org, Januar 1

t

2010. Page

1-23.

FUNDR COLLAORATIVS: HOW AND WHY FUNDRS WORK
TOGTHR

This report analyzes the trend of grantmakers working together to make grants.
The authors offer strategies for resolving conflicts, enhancing impact, and
assessing performance of collaborative grants.

HASSAN

k

The Social La Revolution: A New Approach to Solving our Mot Complex

Challenge. ook  Zaid Haan, pulihed Feruar 2014  errett-Koehler

Puliher.

TH SOCIAL LAS RVOLUTION

This book describes the practice of “social labs,” a new type of social impact

network that brings together a diverse group to develop, prototype, test, and
evolve new solutions over a defined period of time.
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An Introduction to Network Weaving. ook  June Holle. Pulihed Feruar

2012 on Network Weaver.

AN INTRODUCTION TO NTWORK WAVING

This book describes the practices required to enable and lead a social impact
network, focusing on the central role of the “network weaver” and

providing extensive detail about the behaviors and mindset that distinguish
working in a network from work in a typical organizational setting.

HOLMAN T. AL

k

The Change Handook: The Definitive Reource on Toda’ et Method for

ngaging Whole Stem. ook  Pegg Holman, Tom Devane, and Steven

Cad, Januar 4

th

2007.

TH CHANG HANDOOK

This book offers an in-depth guide to the many methods for using a group to
change large-scale social systems. It describes 61 tools for facilitating group
process in service of a wide range of goals, including appreciative inquiry,

community summits, dynamic planning, open space, scenario planning, and
world café.
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Aligning Collective Impact Initiative. Article  Merita Ir and Patrick ole in
Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page 15-16.

ALIGNING COLLCTIV IMPACT INITIATIVS

This article argues that overlapping collective impact efforts in a community
degrade results and waste resources. It includes a brief case study of one
organization that coordinated these efforts to improve effectiveness and
efficiency.

JAROSWICH T. AL.

k

Meauring Dimenion of Network Functioning: The KnowHow2GO Network

Surve. Article  Tania Jaroewich, Ceneo Group, Nuhina Mir, and Linda
Simkin in The Foundation Review, 2013. Page 14-18.

MASURING DIMNSIONS OF NTWORK FUNCTIONING: TH
KNOWHOW2GO NTWORK SURVY

This article provides in-depth analysis of the dimensions of network approaches
and key factors for success. The authors argue that one key to understanding a
network’s effectiveness is to assess whether the strategy increased capacity for
participants and affected the results they were able to achieve.
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The geniu of the tinkerer: the ecret to innovation i comining odd and end.
Article  Steven Johnon in The Wall Street Journal, Septemer 25

th

2010.

TH GNIUS OF TH TINKRR

This article makes the argument at the core of Johnson’s book Where Good

Ideas Come From: that innovation comes much more often from combining

different perspectives on a problem, by drawing on insights from different places
and disciplines, than it does from a sudden flash of inspiration that occurs in a
single isolated mind. His concept of exploring the “adjacent possible” for

promising new ideas was one inspiration for the Reimagine Learning network.

KANR T. AL.

k

Facilitator’ Guide to Participator Deciion-Making, 3

rd

dition. Handook 

Sam Kaner with Lenn Lind, Catherine Toldi, Sarah Fik, and Duane erger, April

28

th

2014.

FACILITATOR’S GUID TO PARTICIPATORY DCISION-MAKING

This handbook helps a facilitator support groups in doing their best thinking

together. It offers a framework for designing any group interaction and a diverse
suite of exercises for accomplishing different flavors of collaborative work.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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All Sources |

k

Don’t Talk to Me Aout Driving Social Change. log pot  John Kania on
CollectiveImpactForum.org, Novemer 24

th

2014.

DON’T TALK TO M AOUT DRIVING SOCIAL CHANG

This blog post argues that systems change cannot be forced or “driven,” but

rather, leaders must create the conditions in which others can make progress.

Kania, one of the co-authors of Collective Impact, explains why social change is
best accomplished by enabling connectivity and collective action within a group
rather than promoting a specific agenda.

KANIA AND KRAMR

k

Collective Impact. Article  John Kania and Mark Kramer in Stanford Social
Innovation Review, Winter 2011. Page 38-41.

COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article first introduced the term “collective impact” to describe a particular
type of social impact network, arguing for the value of these networks and

illustrating how they function by telling the story of StrivePartnership and a
number of other examples.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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KANIA AND KRAMR

k

All Sources |

mracing mergence: How Collective Impact Addree Complexit. Article
 John Kania and Mark Kramer in Stanford Social Innovation Review, Januar 21

2013. Page 1-15.

MRACING MRGNC: HOW COLLCTIV IMPACT ADDRSSS
COMPLXITY

This article outlines key challenges to producing social change, and how

collective-impact networks can overcome those. The authors argue that funders
can help collaborative efforts tackle complex problems by enabling greater
learning, both by influencing participants to collaborate and by adjusting
traditional approaches to evaluation.

KANIA T. AL.

k

ential Mindet Shift for Collective Impact. Article  John Kania, Fa
Hanlerown, and Jennifer Splank Juter in Stanford Social Innovation Review,

Fall 2014. Page 2-5.

SSNTIAL MINDST SHIFTS FOR COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article details critical mindset shifts that participants in collective impact

must take. The authors provide insight about who should be at the table, how

they should work together, and how that work can adapt and evolve over time.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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KANTR

All Sources |

k

How Networked Nonprofit Viualize Their Network. Pot  eth Kanter on
eth’ log, Januar 25

th

2011.

HOW NTWORKD NONPROFITS VISUALIZ THIR NTWORKS

This post provides a basic introduction to the use of social network mapping,

both using low-tech pen-and-paper methods and software tools. (At the time of

this guide’s release, the two most commonly used software tools are NodeXL and
Kumu.)

KASPR T. AL.

k

Harneing Collaorative Technologie: Helping Funder Work Together etter.
Report and interactive tool  Gariel Kaper, Kriti Kimall, Steven Lawrence,

and Lia Philp. Co-produced  Monitor Intitute and The Foundation Center,

Novemer 2013.

HARNSSING COLLAORATIV TCHNOLOGIS

This report and its accompanying interactive tool provides funders with a simple
framework for making sense of more than 170 different online tools for sharing
information and working together. A strong majority of these tools are

applicable to funders’ collaboration with fellow participants in a network.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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Letting Go. Article  Kriti Kimall and Malka Kopell in Stanford Social
Innovation Review, Spring 2011. Page 38-41.

LTTING GO

This article argues that foundations have a strong tendency to micro-manage

how social problems are solved, recommending that funders should instead strive
to be “tight on goals and loose on means,” a key component of the mindset that
enables a funder to engage effectively with a network.

KIMALL T. AL.

k

Final valuation – Dieae Surveillance Network Initiative. Report  Ann Marie
Kimall, Neil Aernath, Sara Curran, and Mar Ka Gugert. Pulihed  The

Rockefeller Foundation, Feruar 2011.

FINAL VALUATION – DISAS SURVILLANC NTWORKS
INITIATIV

This report analyzes the early stages of a network designed to improve early

detection of disease outbreaks in southeast Asia and Africa. It highlights the role
funders can play, not only in providing resources in support, but also in lending
credibility to a new initiative.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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Collective Impact 3.0. log pot  Tom Klau on tamarackcci.ca, Octoer 27

th

2014.

COLLCTIV IMPACT 3.0

This blog post explains the need to balance “content experts” with “context

experts” in a network approach, while noting frustration that “collective impact”
risks becoming a generic term for collaboration if not used more carefully.

KRS

k

A rief Introduction to Social Network Anali. Weite  Valdi Kre.

A RIF INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL NTWORK ANALYSIS

This website introduces the basic concepts of social network analysis, a common

method of charting the relationships among participants in a network that can be
useful in visually assessing patterns in those connections.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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All Sources |

k

101 Deign Method: A Structured Approach for Driving Innovation in Your

Organization. ook  Vija Kumar, Octoer 11

th

2012.

101 DSIGN MTHODS

This book breaks down the art of innovation and design into a practical science,
provides a set of collaborative tools and methods for planning and defining any
new offering or initiative. Its methods are particularly relevant for networks
focused on designing and prototyping new solutions.

LIPMANOWICZ AND MCCANDLSS

k

The Surpriing Power of Lierating Structure: Simple Rule to Unleah A Culture

of Innovation. ook  Henri Lipmanowicz and Keith McCandle, April 1

t

2014.

TH SURPRISING POWR OF LIRATING STRUCTURS

This book provides a hands-on toolkit for designing and facilitating interactions
that will tap a group’s full creativity. It offers both broad guidance on the

principles of effective group process design and a set of 30 short workshop tools
for structuring short exercises.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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Network valuation: Cultivating Health Network for Social Change. Report 
li Malink and Chad Luelk on SocialInnovation.ca, Jul 2010.

NTWORK VALUATION

This report argues that network evaluation is underdeveloped in theory and

practice. The authors provide strategies and rationales for network evaluators to

focus on the ecosystem, processes, and outcomes of a network, rather than taking
a more traditional approach.

MANN

k

The Role of Philanthrop in Collective Impact. Article  Cath Mann in The
Philanthropit, Summer 2014. Page 5-6.

TH ROL OF PHILANTHROPY IN COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article provides insight for funders about why and how funders should

adjust their mindset to fund network approaches. The author argues that funders
must be flexible, balance their role as funder and facilitator, and encourage
participants to be candid about early failure.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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All Sources |

k

You Need a Communit, Not a Network. log pot  rook Manville for the
Harvard uine Review, Septemer 15

th

2014.

YOU ND A COMMUNITY, NOT A NTWORK

This post argues that networks, which the author believes are better

termed “communities,” require long-term commitment and continuity of

relationships to achieve any specific goal. Critical to their effectiveness, the

author argues, is for participants to feel accountable for their own performance
and to hold each other accountable.

MARSHALL

k

Addreing the Climate Crii with Network of the Willing and Committed.
Article  dward Marhall on Gloal Solution Network, Septemer 18

th

2014.

Page 13-40.

ADDRSSING TH CLIMAT CRISIS WITH NTWORKS OF TH
WILLING AND COMMITTD

This article outlines how a global network could be built to combat climate

change, arguing that current efforts have succeeded in bringing the issue to the
center of public debate but have failed to produce meaningful action.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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Tranformer: How to uild a Network to Change a Stem. Cae tud 
Heather McLeod Grant at Monitor Intitute, fall 2010.

TRANSFORMR: HOW TO UILD A NTWORK TO CHANG A SYSTM

This case study describes the formation of the RE-AMP network, which

connects over 165 nonprofits and funders in eight Midwestern states who share
the goal of reducing the region’s carbon emissions 80% by 2050. It provides a
history of how the network developed and extracts six general principles of
network design for other network-minded entrepreneurs to carry forward.

N AND JOLIN

k

Roundtale on Collective Impact. Article  ric Nee and Michelle Jolin in
Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2012.

ROUNDTAL ON COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article features a number of early collective impact practitioners discussing
their experiences. Panelists provide advice on how networks can be helpful, as

well as early resistance to their efforts and how similar forces can be overcome.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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The State of Network valuation. Guide pulihed  Network Impact, Jul 2014.
Page 2-52.

TH STAT OF NTWORK VALUATION

This guide provides a detailed examination of the evaluation of networks,

including what makes them unique, what elements can be evaluated, and what
challenges remain for the field.

ORTIZ

k

Data Viualization  Moeio La. Created  Santiago Ortiz and Moeio La.

DATA VISUALIZATIONS Y MOIO LAS

This website contains examples of advanced data visualizations that might be

adapted for use in network approaches, including an interactive global map of a
donation network’s resource flow that can display various time ranges and
countries.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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All Sources |

k

Open Space Technolog: A Uer’ Guide. ook  Harrion Owen, April 1

t

2008.

OPN SPAC TCHNOLOGY

This book provides detailed guidance on the use of “open space,” a group process

tool for a group to co-creating the structure of an event based on the participants’
preferences, which is particularly useful in a network setting for structuring part
or all of an in-person convening. A shorter introduction to the concept can be
found at openspaceworld.org.

PARKHURST AND PRSKILL

k

Learning In Action: valuating Collective Impact. Article  Marcie Parkhurt and
Hallie Prekill in Stanford Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014. Page 17-19.

LARNING IN ACTION: VALUATING COLLCTIV IMPACT

Despite the challenge of evaluating non-traditional network approaches,

evaluation remains a critical component and a key contributor to the continuous
learning needed for success. This article provides ways to evaluate collective
impact efforts at all stages of development through a variety of different
techniques.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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Collaoration and Foundation Leaderhip: Challenge, Opportunitie, and
Impact. Article  Jennifer Pereira in The Foundation Review, 2013. Page 15-24.

COLLAORATION AND FOUNDATION LADRSHIP

This article argues that foundations are well-positioned to enable the growth and
success of networks, given their leadership role and ability to convene.

Foundations can also connect local network participants to national networks of
resources.

PHILLIPS

k

Committing to Collective Impact: from Viion to Implementation. Article 
David Phillip and Jennifer Splank Juter in Communit Invetment, Spring

2014. Page 4-7.

COMMITTING TO COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article focuses on the role of working groups within a collective impact

initiative. The authors outline key factors for consideration including timing,
identification of participants, and their role within the broader network.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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Net Gain: A Handook for Network uilder Seeking Social Change. ook 
Peter Platrik and Madeleine Talor on NetworkImpact.org, 2006.

NT GAINS

This book offered one of the first significant bodies of guidance on the art of

weaving social impact networks. Core to the authors’ argument is that funders

who engage with networks must be willing to relinquish the level of control that
they would typically demand of a grantee.

PLASTRIK, TAYLOR, AND CLVLAND

k

Connecting to Change the World: Harneing the Power of Network for Social

Impact. ook  Peter Platrik, Madeleine Talor, and John Cleveland. Pulihed

Septemer 29, 2014  Iland Pre.

CONNCTING TO CHANG TH WORLD

This book describes the role of networks in solving social problems, including a
chapter providing roles and lessons for “network engineers.” The authors argue
that networks are “managed chaos,” which can be a source of vitality when
approached with the proper mindset.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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PRSKILL T. AL.

k
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valuating Complexit: Propoition for Improving Practice. Report  Hallie
Prekill, Srik Gopal, Kateln Mack, and Joelle Cook on FSG.org, Novemer

2014.

VALUATING COMPLXITY

The authors outline nine characteristics of complex systems and nine related

recommendations for evaluating networks. They emphasize the need for actors
and systems that are sensitive not only to their own progress, but to the

repercussions their efforts have upon broader sets of actors and systems. Taking
such an expanded approach to evaluation is critical in working with a network.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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RAYNOR T. AL.

k

All Sources |

The Rockefeller Foundation Initiative Promoting quitale and Sutainale
Tranportation: Federal Component. Report  Jared Ranor, Nadia, Gome,
Katherine Locke, and PeiYao Chen. Co-pulihed  TCC Group and

The Rockefeller Foundation, March 2012. Page 10-57.

TH ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION INITIATIV PROMOTING
QUITAL AND SUSTAINAL TRANSPORTATION: FDRAL
COMPONNT

This report is an evaluation of The Rockefeller Foundation’s Initiative to

Promote Equitable and Sustainable Transportation, launched in 2008, for which
a primary goal was to influence federal transportation policy. Its description of
The Foundation’s approach highlights the roles a funder can play in bringing
public attention to an issue, connecting disparate stakeholders, and achieving
policy reform.

ROTT

k

Stop managing grant. Start managing our network. Article  Kimerl Manno
Reott in Alliance Magazine, Septemer 2014.

STOP MANAGING GRANTS. START MANAGING YOUR NTWORK.

This article argues that program officers must stop thinking of their role as

managing a set of grants and instead consider what it means to be a network

manager, if they want to achieve today’s ambitious goals of scaling solutions,
building resilience, and catalyzing innovation.
http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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All Sources |

k

conomic: The Science of Aundance. ook  Jim Ritchie-Dunham with
ette Pruitt, April 2014. Chapter 12.

COSYNOMICS

This book describes how a group can create collective agreements to interact in a
way that serves their collective goals. Chapter 12 describes the Energy Action

Network of Vermont as a case study, and highlights the roles that a funder can
play in a network. The author argues that a particularly productive role for a
funder is to convene the participants and facilitate systems-level

understanding of the issue at stake and the network’s collective goals.

ROCKFLLR FOUNDATION

k

Midterm valuation, Aian Citie Climate Change Reilience Network. Report 
Rockefeller Foundation pulihed  the Aian Citie Climate Change Reilience

Network, April 2011. Page 19-78.

ASIAN CITIS CLIMAT CHANG RSILINC NTWORK
VALUATION

This report provides a glimpse into early successes and challenges of a network
designed to build climate change resilience in Asia. Provides insight into the

network structure that The Rockfeller Foundation used to build relationships

across cities, describes the outcomes the network was able to achieve, and lessons
for how funders and evaluators should engage with similar networks going
forward.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k
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Communit Knowledge – The uilding lock of Collective Impact. Article  Lee
Roe in The Philanthropit, Summer 2014. Page 3-4.

COMMUNITY KNOWLDG

This article argues that while shared measurement can be a challenge

for collective impact networks, a major component of the value of creating such a
network is in its ability to bring together the many pieces of knowledge that are
resident in the community, creating a more complete view of the issue that
makes it possible for a group of stakeholders to arrive at a shared vision.

RYAN

k

Power Dnamic in Collective Impact. Article  Mar Jean Ran in Stanford
Social Innovation Review, Fall 2014.

POWR DYNAMICS IN COLLCTIV IMPACT

This article describes how power shapes the relationships between funders and

other participants in collective impact networks. The author provides strategies
and insights for both balancing the relationship with grantees and enabling
effective collaboration among grantees.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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SCARC T. AL.
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Catalzing Network for Social Change: A Funder’ Guide. Handook  Diana
Scearce and the 80 memer of the Network of Network Funder, co-pulihed

 Monitor Intitute and Grantmaker for ffective Organization, Octoer 2011.

CATALYZING NTWORKS FOR SOCIAL CHANG

This handbook is one of the first resources focused on the role of a funder in
catalyzing networks, and is the original source of the “wheel” describing a

network’s stages of development, as well as many of the functions that a network
can serve. Its insights are principally drawn from the contributions of 80 funders
who participated in a two-year community of practice called the Network of
Network Funders.

SCARC T. AL.

k

What If? The Art of Scenario Planning for Nonprofit. ook  Diana Scearce,

Katherine Fulton, and the Gloal uine Network communit. Pulihed  the

Gloal uine Network, Jul 2004. Availale a a free download.

WHAT IF? TH ART OF SCNARIO PLANNING FOR NONPROFITS

This book provides step-by-step guidance for using scenario thinking in a

nonprofit context to inform strategic planning and long-term visioning with a
deep understanding of the many trends that are reshaping the environment
around an organization or network.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

The Culture of Collective Impact. log pot  Paul Schmitz on
huffingtonpot.com, Octoer 22nd 2014.

TH CULTUR OF COLLCTIV IMPACT

This post highlights the need for community trust and inclusion in a collective

impact network, arguing that many of today’s multi-stakeholder efforts will need
to change their culture to fulfill their potential.

SNG, HAMILTON, AND KANIA

The Dawn of Stem Leaderhip.

k

Article  Peter Senge, Hal Hamilton, and John

Kania. Pulihed in Stanford Social Innovation Review, winter 2015.

TH DAWN OF SYSTM LADRSHIP

This article describes the style of leadership and psychological mindset best

suited to engaging with a network. The authors argue that the deep changes
necessary to accelerate progress against society’s most intractable problems
require a unique type of leader—the system leader, a person who catalyzes
collective leadership.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

Mapping tem uing realit a a change agent to grow ocial impact. Video 
Scott Spann, Octoer 24

th

2011.

MAPPING SYSTMS USING RALITY AS A CHANG AGNT TO GROW
SOCIAL IMPACT

This 23-minute video provides a basic introduction to the concept and use of

systems mapping for understanding complex social problems, illustrated by the
case studies of RE-AMP and other social impact networks.

SUMMRS AND HONOLD

k

Weaving an Impactful Network. Article  Anne Summer and Linda Honold in
The Foundation Review, 2013. Page 43-47.

WAVING AN IMPACTFUL NTWORK

This article contends that while many nonprofits’ theory of change is based on

the idea that that individual organizations’ outcomes can cause systems change,
the truth is that systems change only happens through coordinated action
designed to achieve a common goal.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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TAPSCOTT

k
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Gloal Solution Network: A Literature Review. Article  Don Tapcott on
gnetwork.org, 2013. Page 7-18.

GLOAL SOLUTION NTWORKS: A LITRATUR RVIW

This literature review establishes a taxonomy of NGO types and functions,

including the “global solution network” concept that forms the basis of future
work.

TAPSCOTT

k

Introducing: Gloal Solution Network. Report  Don Tapcott, pulihed 
Gloal Solution Network, 2013. Page 5-47.

INTRODUCING: GLOAL SOLUTION NTWORKS

This report introduces and explains the concept of a “global solution network,”

arguing that these networks are a better mechanism than national governments
to address social problems of the scale and complexity seen today. It provides a

taxonomy describing ten types of global solution networks and examples of each.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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The Remarkale Internet Governance Network: Part I. (Continued in Part II).
Report  Don Tapcott and Lnn St. Amour with Steve Cawell. Pulihed 

Gloal Solution Network, March 24th 2014. Page 11-24.

TH RMARKAL INTRNT GOVRNANC NTWORK

This report describes the governance of the Internet as a case study of a

“governance network,” one of the ten types of “global solution network” that
Tapscott names in his taxonomy.

TNR

k

Collaorating from the Place of Common Ground. Pot  eth Tener on the
New Direction Collaorative log, Januar 8th 2014.

COLLAORATING FROM TH PLAC OF COMMON GROUND

This post briefly describes the formation, accomplishments, and lessons learned

by the Energy Action Network of Vermont, a social impact network focused on
transitioning the state of Vermont to clean energy.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

Funder’ Role in Catalzing Collaoration in Network (or Undermining It). Pot
 eth Tener on the New Direction Collaorative log, Ma 22nd 2013.

FUNDRS’ ROL IN CATALYZING COLLAORATION IN NTWORKS
(OR UNDRMINING IT)

This post reviews the promise and perils of a funder’s involvement in creating a
social impact network. The author argues that funders should encourage
network-designed solutions, create conditions for collaboration, support

measurement, and play a leadership role in empowering network participants.

THOMPSON

k

Re-reading ‘Collective Impact’: Three Leon. log pot  Chri Thompon in
Stanford Social Innovation Review, Feruar 3rd 2014.

R-RADING ‘COLLCTIV IMPACT’

This blog post reflects on lessons learned about how to build a network by the

participants in the northeast Ohio funder collaborative Fund for Our Economic
Future. The author focuses highlights two factors as particularly

important: funders’ commitment to build capacity over multiple years
and members’ openness to change.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

Lacraft: How Social La Cultivate Change Through Innovation and
Collaoration. ook  Hendrik Tieinga and eight co-author, pulihed Jul
28

th

2014. Availale a a free download.

LACRAFT

This book was created by representatives from seven “social innovation labs”

from around the world, sharing stories and observations about what it takes to

create the enabling environment for a lab and navigate the unique dilemmas that
emerge from this specific variety of social impact network.

TURNR T. AL.

k

Undertanding the Value of ackone Organization in Collective Impact. Fourpart log pot erie  Shiloh Turner, Kath Merchant, John Kania, and llen
Martin in Stanford Social Innovation Review, Jul 17th-20th 2012.

UNDRSTANDING TH VALU OF ACKON ORGANIZATIONS IN
COLLCTIV IMPACT

This blog series focuses on the roles and value of a backbone function in

“collective impact” networks. Many of the lessons it shares are drawn from the

Greater Cincinnati Foundation’s role in establishing StrivePartnership to provide
cradle-to-career support for the metro area’s youth.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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Stem Mapping for Non-Profit. (Part 1 and Part 2.) Two-part log ot erie
 Steve Waddell on eth’ log, Octoer 30

th

2009.

SYSTMS MAPPING FOR NON-PROFITS

This two-part series of blog posts provides a basic introduction to the use of

systems mapping in the context of social problem-solving, a process that can

often be useful in social impact networks in discussing the nature of the issue at
stake and what combination of solutions could be the most effective.

WADDLL

k

Addreing the world’ critical iue a complex change challenge: the tateof-the-field. Report  Steve Waddell, Jul 30

th

2014. Page 5-9.

ADDRSSING TH WORLD’S CRITICAL ISSUS AS COMPLX
CHANG CHALLNGS

This report argues that the practice of addressing complex systemic

challenges shows considerable promise, but it needs to be developed as a field in
its own right–the field of “complex change.” On pages 5-9, the author describes
the different types of social challenges and the most appropriate types methods
for addressing each.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

The William Capar Grautein Memorial Fund: Catalzing Network and
Collaoration. Cae tud  Jane Wei-Skillern in Harvard uine Review, June
30th 2014. Page 1-16.

TH WILLIAM CASPAR GRAUSTIN MMORIAL FUND

This case study analyzes a Connecticut family foundation’s entry into education
reform, taking a network-driven approach that resulted in the creation of a

statewide agency aligned with its vision. Includes interviews with foundation
leadership and grantees.

WI-SKILLRN AND MARCIANO

k

The Networked Nonprofit. Article  Jane Wei-Skillern and Sonia Marciano in
Stanford Social Innovation Review, Spring 2008. Page 40-43.

TH NTWORKD NONPROFIT

This article explains the benefits to a nonprofit organization of working with

other organizations in a social impact network, and argues that for networks to
succeed, funders give up control and trust the network to find its own path to
success.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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k

Four Network Principle for Collaoration Succe. Article  Jane Wei-Skillern
and Nora Silver in The Foundation Review, 2013. Page 122-128.

FOUR NTWORK PRINCIPLS FOR COLLAORATION SUCCSS

This article provides strategies for funders to make the most of their investment

in networks. The authors describe a different set of leadership and collaboration
capabilities that both funders and grantees must embody for a social impact
network succeed.

WI-SKILLRN, SILVR, AND HITZ

k

Cracking the Network Code: Four Principle for Grantmaker. Report  Jane
Wei-Skillern, Nora Silver, and ric Heitz. Pulihed  Grantmaker for ffective

Organization, June 26th 2013. Page 5-23.

CRACKING TH NTWORK COD

This report provides four core principles for funders to use in guiding their

engagement with networks: (1) mission, not organization, (2) trust, not control,
(3) humility, not brand, and (4) node, not hub, each of which is illustrated with
case studies. Also provides a set of specific recommendations for putting these
principles into practice.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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The Tactic of Collaoration. log pot  Steve Wright in Stanford Social
Innovation Review, Novemer 4th 2014.

TH TACTICS OF COLLAORATION

This post focuses on the challenges of acknowledging individual vulnerabilities,
relinquishing control, and pursuing goals that may not come in the form of
deliverable solutions, but rather progress on reaching those solutions. The

author outlines a four-part journey that leaders must undertake to shift their
mindset to succeed in collaboration.

http://engage.rockefellerfoundation.org/sources/
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